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I. SUMMARY

A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND METHOD OF APPROACH

The Department of Defense is vitally interested in oblnaining-the great-
est possible return from the investment it'makes in research and exploratory,
development. There are many aspects of this problem. This ntudy explores one,
the effect of environment, in an attempt-to develop hypotheses which Would assist
the Department of Defense to-increase its effectiveness in the administration of
research and exploratory development.

The-primary objective of this study is to-discover circumstances which

the Defense Department could manipulate -or control, and hich favor the inita-
tion, execution, and utilization of resarch and -exploratory development projects.
I the term environment we include-all circumstances which might influenc e the
initiation, execution, or utilization, of the-work. We have directed most of our
attention, of course, to those factors which might be used constructively as' tools
in the management-of research and exploratory development.

The projects we have considered areidealized as' research and explor-
atory development Events (abbreviated as RXD Events, or R Events, or X D
Events, as the-case may be). We-conceive of an RXD EVent-as a,,-p.riod of tech-
nical activity with a-well defined outcome. One of its attributes isthat it Involves
some creative or innovative (act; ,another is t it itproduces an irrevocable-or
irreversible change ni'the stte- of knowledge, in the- understanding of whavis
feasible or how, something can be done. This outcome must be such-that the -RXD
Event,"influenced the development of a weapon system-. The outcome may-be.a
tprogess report, a' proposal,, a journal article, a patent disclosure, or some
other document which summarizes the information -generated in the'RXD Event;
it may'also be a verbal presentation, a successful executioii of-A field test, 4a
consensus in a committee-meeting, or some other action not-ordinarily, con eiyed;
of as information-bearing or information-transmitting. Theoutstanding quality
of theoutcome is- that it is:thedividing point bI~ween the state-of knowledge-be-
fori the RXD Event-was completed, -and-the-state of knowledge after the RXD
Event was completed. An extremea test is whether the knowledge .contained or
-derived from the RXD Event would be preserved and propagated, from that, point
onward without anyfurther contribution ,f rom its protagonists, An exampleof
an, RXD Event is described-on page B-6, Appendix-B.

The ultimate-criterion for selection of these particular Events was-
-utilization in a weapon ,system procured by the Defense Department -for opera-
tional use. In otherwords, a paiticulai Event was included in our Sampleionly
efter we verified -that some 6petationalweapon system was made possible In
part through the -availability of knoledge evolvedhby the particular Event.

I-i



Most oftthe, research and ,exploratory development Eventswere iden-
tified iwht torical studies of six Tepresentative weapoi systems I chosen by the
Department of Defense.. No attempt-was made to-produce a complete list of such
Events sincecertainfimp9itant areas of research, such as nuclear warheads,
were off limits~by virtue of security restrictions. Instead, the purpose was to
develop a list sufficient to explore the methodology of Uncovering such Events,
and to prov de a reasonable base for study of various types of research and ex-
ploratory deveopment environments. It was evident that most weapons systems
are an outgrowth of a broad activity in r;search and exploratory development
extending over a period of many years.

Eighty-seven Events were ideftiff e'd (see Appendix C for details), of
which, wedescribe 13 as Research, 59 as Exploratory Development, and 17 as
Advanced Development. The latter were included to provide some test of the
line of demarcation between-Exploratory Development and Advanced Development.
A sample of 63 Events, including all 11 Research Eventq and 52 Exploratory
Development Eyents, was selected as a basis for further environment studies.
These Events took place at 36.different laboratories of the following types:

Govyrnment Laboratory (3)

Government Laboratory-University operated (5)

Government Laboratory-Industry operated (1)

University (2).

Industry (24)

Research Institwte (1)

We gathered no control samples of unutilized research and exploratory develop-
inent nor of researchand exploratory development, projects that were "failures."

Two methods were used to uncover, research and exploratory develop,,-
,ment Events. One consisted of beginning with a development utilized in one of
:th -Six selected weapons systems and tacing-it back in history toward its-ex-

ploratory development and researchcphases. The second method was to start
with a -research Event and trace forward- the ensuing developments into possible
weapons system :use. Both methods requLVed extensive reading, of reports co-
ordinated with interviews of De partment of Defense. and laboratory personnel,
since no weapons- systems histories existed which contained information of this
sort.

1. Mark 46-0 Torpedo, XM'162 105 MM Howitzer, AGM-28iHound D6gMfitsile,
Pblaris Missile, Minuteman.Missile and Sergeaht Missile

1-2
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Both methods resulted in uncovering a predominance of Events of an
exploratory development rather than, a research nature, We believe there art
tWo reasons for this. First, most of the many developments which go into making
a new Weapons system possible are triggered~fby the needs and operational re-
quirements of such systems. The ideas :utili# ed in the 'solution of these needs are
of an innovative type and the resulting work iij usually characterized al- explora-
tory development in nature rather, than research. There were few, cases of scien-
tific breakthroughs apparent in the systems 6tudied to date. Secondly, whileit
may appear to be logical that the aforementioned exploratory deve pihent is

easily traced back to the specific research knowledge upon which the innovator
based his reasoning, this is not the case. Aill too often such basic knowledge
and understanding had become generally available in the text books, and the
innovator usually had absolutely; no idea whelt specific bits of knowledge he tapped
or who had evolved this knowledge.

We believe that studies of other,Veapon systems Would' also uncover
more exploratory d&:elopment than research. Therefore, this,,study4s, (and
others like it would -be)heavily weighted toward a stray of- exploratory'develop-
ment environment. These few cases of research have led us to believe that
research environments differ from exploratory development environments. We
have,:therefore treated the environments of research Events independently from
those of exploratory development Events.

The following sections describe-a number of findings rnd recommenda-
tions based on these environmental data. Most of themare based on the 52 en-
vironments of exploratory developmentEvents alone, although many of the state-
ments would not be much different if they were based on all 63 environments.
Those findings peculiar to research environments, are'treated later, although
some references to research and others to the total population of research and
exploratory development are madefrom time, to timevere it serves to make
the results easier to understand.

A task implicit in.this study was ;the'determination of what is meant
by environment. Initially, our investigations weredirected toward objective,
quantitative,, static factors-si€h as type- of institution, educational background
of participants, pattern of funding, mechanism 0f reporting, and so forth. How-
ever, -as this list was gradually extended, it became, obvious that any description
based only on such factors would be .incomplete and would fail to show,0stignificant
relations implicit in-our data. We therefore found it desirable to- introduce trms,
and concepts from the behavioral sciences, and to deal explicitly with motives,
attitudes', and theprocesses Of human interaction.

1-3
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We'have found it especially important to distinguish between two
contrasted systems of management and control: authoritarian systems based on
a static hierarchy with well-defined levels of authority and chains of command;
nd adat systems 'with dif.use authority and responsibility, with communica-

ton through a broad network, authority based on wisdom and experience rather
than organizational status, and implementation by consensus rather than by
decree. The'associated terms used to describe types of inter-personal and inter-
group relations usually found with these systems of management and control'.are
coercion-compromise and consensus-collaboration, respectively. Each of these
terms characterizes an environmentwith many inter-related features. They are
exp1hinedofurther on pages 1-16 and 1-18.

While each of these systems has particular utilities, a majorthesis
of this report is that research and exploratory development thrive in adaptively
organized groups enjoying consensus-collaboration relations with their sponsors,.

Finally,, we have two warnings -to issue. First, the data obtained in
this initial study represents a limited sample, so that findings only, not defini-
tive conclusions, can be drawn. Second, many opinions and prejudices exist
'Ath respect to proper methods of administration-of research and development,
and we hope we have prevented-our own from affecting the course-of this study,.

1-4
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B. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING EXPLORATORY

DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

Our most detailed findings concern exploratory development because
most of our RXD Events are more typical of exploratory development than of
any of the other categories of R&D recognized by the DefenselDbepartment. Tihe
Department defines exploratory development- as follows:

Exploratoy"Development (6.2) - includes all effort
directed toward the solution of specific military problems,
short of major development projects. This type of effort
may vary/from fairly, fundamental applied research to quite
sophisticated breadboard hardware, study, programming,
and planning effort. The dominant characteristic of this
category of effort ,Is that ft be pointed toward specific mil-
itary problem areas:with a view toward developing and
evaluating the feasibility and practicability of proposed
solutions and determining their parameters. Programcon-
trol of the exploratory development element will, normally
be exercised by general level of effort,

The principal findings and associated recommendations are set forth
on the following pages. Most of the findings are illustrated and illuminated with
statements by experienced managers and quotations 'fromthe literature. Quot-

tions matching, orcontrasting with-certain of our ftndingf have been hard to find.
We believe thatthese findings either are-new or'are expressed-in a novel way.
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IrTERATURE FINDINGS

There is also today ateindency to let the spectacular aspects of some
kiids of technology lead us to give undue attention to those things which are
glamorous, at the expense of those things which are important and badly needrd.
As We push ahead with,the military uses of outer space and the advanced tech-
nology of space -science and exploration, as indeed we areand must, and as we
pursue glamorous technological objectives in other fields, let us not forget that
we have vitally important, if less spectacular, programs in military technology
and in scence that must not be downgraded in the emphasis we give them and in
the top-flight manpower we assign tOthem.

I do not imply that we should be any less bold or audacious, any less
,far-reaching, and creative in our techiiology. I do suggest that we have-problems
of common -sense priority and funding and use of scientists and engineers which
require discipned judgment in our planning and in establishing requirements.
Research, especially applied research, can help provide the critical analysis
necessary to-define meahingful priorities. . R. Killian)

Successful products are not so much the results of good ideas butof
one mxan's determination to make them succeed. (General Dornberger),

Genius is one rtercent inspiration, and 99 percent perspiration.
(Thomas A. Edison)

The full fruition-of scientific work depends upon three things: the
desie to know, the ihitiative to find out, and, the awareness to apply.
(Sir Cyril, Hinshehyood)

Innovation is the basic uf.ction of-management, whether of industry;
politics, science or the arts, and mianagement must coax or coddle it into being.
'(William T. Brady)-

The cqmplexities of nature will always limit man's knowledge to a
smattering of truth., Science advances by the slow attrition of ignorance and by
,the constant recognition-of its uncertainties. (Henry DeWolf Smyth)

1-6
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1., Most, 1JXD Events ki~eift, In, Modest Innovations

WherL~this study b~egan, many people believed thiat weapon system de-
* velopment depended on a 6iuccession of 'ukey events" and important tecbnologzical

anid scientific breakthroughs. The evidence gathered from the'-six'histq1rlcal
surveys we have, undeitAen in our study show'thatthis --probably not -true The

* innovations resulting from our 52 Exploratory Development Eventswore modest;
however, they did- rrke an important contribution to the-value, of th6 wea'on
system 4ln which dthy -are used.

In mhost cases the innovations -interact and reinforce- each other. Thme
resultiagmprpvemeflts in performance, -operational utility,, and cost-.cannot'be
attributed to one innovation, only, because-the benefit from exploltingeach inno-
vation depends bn_ exploftitgothers at the same time . For Instance,. the thlgh
search rate rfor the Mari 46 torpedo guidance. -system is only~ useful biecause of
the high speed of the vehicle. _This Was possible only because of'several innova-;
tlons- introd.thced in the fuel adi niotor, which in turn put -requirements, onthe
propellot. on hydrodynamic~noise reduction,- and on signal -processing. These
made other innovations hoth necessary And- usefulP and- When- they- were achieved,
a vastly improved torpedo res'lthed; -But each Event, taken individually, -is -not
a major technical breakthrough -or key Idea.

Of the several hundred'ideaai we-have examined -In the backgrounids-of
-six weapon systems, only two, both -Research _Events, could be coni;1d' red 16y

ideas or major technical breakthroughs: the-Invention' of the -transisor ~and -the
development of a high temper-Iture 'sl ock tube, and resuiltiig advances in gap
dynamics. We infer that the- major effort in exploratory deVelopment IS probaly
not for key events' alnd important technical brkeak-throughs but for a very much
larger number of significant but individually modest innovations.

Recommendation

Any program, forlimproving the management- of exo'oratofy, develop-
ment resources must show subktantial interest In And~concbern fbr-modast-innova-
tions. The Department of Defense must encourage thetlx initiation, execution
and: utilization, and mustrecogn ize the Interrelations aon such Innovations,
and military -needs.

__________ arthurD i~ttleci.



THE LABORATORY DIRECTOR'

Literature Findings

The research ,director- is the ,most important single ,factor in the suc -
cess--of the laboratory.. He must not only set the tone of the laboratory through
the acquisition, inspiration and encouragement of its staff, but must also work
With top corporate management. As one of those most responsible for long range
corporate success, he must be one of the top management team responsible for
the establishment of-corporate plans and objectives. Only top management has
,the over-all understanding and power to set levels of risk and to implement plans.
(B.S. Old)

Research -is related to every facet of the business. Corporate policy
andresearch policy must go hand-in-hand, and anything short of responsibility
for research at the top. of -the organization is a dangerous dilution of effort.
-Management needs to know, what research is being-done, andwhy, and generally-
how. A, good deal of research operates onthe hairline of success or failure;
managemhent is- thefulcrum. (E.N. Fuhkhouser, Jr,)

Maximizing creative output,. is (probably the most important day-to-day
task of the research manager. The success of organized research is due to the
'fact that the organizations have been -built up and are controlled by scientists.
No one organization arrangehient is best for all purpose!s.- Each case deserves
special consideration" to determine how the work should ibe organized. (W.D. Lewis)

Any laboratory which is built around the dominance of its director, how-
eyer gifted. and benevolent he may be, is ill prepared to. cope with its future. The
best thing a director can do for a research institution is so to shape it thathe is
not necessary to its' vigorous continuity. (Ralph B60n)

Time is a resource like money, raw materials or facilities; it flows
on inexorably and once expended cannot -regained. We have the'option of in-
vesting it wiselyor squandering it extravagantly, We canOt be certain, but
prudence makes- us assume thaf our opponents are not squandering time extrav-
agantly; we mustmake sure our investment of iris sound. As research directors
and administrators, we may not play the part we once did in invention, innovation
or discovery, but we can do one thing of unique importance. We can bring tech-
-nology into communication with its environment sooner than the entrepreneurs
,and planners of-the ecoirbmic social and political world. It is up to us to try.
(R.E. Gibson)

It is,-a -rare individual who combines all the attributes necessary to
becomiig-a sdcCssful research director. (Merritt Williamson)

1-8



2. The -Environment is Strongly Affected by-the Laboratory Director

Most, (46/52) * -of the directors 6, laboratories in which the Exploratory
Development Events;)took place were ranked by us as good or excellent in capabil-
ity. In general, these laboratory directors Were men characterized. by breadth
and depth of technical insight, by previous technical accomplishment which af-
forded them stature in the technical and scientific community, by skill in com-
municating with and motivating subordinates, by aggressiveness and imagination
in the -promotion and pursuit of objectives which, inspired confidence in sponsors.
Without doubt we confirm the lessons stated in the literature to the effect chat
-the director is a major factor in the success of a laboratory. He is in a good
position to mainiainthe type of environment desirable fok exploratory work; most
of the recommendations in this report can be encouraged, implemented and sup-
ported by the laboratory director.

One attribute of the good director is t e ability to-keep alive and nur-
ture ideas. In all but a very few cases, the research directors had succeeded
in building an ervironment such that the innovator reported nopdifficulty in either
selling his idea to his superiors or in proceeding on his own, depending on his
position in the organization. Furthermore, the environment was such that'the
innovator received encouragement, and through various means had funds made
available to him, because the value of the project was xecognized by the appro-
priate people within the organization.

Another characteristic of the outstanding-director is the ability to sell'
the developments of his laboratory. In many-of th6-cases noted in this study, the
director was actively engaged in such selling, and usually his reputation was
such that his judgment was respected by-thd Department of Defense.

It should be notedthat in certaiftvDepartment of Defense laboratories,
even the outstanding directors, complained Idhat they felt remote from "top manage-
ment' in the Pentagon. This was given asthe reason for the departure of some
such individuals from Government seryXce.

Recommendations

The Department of Defense should give weight to the reputation of the
laboratory director when allocating exploratory development resources. It should
consider training programs for develkping those scientists- ir its- own 'laboratories
who have managementpotential, as well as means for attracting, as laboratory
directors~promising yoiingmen from outside Government zir.'Ies.

In addition, it seems clear that despite the difficulties involved, im-
proVed communication of plans, requirements, and objectives between Depart-
ment of Defense "top management" and in-house laboratory directors must be
sought.
*The actual number of cases in our limited sample is shown as the numerator

of a proper fraction; the denominator is the size of the sample, usually 11 R
Ev'ents, 52 XD Events, or 63 R&XD Events; e.g., 46/52 means that the state-
ment was true-for 46 of our 52 Events.

1-9 thiw3.3IttleJnr.



LITERATURE FINDYNGS

If you do not expect to be -in 1isiness five -years from now, there is no hfed
- £ -for expenditures for scientific rese4rch. (G. Guy Suits)

Government, business, and industry are dependent ..... not alone on tech-
nology. but on, an aCcelerating growth of knowledge deriving from research that once
Was sonetimes described as "ipre." (Glenn'T. Seaborg)

The application of sdience- can be direct,.d to produce reults of value; the

creation of science proceeds from the free operation-of the minds of scientists,.

C.E.K, Meas and J.A. Leertmakers)

Yet wfth all this, Iwould still say that the-prime need in midern technology
is for wiser, smarter thought and action about what-we have, rather than reliance on
a headlong hunt for miracle solutions, or brute-force,, extravagant effort to- find what
we do not have. I would still say that the most significant impact of science-on our
technical systemis will come frombetter methods, for studying and layout of what
choices really exist; and, for differentiating between what we khow and what we can
merely guess. (F. R,. Kappel)

Thus, inevitaly the key issue is management of the total research resources,
not the management of-specific research programs even though that too, is gravely im-
-portant. The mainspring of the issue is in selection of courses of action which can
1have a major impact on an institution, based on full recognition of the part research
and- development can-play, a willingness to recognize that such a major impa:ct involves
real risks, and'finally the selection-of the specific R&D programs which can bring suc-
cess~to the strategy. (P. E :lHaggerty)-

One of the first things a research institution. needs is-a technical or scien-
tific objective. Only -by having some reasonably well defined goals can researchers
make those choices which they face at every turn as-to which- of several possible lines
to follow. This statement does no violence to the classical concept that true. research
is without restraint and follows the -intellectual curiosity of the researcher.
(Ralph Bown)

If there is any one aspect of the; subject which deserves particular promi-
nence,, I believe it-is that of choosingthe: ight definition of mission for an R&D enter-
prise. To make the right choice, and then to adhere to it, may not be as easy as it
sounds. For example, one may have to-decide rather frequently whether entrance into
a new field is, in fact, compatible with the long term objective sof the organization.
We have occasionally, in the past, had the even more Wrenching experience of-with -
drawing from promising areas in which we were' already well established because-they
threatened to. lead us too -far' away from our primary objective of providing even better
communicatiorn service. However, such mission definition isnecessary if the organi-
zation is to develop the "enduring themes" and flow of technology which Lhave described.
In the long run, it is the best means of giving -the organization continuing purpose and
vitality. (james B. ,Fisk)
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3. Investment-Strategies

We haveenough background information to infer investment strategies underlng'
most. f the Exploratory -Deveoipment Events (33/52)'. One strategy was, observed 17 times:

' Invest in fields char~icterized by rapid change,, continuing interest
to weapons technology, and a relation to a clear current need for
weapons improvements.

Six other broad strategies were seen two to five times each:

4 Invest in research and development institutions characterized'by a
record of accomplishment, facilities well matched to the work to be
done, access to university resourc'€ an objective approach to alter-
nate solutions, or a director whose. dynandsmihispIres confidence.

e Invest in men of distinguished accoir.plshment in the field of interest.

* When the need 'is clear, support evaluation Wdrk on all ideas which
show even remote promise 'of meeting the need.

9 Allocate some discretionary funds to a 'large class of research and
development institutions, recognizing that creative ideas occur at
random, that broad awareness of military needs will promote produc-
tivity, and that the capability to! eialuate randomly occurring ideas
promptly is desirable.

e Force technological progress by attempting to develop aweapon system
event though advances in a number-of areas willbe essential to success.

* Focus exploratory development effort by clear, statements of weapon
system performance requirements, 'but let technological advances
pace system development effort.

In most Events (33/52) the boundaries among-Research ,and the various €la9s.s o6f
Development were blurred; in most (33/52).some idea, stimulus, or information was-derived
from a less basic.development, production, or operational program; and ia substantial num-
ber (11/52) the Event was initiated:after the beginning of system development of One of the
systems in which it was used. Interdisciplinary stimulation influenced. most ofAdhe Events
(29/52) and even more .(36/52) were in fields of science or technology which were rapidly
changing at the time.

Recommendation

The Departmentof Defense should continue to devote attention to the formulation
and improvement of strategies for research and exploratory development investment. Ad-
ministrative and fiscal distinctions among Research and various categories of Development
should not discourage mutual stimulation and support. Exploratory deve lopment resources
should be made available to respond to problems arising in advanced development, -opera-
tional systemi deve.)pment, and use of materiel. The Department should not- Constrain re--
search and exploratory development by partitioning its resources among'fields defined so-as
to- be- static and mutually exclusive, but should adapt to interdisciplinary activity and to un-
certain and changing boundaries among fields.
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'LITERATURE FINDINGS

A company's way- of handling new ideas has a critical effect on
the,quality, novelty and daring of ideas its staff-members will offer, This
effect, like feedback in an electronic circuit, can work to stabilize the typical
Outptitof the Organization or it can work to neutralize or disiupt its ,function-
ing'dfepending on the Way management s actions are percei-ed, by the research
workers. (W.,C. Lothrop, S. Kingsbury, L.N. Bass )

One particularly important personal characteristic in research
leaders -,s intellectual generosity. In a field where fruitful ideas are a major
measure of a man's Worth, a, research leader must 'be prepared to help others
find gold, to steer them away from fool's gold, to leave people. alcpae or to
guide them on the basis of a shrewd, assessment of brains and personalities..
,(W, H. Sebrell)

In practice, one of' the most difficult tasks of a laboratory director
is 'to-,overrule an investigator, even if the director is convinced that the in-
vestigator is digging in an exhausted vein for the sake of digging. The batting
average of the laboratory director in making these 0,ecisions - and the, skill
which 'he displays in having, people accept his decisions -are a major mea-
sure of his effectiveness. As the laboratory ages, thesezdecisions must be
made more often, uiless the laboratory director is exceptionallr lucky.
(W. H. Sebrell)

The-sientist in the applied 0. developmental field is simultaneously
lashed by necessity and stimulated by rewards. 'He is challenged by competi-
tion, d sciplined bydeadlines, judged by results - andhe thrives -and produces.
(H "Work)

Seeing field use allowed the engineers on- Corporal to think of Ways
to imorove-on the basicmission. (R. J. Parks, concerning-the origin-of the
Sergeant system)
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4.- The Stimulation of Technological Advance

In nearly alL Events (49/52) the burst of successfully utilized adtvity constituting the RXD
Event-started only when the following three elementa were-presen!

* Anexplicifly understood need,,goal or mission.

* A source of Ides, typical lyapol of information,, etperictice
and insightAn the minds )f people-who could apply it.

* Resources, usually-factlitis, materials, money, aiid trained
and experienced men, who could be committed to do a job.

These hree elements can b.vbrought togethei in various time sequences; thelast member
to be joined to the other two (or~one) -n be-regarded as the "trigger" for theRXD Eynt-activy.
rhe following triggers each occur" :qd-iithbout one-third of the Events studied:

* The allocation -ofresources to look for ideas in order to meet
a recognized need (16/52).

a The occurrence of-an idea or an invention which met ut need,
-using -available resources (22/52).

* The recognition of aneed, which-could be met by available
ideas and resources (14/52).

The trigger isually comes some time aftei- the other two elements have been jbifsed; the
rnedian-delay-is-one orltwo years, but the spreadis broad. Regardless-of the time delay, and the order
of the sequence, the init:ial activity in the RXD Evenf was nearly always done at the piace, where the
idea was-generated (47/52). -In -about half of-theEvents (27./52) a more -specific understanding ofa
need, goal or mission wii disseminated after a more general expression had already beenwidely

recognized; in nearly alliof-rhese ,(5/27) the RXD Event was respnsiive to themore specific need.
It is notable that this wasi; true in many cases when the ricognition-of the need was not thetrigger.

These RXD Events have rot promptly -exploited available sciertific and engineering back-
ground. Except for the iinovationqn the RXD Event iiself, the technological base usually had existed
ifor several years before the Event. The-spread oftime delays was broad, with a median time of five
years for exploratory development and three, years for research. This delay indicates a reserve -of
scientific-and engineering knowledge which is not being -flly used.

Recommendation

Of the-three ways to trigger explpratory 4eelopment activity, the Department-of Defense
at present systematically exoloits only one: allocating resourceswto look-for ideas Inorder to meet
recognized,need. The Depaitment should also exploit the other two. First, 'they should support
environments which- foster creative Inspiration, have -resources available to exploit new ideas, and
can commit thos& resources rapidly after exploratory effort and some initial evaluation,. Secord-, the
Department should spur the advance of weapons technology by better anticipation of Its needs, and
better dissemination-of these needs t6 scientistb and-engineers with a-good command of current tech-
no bgy, who operate in afi-environment conducive to creiative work, and who can command resources
to- evaluate and execute their ideas. In any case, they'should encourage the conjunction of the three
essential elemnents: need, idea source, and-committable resources. Wherever possible, general
-needs should be reinforced with statements of specific need; however, the Delprtment should avdid
the trap of proposing-a solution or a method of approach. The Department should avoid transplanting
ideas for research ai, d exploratory development at aniearly stage; instead, it should support Initial
efforts where-the idea is generated.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF FRERDOMOF CHOICE

Literature Findings'

The way an industrial laboratory canr.achieve a well-balanced research
program i trying to solve practical problems of business is to delegate the de-
cisions, on work choices, insofar as possible, to the people who are actually doing
the Work. There are many reasons for tis, and one of the most important rea-
sons is that.it is only those people who are'qualified to do the work who know
enough aboutit and its applicaticns -to be qualified to make thechoices; choices
in general are made at the forefront of knowledge, This is a basic and simple
concept withzwifch itis difficult to disagree.

If the mlfan at the working level is really part of the organization and
has the interest of the company at heart, and-he has the authority and responsi-
bility to make his decision and know that he can/ follow-his own course to justify
his 6wn.actions, then the-company will benefit "to the maximum. (Ralph Bown)

Freedom in~fhe choice of problems subject to the criteria of relevance;
freedom to carry a study out to the point of demonstrating the merit of an idea -
these freedoins should not be thought of as inherent natural rights of individuals: -

they are to be;earned over time by distinguished performance. (J.B. Fisk)

Depending upon the mission and natureof the workof the particular
laboratory, a fraction of the annual laboratory budget shall be Set aside for work
judged by the laboratory director to be of promise or importance without need, of
prior approvalhor review at'higher levels. The -results o-this work sha 1,be re-
viewed by the Assistant Secretaries forl esearch and Development -of the Military
Departments. (Robert S. McNamara)
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5, The Importance of Freedom of Choice

The decision to initiate work was made locally in most Events (41/52). In only a few
(4/52) was the Event conceived -by its sponsors and transmitted in a formal document such as
an RFP; in most Events (46/52) the understanding of the need was passed on informally rather
than by a formaldocument.

Most of the Exploratory Development Events (31/52) were-carried out by teams of
people,none of whom had distinguished professional reputations at the time.

In most cases some of-the protagonists were familiar with military problems. They
,had no problem in sellingtheir idea within their local organization even though its value may
not have been recognized :in its early stages in more remote pats, of the Defense Department.

Most Events-(41/52) weresupported initially from discretionary funds, fundsalready
allocated for broadly defined related work, or funds diverted from related activities; a much
smaller proportion (1/52),had funds specifically set aside~for the, Event activity or specifically
approved after the idea for the Event was brought forth. It is interesting to -note, that -in four of
the five Research and Exploratory Development Events where work was supported by funds re-
quiring prior specific -approval by the Department of Defense after the idea was generated, it
was reported that delays of six to twelve months occurred -before resources were allocated. On
the other-hand, in all three privately funded Research and Exploratory Development Events re-
quiring prior specific approval, it was--reported that work was started promptly after need and
idea were broughtstogethek. Duriig our interviews many contractors emphasize that- many of.
their successes could-be attributed to flexibility both of funding and of-operation.

Wehave attempted a rather coarde and subjective evaluation of the degree of specu-
lation which would have been perceived by:a reasonably competent observer, prior to-the , Event,
confionted Withthedcision to invest money and resources in an effort toaccomplish the Event.
In nearly all Events (49/52)-the initial -probability of success coupled -with the potential valueof
success to-weapons technology afforded overwhelming justification for the commission of re-
sources. Though the findingis biased' bythe fact-that only successes -have-been studied, the
implication is that 'the initiation of utilizable fesearch aid exploratory-development most often
-has not involved controversial investment-decisions.

Recommendation

The Department of Defense should consider means for further encouraging flexibility
I 'the use of eploratory development funds at the local level. The initiative for undertaking
e xploratory work should be exercised by people closely associated with those generating the
ideas, such as members of the laboratory technical staff and the laboratory director. Commit-
ment of~ resources should be prompt, and informal and opn communication of needs and of prog-
reas toward fulfilling them should be encouraged.
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ADAPTIVEIAND AUTHORITARIAN MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENTS

In order to be able to describe systems-of management meaningfully
but in as few words as possible, we found it necessary to use some terms from
the behavioral sciences. Although they are well known in.some circles, they
may-be sufficiently unfamiliar -to warrant some definition at this point.

A niumber of social scientists (Section VII, 3, 7-11) have recently
concluded that systemsof management belong essentially to two types, each of
which is, characterized by a rather lengthy list of characteristics as recorded in
Tables V-2, V-3, V-4.and V-5 of this report. Each of these authors uses differ-
ent names for the two types, as shown in Table V-1; we call them authoritarian
and adaptive.

Our experience confirms these authors' observations that most partic-
ular examples show most of the attributes of one type and almost none of the
other; mixed specimens are rare.

An authoritarian management system ischaracterized by a well-
ordered-hierarchy. Responsibilities and resources are subdivided into non-
overlapping parts and assigned to subordinates, along with the delegation of
limited authority. Conflicts and -uncertaihties are resolved by appeal to a higher
level in the organization. Status is defined by rank in the hierarchy, and commf
nicationis between superior and subordinate or between peers responsible to ,the
same supervisor.

An adaptive management system.Iso characterized by diffusion through-
out the organization of an understanding of objectives and of the responsibility
for striving for them- Experience, knowledge, and ability anywhere in the organ-
ization are a valid basis for decision-making, which is not-the exclusive preroga-
tive of the "head." The actual seat of decision-makingdepends on the subject
matter,, and concerted implementation of decisions is the result of consensus.
Status and authority are ambiguous, respbnsibllities overlap, and control -and
communications flow through a multiply-connected iietwork rather than a well-
ordered-hierarchy.

As described by-Burns~and Stalker:

"A mechanistic [authoritarian] management system
is appropriate to stable conditions...

The organic [adaptive] form is appropriate to changing
conditions, which give rise constantly to fresh problems and
unforeseen requirements for action..."
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6. Research and 'Exploratory Development Flourish in an Adaptively Organized Group

Nearly every (51/52) local environment in which Exploratory Development activities,
were carried on Was adaptive rather than authoritarian. The following, non-exclusive factors
appear to have encouraged or 'sustained adaptiveness:

. A philosophic commitment to adaptiveness on the part of the
-laboratory manager (23/52).

0 Laboratory organization by tasks or projects (22/52).

* A rapid growth in thetsize of the organization, which enhanced
fluidity (13/52).

•0 A dominant adapove personality-(ii/52).

9 The -influence of goals whose importance transcended other
considerations (11/52),.

• 'A competitive drive which transcended other considerations
(11/52Y.

The incidence of some of'these factors overlap considerably, but the sample is too small-to
validate significance of any correlations.

Personal commitment was a positive influence in the achievement of success in nearly
every Eveht (47/52).and some form of competition was a positive influence in most (35/52).

A few Events (8/52) were carried outby groups located in: organixations generally
managed according to an authoritarian pattern, but in nearly alt- of these (7/8) the group func-
tioned' adaptively. Part of their adaptation was to insulate themselves from many of the author-
itarian controls in their organization. In only one Event did we find complete permissiveness:
those constraints which normally exist in an adaptive management system were neaily'always
evident (49/52).

Recomm'endation

,he Department of Defense policies should encourage adaptiveness -n the institutions
where it supports research and exploratory developm':nt. Effective pursuit of the Department's
goals should be the dominating consideration. Free competition among ideas and continued sup-
port of 4roups bringing valuable ideas to-fruition should be encouraged to fnsure adaptiveness.
Organizationby tasks or projects, rather than by a stable, organization tree, should'be encour-
-aged., Detailed definitions'of scope and method of approach, schedules and organization plans,
and 3ther constraints which inhibit,the free development of adaptive controls, should :be avoided.
Le el funding~of organizations , which removes the burden iof many authoritarian controls, should
be" counter-balanced by orientation toward goals, competition based on evaluation of technical
achievement, and. other forces to assure that valid adaptive controls will arise to replace the
authoritarian controls which are removed. Restrictive rules against the misuse of authoritarian
poWer, such as those arising from civil service personnel policies, should be eased as-author-
itarian controls are lifted, in order to-make it possble' for 'adaptive, controls to function suc-

cessfully.
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CONSENSUS -COLLABORATION AND
COERCION -COMPROMISE RELATIONS

R egardless 6f organizational philosophies, the gross structure of
most R&Dlaboratories and. Defense. Department agencies forces all inter-
course betWeen them into well-defined channels of -control, authority,, account-
ability., AndIcommunication Discussions of how these channels work are sim-
plified by initroducing-some more concepts and terms from behal1oral science.
The contrast between coercion-compromise and consensus -collaboration sys -
tems as described-by Shepard -(Section, V-D, Table V-4) is related to the
contrast between authoritarian and adaptive systems, and -is especially easy
to relate to such well--defined channels between two ,groups. The table shows
nine interrelated pairs of contrasting/characteristics. Most particular cases
show many-characteristics describing each particular relation.

In a typical consensus -collaboratizi Systetn the- k elationship is
governed by mutual confidence And- trust. -Commitment to-one another and to
sharedgoals is rewarded, rather than obedience. The channel isused- to pass
informatioUn.- nd ideas in both directions and to establish and'review j6int goals.
Informal corfimuitf&ation is possible because neither dispute nor -cenciure is
expected; itis required because there is noa priori basis "to decide what must
be communicated, and because attitAdes and motives are-as important in this
system as -fadts. Accordingto the circumstances, one-,r the other mmber
may formulate a decision; implementation is based on consensus rather than
authority.

In a typical coercion -compr6m;sc system, authority and powfr are
unambiguously a.located. and the superordinate commands the obedience and
controls thezbehavior of subordinates by using-them. The-subject matter -of
communiction is circumscribed, and its, content is expected to be defensible

Against Challenge, for dispute-followed by compromise is the normal way of
resolving-differences. Behavior -obedient 'to the commands-of authority is
rewarded: "Theirs's not to make reply, Theirs's not to reason why, Theirs's

_ -'but to-do and- die."
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7. Consensus-Collaobo-ation -Rlationship-,with-!Spoors is Desirable

A -consensus -uollaboration relationship between.the gr(N p doing the -RXD and its sponsor, was
usually found (38/52). A nimber of nonexclusbve factorswere identified which supportand encourage
such a relationship. Those cited most frequently were:,

0:Longp!rsonal association between the parties (21/52).

oAttention,of both parties focused primarilyun the goals
of the effort rather than the means (19/52).

*Strong technical: insighton the partofboth parties (14/52).

The distribution of these factors overlaps with no clearly- significaht correlations.

In most of the remaining E vents (1i/14) wherethere-was a coercion-compromise relation-
ship, .-a secondary informal communication channel was established which replaced- or augmented the
official channel of-communications.

Knowledge of the need was communicated informally in most Events (46/52). Many of the
scientists-and engineers working on these Events had prior experience with military problems. The
promoter oflinitial support, for most (37/52) Events was closely associated'with the conceivers of the
Event, and the conceivers-remained closely associaied with-the eecutionin nearly ai ,(45/52) Events.
In a large-majority (42/52) someone closely associfated-with the conception or execution was alzo in-
strumentaL in bringing about utilization of the Event.

The PolarisSteering TaskGroup, made up of outstandingmen from a~ntimber of agencies and
'firms -with-something to offer the-Polaris system development, was- cited many timis as an instrument
for rapid, uninhibited exchange ofideas and information, leading to decisions and action. Several of its
members have told us that they, would not participate in such a.Group today, because interpretation of
"conflict of interest" policies would now prevent their own firms from participating in the implementation
of decisions arrived at in that way. Another inhibition which was remarked: on is the restriction-on
communication between:would-be purchasers and vendors during the period between~issuing a request
for proposal and the making of a, competitive award. This prevents refinement of understanding of the
job just at the period when all concerned are~best motivated to imprQvyeIt.

Recommendation

The Defense Department should simplify its adrinistration of exploratory development in
order to focus attention-on the goals that motivate-the effort, rather than-the means of achieving them.
Other-factors, such as long personalassociation among the parties and strong technicalinait, which
are-,known to support coisensus-collaboration relationships, should be encouraged. Emphasis on author-
ity and obedience,;sharp boundaries in scope of activity, separation of divers apects of communication
(e :g., technical and contractual) into different channel3, and other factors known to-leadtoward coercion-
com"promise relationships -hould be-discouraged by the-Defense, Department.

OPeninformal communications leading to cooperstive formulationof goals and objectives, and
mutual understanding of needs and Progress should be encouraged. The pen*ties-fr policies inhibiting
open informal communications should be compared explicitly with their benefits. 'Where the Department
is seeking creative, innovative work, it should eliminate policies which prohibit techlcal"discussions
between contracting organizations and would -be vendors, Interpretations of "conflict ointerest" which
prevent well Informi ed and well-motivated-men from advising the Defense Department ,nd participating
in: developmentplanning and conception, and other reutricti6na to free intercourse.
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T1 t UIJLZATION '.OF -XPLOR'ATORY DEVELOPMENT

S.Literature Fiding

'Thetest-tube stage of the technoloia1 process - -the research l~bo -
ratory--is the-ideal time-and place for scientific innovation and the free play of-
c reative - lefits. Here cofi peting'ideas can grow and, die in rapid succession
and at relatively minor risk, and optimum variables and configurations can be

* selected.

This is not to say that we don't want innovationti t an advanced engi-
neering stage, or even inothe ijnanufacturing phase of an important project. We

do, for fnnovation-must traverse that route to the ultimate customer. But it is
expensive to experiment at full scale, and the design of the new process, or
material or method, is Preferably done at small siale, A constant change-in
"final" design and performance objectives in response to the in'troduction of inr
novation, too-late, causes the project completion date to recede constantly into
the distance, and the expenditures to grow out of all relati'- rfJiorecast costs.

This problem is met in its extreme case in-t' 6e development of com-plex weapons and weapons systems in the Deprtmer.;-of Defense. Because of

the usually long, development cycle,, the typical horible dilemma is the compe-
tition between-the - availability of hardware and its obsolescence rate. -If the
system design is- frozen to6 early, it will be-obs6lete when produced, and if it
is not frozen at some point in' the devel6pm ent cycle, itwill never be produced
at all. The Solomonwho sits in judgme',t in such cases must-determine a cer-
'ta. ;point of no return, and at this point the innovators must be firmly ushered
out of the roor so that the production people can take over to mantifacture, if
necessary, a t.Poentially obsolete-product. Errors in judgment in this matter
may be-extremely costly, and i- the specific case of weapons systems, could
,be fata l ,. To make the right- decision-here -one requires, inaddition to judgment,
,of course, a particularlyclear, ijnlbmished ckystal ball, and a rabbit's foot of
proven efficacy. (C. G., Suits)

W eedcurage-the search for new inventions; we keep the mind-stimu-
lated, bright, and free to seek out fresh means of transport, communication,
and eaiergy; y't we remain, in part, appalled by the consequences of our ingenuity
and, too.frequently, try to find security through the shoring upcof ancient and
irrelevat-conventions, the extension of'purely physical safeguards, or the
delivery of decisions we ourselves should make into the, keeping of superior
authi6rity like-the state.(Eltihg Morrison)

The cost of development is far greater than the cost of research,
and if a]big development gets off on the Wrongifoot,- the price is terribly high.
(F. R. Kappel)
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8 . Utilization of Research and Explratory- Deelooment

Informal communication is a important in effective utilization of
exploratory development -as it is in the initiation. In most (33/52) Events
papers, patents, and reports, were not important inibringing about the first
utilization. The median delay between completion of an Event and its incorpora-
tion in a system development is around one year, but thispread is ,wide. Th
median Exploratory Development Event is initiated two years before the, initia-
tion of the development of the system in Which it, was-used; but many (11/52)
were initiated after system developmen., As noted before, most.Events'(!3Vt)
derived some idea Or stimulation from less basic develbpment jactivit/,, e.g.,
advanced development, manufacture, etc.

Avnumber of laboratory and weapons system. conttractor n anagment
persbns have ,expressed strong beliefthat some exploratory development funds
should be made availabi'e during weapons systems idevelopments. Ii such funds
are not available, they contend that an environment is established int which they
must choose between neglecting exploratbry development whichapears tobe
justified in-order to improvethe system, or riskingproceeding with exploratory
development under funding Which is labelled by another catego'y. In addition,
if exploratory development advance -funds are available, improvements can be
made in the second generation of a weapons system, if they are achieved too. late
to beutilized in the first model.

Recommendation

The Defense Department should not rely only on papers and reports
for the utilization of exploratory development. Informal personal communica-
tion should be encouraged. The cost of, restrictive policies arising-from secU-
rity.- competitive bidding,. conflict of interest, mutually exclusive defiidtionstf
missions, etc., should be weighed against their benefits, and the -Depirtment
should find-ways to relax them--where-desirable for the good of exploratory
development. Stimulation of exploratory work by system development, followed'
by prompt exploitation in thesystem, is doubly effective,, and& should be en-
couraged by free communication and by providing-for the support andtsiiffing
of &Xploratory-development in close association with operational system develop-
ment and other- hon.xplOratory activities.
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COMPENSATION; AND REWARDS

Literature Findings

A coipensationplan must reward the research manas wellas the
corresponding skillful manager orthe laboratory will- soon be made up of many
managers: and few able researchers. Money may not be -everything, but it is a
lofig way aheadof whatever is in second place.(C .G. Suits)

rScieitists arid engineers, when they have solved a problem, should be

rew~kded, not necess aily with.more money, but rather /adistinct acknowledge-
ment of their activities in, arriving at the solution.(D. B. Keyes)

Engineers value most of all the feeling of service and accomplish-
merit that goes with engineering work -well done and the praise and acclaim of
their fell9w engineers, and the community at large.(W .T. Nichols)

Opportunity for individual growth both in salary and in other satis-
f actions; is, essentialtto a vital" organization. A conviction on the part ofelm -
ployeesthat megritorious performance will be honestly appraised- and- adequately
rewtrded is anecessary ingredient of their 1'yalty.(R. Bown)

While pay, opportunity, technical challenge, security, andssociation

with a good organization all affect the morale of scientists, two -items stand out
in their importance:

I. Confidence that the organization: is well managec
and is moving effectively toward realistic objectives

2. Genuine feeling of being truly integrated-into the
business, of being an accepted, influential member
of the business team. (R. W, Larson)

The spark of innovation frequently is the-only absolutely indispens-
able-element in a chain of events which produces technological progress. In
view of this, however, it is distressing to find -that th, innovator's creative
cont ibution may be lost, sight of in the vast welter- of siubsequent, activity that
takes place under the heading of reduction to practice. (Cii.G. Suits)
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9. COmpensation and Rewards

In view of the existence of the report to the President- on Government-

Contracting for Research and Development (30 April 1962), which dealt az
length with compensation structures inside and cutside of the Government, we
decided to take a different approach to the subject of salary.

In-our interviews, questions were asked about a wide range of:en-;

vironment details; but rather than discussing salary directly, we dealt with
such matters as group morale and motivation, and waited-to see if the subject
of salary would be mentioned. Surprisingly, it never was. We can only con-
cluderthat men working on successiul exploratory developmentprojects, within
the environment of a well-managed labdratory (and most of ourcases were),
have a feeling that their efforts are being recognized and that management is
;treatng them fairly.

However, we did encounter a distinct feeling on the parf of the inr -
-novators that their successes had gone unrewarded. In many cases, we were
among the first people from outside the laboratory to callupon the scientists
and engineers concerned to discuss their successful exploratory-development
Event. Needless to say, we were almost invariably provided a warm and
enthusiastic reception.

Recommendation

While compensation is certainly a most important factor in environ-
ment, the Department of Defense can and should take steps,, asl:noted in various
recommendations in this report, to improve other environment factors to assist
in offsetting compensation differences where they exist.

In- particular, the Department of Defense should recognize in some
appropriate-ways those scientists and engineers 'who have contributed develop-
mente utilized in operational weapons systems.
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C. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -CONCERNINGj RESEARCH
ENVIRONMENT

The ,work under this, assignment uncovered only 11 Evetnts -.which-fit
the definition of'Research stated by the 7Depaftment of Defense:

Research, (6.1)y - Includ6,s all, effort directed, toward'
increased knowledge of natural phenomeni a'id pnvrn-
ment andefforts direttedtoward the solution of problems
in the -physical, 'behaviorAl, and sociaP sciences that have
no clearmiliary application; It would thus, by, definition,
include all, basic res earth and in -addition, that applied re
search diiected~toward die -expansion of -knowledge in var-
ious' scientific areas-. It does not include, effortsi~irected-
to prove the feasibility of solutions of,,prpblems -of imme -
diate-militar-y impotac orime -briented invesiain
And developrnents. The research elemients aie further
chardcteized-,by using level of effortas tho p0incipal,
Program control.

This number of events is obviously~nsufflcient-to permit any
detailed-study of zresearch environment as distinct frc-m exploratory develop -
ment, environment. NeVertheles-s, 'it is important to comment to *jieexteflt
possible on -this- subjlect.

In the United'States-, approximately one half of -the funds designated
as research expenditures flow- to work performed, in colleges and, universities,
With, the remaining, half being-di'stributed b~etween -industry, government and-non-
profit. institution laboratories in that order.

It- is'thus clear that the. traditional enironment ,for research springs
from. the universities. The -trend 'has been, for nonuiniversity laboratories 'per -
forming such~research to emulate-within their research. sections.,a university-
type- environment. Extensive 4iterature, exists, on this subject. We prooset
base our limfited -obserivationA in part upon this literatiire.
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THE-CASE FOR RESEARCH

Literature: Findings

Why shouldthe Department ofDelense support basic research rather
than leaving it entirely to. other government -and nongovernment agencies? The
answer' is at least threef0ld.

The Department of Defense requires the most advanced technology
much more than civilian industry does. Its technical problems are greater than
thosepcsed by the civiliantechnology. It alwys operates in its develojpment
programat the -limit,,of known-science. The Depaitment of Defense cannot
therefore. entrust the responsibility for Scientific progress entirely to other
agencies wh4ch are not aware of'its desperate necessities.

Secondly, the Department of Defensemust see to itthat the United
States is in-the very forefront of science in order to protect its vast investment
and the-security Qftthe United States against technological surprise and to avoid
obsolescence. The-whole-defense system of a country can-be outflanked by a
new scientific advance such' as atomic weapons or radar when-1this equipment
is not;a'pa-t of its arsenIal.

Thirdly, the Department-of Defense must support basic research in
order that its, body of offic-ers and civilians- are kept continually -aware of
scientific advance, It can remain in-close contact as apart of a:rotitine through
awarding of contracts, justification, of budgets and programs-,,etc. Liaison
officers alone cannot do the job because they would Jose-the intimate connection,
with thescientific comihunity.'(I.1. Rabi)

Certainly no one can-take issue with the-necessity for basic research,
for to do so would"be to denythe impact of human creativity on our spiritual
and matOrial well-beihg-. Each step forward in man's-progress can be traced
back-to a flash of creative genius in the mind of some gifted individual. Towhihi
the utility of his brainchildis far less importantthan his success in -penetrat-
ing-to some small degreBthe- dark-curtains- of our-ignorance. The financial
support of- academic research, it seems to- me, is a clear responsibility of
-industry and government,. (Crawford H. Greenewalt)

The security 'of the United States-depends today, as never-before, upon
the- rapid;extensioknof scientificknowledge. So important, in-fact, has this ex-
tension become -to our country that it may reasonably be said-to be a majok factor
in national survival,4Scientific Research Board Report to the President 1947)

There is nothing, which can' better deserve patronage than the promo-
tion of science XGeorge Washington)
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1. The Case for Research

The fact" that this study disclosed- only eleven research ilvehts (all
connected with the work on transistors at, the Bell Laboratories, an'the work
on:igaa dynamics at Cornell and Avco) should not be misinterpreted to mean
thaqt research is not of vital importance to the Department of Defense. While
the iultimate importance of justthese few Events-to weapons systems can
hkdly be overestimated, it is -not a- central, urposeof this report to make a
cOse for the -role of, research. The case for research has been stated eloquently
inithe facing-quotations, and in detail in: various publications

The indication that this- study did bring out was that the technological
understanding on which the exploratory development Events were based had,
ii igeneral, been-available abbut five years prior to the initiation of the explor-
atory development Event.. Furthermore, in a predominant number of cases

the -Departmentof Defense was supporting research in- the particular fields of
science-inwhich the-advances were made. Thus the investment strategy of the
Department of Defensecin reseirch was, in most-cases, assisting in developing
knowledge in thoseitechnologies. necessary to the evolution of future operational
weapons systems. The only investment strategy we could uncover was the
ie lassical one ok backing persons -of known capability in the field^of scienceyof
iInterest: (10/11).

*Basic Research in the Navy, June 1, 1959; Symposium on Basic Kesearch,

May 1959.
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THE ATMOSPHERE FOR RESEARCH

-Literature Findings

The main -requirement in support of-basic research is to pick a man of good quality
rather -than being-tooparticular about just what he does in fulfilling the terms of the contract.

-(W ,. Libby)

There is no better way to "tone up" a research staff, and its over-all program than
to encourage- -ihststxupongfneed be--somne fundamental research.(Roger Williams)

The interaction of research workers with development engineers in industrial lab -
oratories- is imporant to-deVelopment -- both in direct consultation and in longer-term con-
tinuing education--and such communication can be important to the rdsearch man too. His
rolefIn-this interacti6nIs to"keep thethinking-straight,," to reduce empiricism, and by
physical insight',andanalysis to infuse develoPment activity with scientific method'. The
qualit -and tone of. a development organiZation are importantly influenced by the presence of
a good basic research activity in the industrial laboratory. Research personnel can also be
a source of excellent- development engiaeers at a proper stage-in a man's career, as experi-
ence'has shown J-.B., Fisk)

Inthe government and in the universities the-strategy of research continuingright
through to development and engiieering technology-is too-often enslaved by a misconceived
devotion to-cause-and effect. The freewheeling individual researcher knows that he cannot
trace in advance, step by step the measures necessary to invade a problem. It-is a foolish
conceit for an industrial laboratory Or:a government program, and, particularly, in military
affairs for a technical fallacy -known as a set of requirements, tobelieve that-step-by-step

_- -_ chartig ofatcourse into the unknown car, be done (W .O. Baker)

- We all'believe that the real key to basic research is the continued stable support
f the individual research man, to give him full freedom, with- moderate austerity, to in-

vestigate problems in whichvhe is interested.(Merle A. Tuve)

Those scientists having the ablest and most creative minds will prefer to use them
in basic research-by following up the undifrected, uncontrolled, unspecified, unprogrammed
andcertainly unknowncourses revealed as the work goes ahead.(W.O. Baker)

The basic researcher, needs to be protected from -the- pressuresand concerns
which typically permeate:the going enterprise. His attention must be directed outside the
enterprise into the ecology, and-there to -a set of peers who work in approximately-the -same
field-of abstraction- and speak the same. language, who will evaluate and stimulate his work
on'crjttria,grouided in-theory. Thepp0lied researcher, on the other hand, needs to be-
,fully exposed to the usual, pressures 'of product cost, sales appeal, production schedules,
etc. He must, therefore, be well inegrated in the -larger enterprise and in frequent itera-
tion with those who will produce, use and distribute+his-products.(GeorgeP. Bush and Lowell
H. Hattery.)
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2'. Atmosphere for Research

The literature on research environment emphasizes the .need to-select
good-men, provide them with the facilities and equipmrent they require,, and'then
give them freedom to pursue problems of their choidc,_fkeedom to communicate
With others in related fields and freedom to publish.

It is clear that the Military Departments mtust strive to invest-the
majority of their research funds in fields of science which are related to their
missions. Some funds must also-be -invested in fields less obviously misdsion-
related because of the unpredictability of researcti results, and the complex
interrelationships between fie~lds of science. In's number of our interviews it
was apparent that the-science administrators of thle Departments, working with
the advice of outstanding scientists, have develop!ed comPetence, i this area,
'paticularly in the Office of Naval Research.

In -all the 11 cases we studied, the environment fitted the classical,
university pattern. The workers were given freedom to the point:that general-
ized work statements were used and the paths of investigation not questioned.
Thus the environment was approaching one of permissiveness. it Would Seem
that the Department of Defense should support this, policy as :strongly as pos-
sible,. Any, attempt:to~place controls in-their area wiilsimply cause the scien-
tists-to seek support elsewhere as they willinsistupon their traditional en-
vironment of. freedom.

In 10 of'the 11 cases theresearch - Event was performedin labra-
tories which also carried out development work.

Recommendation

In view of the- fact that research is of vital-importance in providing

the knowledgeandunderstanding from Which technological advances spring, it
Is, recommended that further data be gathered in subs&_uent-studies to, cast more
light on ways, and means for the- Departmentof Defense topromote favorable.
environrnents,:for research within its own laboratories as well:as in those with
which'it. contracts.
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D. -COMMENTS WITH RESPECT TO FURTHER STUDIES OF RESEARCH AND,
E-EXPLORATOY DEYELOP." NT MANAGEMENT'

It is believedi thatthis study, while preliminary innature, has served

the pUrpose, of "indicating that information ofI mortance to the Defense Depart-

midtireganinresearich management can be derived from a study of the history
--of the res earch and exiloritory develoPment, aspects of operational weapons

"SOfstems.

The -obvious weaknesses of this preliminary study are the narrowness
of:the dataAbase,- h-dthe ;fact- that-the environments of "failures," or unutilized
,,Events wer&not - studied.

-- - Four Important lessons were, learned during the-course of this 'study
,which should betaken cinto cnsideration when establishing the methodology to
' beutilize in- ture stuidies:

!P 'Less time should be spent on the-RXD Event Descriptions-
and correspondingly more time devotedlto~efivironment
studies-.

- More social scientists shouldparticipate in.order-to- add,
--to. the depthiand uhderstanding-6fenvironhent informati6n,

0' More attention- should be-devoted-tO those -,portions --of L l e
Deprtment of Defense' involved in research-and exPloatoryV

- development management which must int6act-with- the
Government, -University and-indust y laboratries.

e0 Tescople of weapons systems histories should be, augmented-
toAinclude more information about resarch and exploratory

development.

Recommendation

Tjhe Department of Defense-should extend studies -of this typ--into
;additionlweapons systems in order -to broaden its knowledge and increase its
effectiveness- of the-management of kesearch-and exploratoy -development.
Greater participation -by in-house pesonnel in such studies -Would provide
valuable trairuag. However, it might prove to be necessary-to usesome out-

- side assistance-in order to obtain-objective information particularly in-the
-sensitive areas of 'failures" anl of relationships between outside-dontractors
andtheDepartment.
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II. DISCUSSION OF DATA, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

The following section shows how data about the environments of RXD
Events support the conclusions and recommendations already disclosed in
Section I. The environments of a-total of 63 RXD Events were studied, of which
11 represent Research and 52 represent Exploratory Development.

Not all of the RXD Event Descriptions tabulated in Appendix C are in-
cluded in the detailed study of environments. First, only those we believe to be
research or exploratory development are considered. When a final evaluation
was made, a number of the Events in Appendix C were ultimately judged to be
more characteristic of Advanced Development. Secondly, any Event in-which
the bulk of activty took place before 1946 was excluded, because their number
was small, the period of WW II was atypical, and the effort required to &ather
a complete environment description was large. Finally, a small number of
Events included in the library of RXD Event Descriptions were excluded from
the environment study, either because their environments overlapped- substan-
tially or because their descriptions were incomplete and the amount of effort
required to complete them seemed excessive.

Because-of -the way in-which these RXD Events were identified, we
have no reason to believe they represent a random sample. We can anticipate
that our methodology favors recent Events and Events closely associated with
the particular weapon system- develoPment activities studied.

The observations in the next section are based on the totality of
evidence at our disposal, including RXD Event descriptions, trip reports,
responses to the Standard Environment Questions in Appendix D, and-the recol-
lections of staff members. In order to sharpen the distinctions, a number of
very specific questions were posed as various hypotheses were formulated
(questions described in Appendix E). These questions were answered by the
staff member who conducted the field interviews, -but without referring Lack- to
their sources. A machine computer print-out-of the responses and a tabulation
of their frequency distribution are also presented in Appendix E. Exploratory
Development Events are separated-from Research Events, but otherwise the
identification of particular Events is -withheld, and their order scrambled to
protect the confidence of our sources. Each horizontal line in- the print-out
refers to a single Event among those listed in Appendix C.
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B. INITIATION OF RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

1. Strategy

When this study was begun many people believed-that weapon system
development depended on a succession of "key Events" and important technical
and scientific breakthroughs. The evidence gathered from the six historical
surveys undertaken in this study show that this is probably not true. Most of
the RXD Events which have been discovered result in modest innovations,
which however make an important contribution to the value of the weapon sys -
tems in which they are used. In every case, the weapon system affected is
significantly better than its predecessors in performance, operational utility,
or cost.

In most cases, the performance improvement cannot be attributed to
one innovation only, because its value will depend on the exploitation of other
innovations at the same time. For instance, the high search rate of the Mark 46
torpedo guidance system is only useful because of the high speed of -the vehicle..
This-is possible only because of several innovations in the fuel and motor. These
in turn put requirements on the propellor, on-hydrodynamic noise reduction, and
on signal processing, which utilize other innovations. The result is a vastly
improved torpedo, but the RXD Events taken individually are not major techni-
cal- breakthroughs or key ideas.

We have screened several hundred ideas and innovations in the back-
ground of six weapon systems. The search favored the discovery of large,
spectacular advances, for the methodology depends mostly on what people
remember. Over one hundred discrete innovative efforts have been identified,
and most have been written up as RXD Events. -Only two of these, the invention
of the transistor and the development of a high-temperature shock-tube, could
be considered- a-key idea or a major technical breakthrough. (Another-major
breakthrough, the nuclear warhead, was in a technical: area we avoided because
of secrecy.) The estimated cost of these two RXD Events is less than a million
dollars, and the total cost of all the RXD Events we have studied is over $20-mil-
lion. We infer that the- major expenditure in research and exploratory develop-
ment is not for key Events and important breakthroughs, but for a very much
larger number of significant-but individually small innovations.

Even though the verdict of history makes most RXD Events look
small, each was a contribution of substantial importance in its own era. We
have attempted a rather coarse and subjective evaluation of the degree-of specu-
lation which would have been perceived by a reasonably competent observer,
prior to this Event, confronted with the decision to invest money and- resources

1
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1i an effort to accomplish the Event. In 57 Events (8R, 49XD) the initial prob-
ability of success coupled with the potential value of success to weapons tech-
nology overwhelmingly justified the Commission of resources. Though the
finding is biased by the fact that only successes have-been studied, the implica-
tion is that the initiation of utilizable research and exploratory development
most often has not involved controversial investment decisions.

Even after the passage of years, a clear DOD investment strategy
appeared in the background of 33 Exploratory Development Events. The strat-
-egies can be catalogued in seven broad nonexclusive -classes. Most of these
are well-reconized in university and industrial research, as well as in military
and other branches of government sponsored research. Others may be more
peculiar to weapons development. These classes and their frequency of occur-
rence are as follows:

a. Invest in fields of research and development characterized by--

obvious continuing interest in weapons technology,
and/or

a rapid rate of change in the state of scientific
understanding and technological exploitation,
and/or

a clear current need for improvements.
(17 Events)

b. Invest in research and development institutions characterized by- -

a record of accomplishment, and/or

facilities well -matched to the work to be done,
and/or

access to university resources, and/or

an objective approach to alternate solutions, and/or

a director whose dynamism inspires confidence.
(5 Events)

c, Invest in men of distinguished accomplishment in the field of
interest. (3 Events)

d. When-the need is clear, support evaluation work on all ideas
which show even remote promise of meeting the need. (5 Events)
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e. Allocate:some discretionary funds to alarge class of research
and-development institutions, recognizing that creative ideas-occur at random,
that broad awareness of military -needs will promote productivity, and that the
capacity to evaluate randomly occurring ideas promptly is desirable. (2 Events)

f. Force technological progress by attempting-to develop a weapon
system even though advances in a number of .eas will be essential-to success.
(4 Events)

g. Focus research and development effort by clear statements of
weapon system performance requirements, but let technological advances pace
system development effort. (3 Events)

Because of the size-of the-sample, the relative frequencies of these
-strategies are not significant.

Our observations do not support the view that research and explora-
tory development are -phases in an orderly progression from basic research
through exploratory development, advanced development, engineering develop -
ment and- system development to production and use. In fact, in 40 Events
(10R, 30XD),- the changes in the character c. activity which correspond -to:the
transition from research-to exploratory development or from exploratory
development to advanced- development were not clear. Furthermore, in 41
Events (8R, 33XD), the activity derived some essential idea-or stimulus, or
information, from a less basic development activity; that is, an RXD Event
characterized as exploratory development derived some idea, stimulus, -or in-
formation from some advanced developmenti angineering development, opera-
tion system development, operation, test or evaluation. Eleven Exploratory
Development Events started after the initiation of system development in the
system in-which-the Event was used, and derived various kinds of stimulation,
including financial support; from the system development. A significant-pro-
portion of worthwhile exploratory acti-'ity has been carriedon where explora-
tory development-overlaps advanced development and system development, and
the circumstances are such that we believe the exploratory development -activity
benefits from the intimate- contact.

To summarize: most advances from- RXD result from innovations
whose value is moderate but clearly larger than the expected cost of the RXD.
The required investment-decisions are not controversial. A superficial review
-of strategies reveals that-a number have been used, but none is obviously
dominant.

Based on-these general findings, we recommend that the Department
of Defense show substantial-concern for small innovations, and not be pre-
occupied with major breakthroughs. The jet engine, the magnetron, the
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transistor, and nuclear fission are important, but they are not the only kind of
advances which-our progress depends on, and they probably account for only a
small proportion of our research, and exploratory development expenditures.
The Department should continue to improve strategies of RXD investment. Most

of the-technical decisions are not very controversial, and could (later sections
suggest they should) be delegated to men quite close to the exploratory work,
such as laboratory directors, project managers, and experienced RXD personnel.
The kinds of work described as research, exploratory development, advanced
development and so forth, should not be -forced into mutually exclusive classes,
nor should exploratory effort be divorced from operation, manufacture, and
system development unless some benefit accrues which compensates for the
penalty to the exploratory efforts.

2. Initial Triggering of an RXD Event

In 49 Exploratory Development Events and ten Research Events, the
burst of successfully utilized exploratory activity which we have called the
Event started only when the three following elements were present:

a. An explicitly understood need, goal, or mission;

b. A source of ideas, typically a pool of information,
experience and insight in the minds- of ,people who
could apply it; and

c. Resources, usually facilities, materials, money,
and trained and experienced -men, which could be
committed to doea job.

As an illustration, consider RXD Event No. 20, the Development of
techniques for the preparation of sound thick sections of highly oriented pyro-

lytic graphithe (Appendix B). This activity was carried. out in the Materials
Section of a nuclear power .group in the Research Division of the Raytheon
Company. The nuclear power group was working on a concept -for a liquid -
metal fueled, gas -cooled nuclear reactor.

The particular need- in this case was for a suitable impermeable pro-
tective coating for graphite, to permit its use__as a primary material of con-
struction. The properties of graphite make it particularly suitable to serve
certain functions in a reactor; impermeability was desired to control the diffusion
of the gas coolant. This particular-formulation of the need was jointly arrived-
at by the people in the Materials Section-and other scientists and technologists
actively engaged in reactor design-. The-over-all goal, which was shared by
the Materials Section, was to demonstrate the superiority of a nuclear reactor
based on some novel concepts,
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The resources were the Materials Section itself, with its staff and
facilities, organized and established quite explicitly to do work of this character
as part of a general program to develop a new reactor.

The-source of the ideas was the members of the Materials Section.
Most of them were young and had considerable academic background and some
professional experience, although they had not had any opportunity to build broad
professional reputations. Many- of the members of the group had come from
the Canel Project at the United Aircraft Company, and therefore had significant
experience in reactor problems and in the development of materials for use in
reactors. They had further opportunities to explore this area of professional
activity after the Materials Section was formed at Raytheon in the Nuclear
Reactor -Division.

Nearly all of the RXD Events show this same general pattern, but
there were three exploratory development Events which were exceptions. In
each, understanding of a need was lacking; instead, these Events were -a rapid,
flash-of-insight inventions. In the one Research Event-which was an exception,
-the lead investigator appeared to be well motivated, but not by an external
mission or goal. His motivations were closer to the scholarly ideal of broaden-
ing his understanding and of fulfilling his scholarly responsibility by generating
new knowledge and passing it 6n to the world.

The three elements listed above can- come together in various ways,
and various time sequences. We can regard the' ast element of the three as
the- "trigger" which initiates the Event. In 18 Events, (2R, 16XD), this trigger
was the allocation of resources to look for ideas in order-to meet a recognized
need; in 28 Events (6R, 22XD), the trigger was -the -occurrence of an idea or
invention with clear potential to meet recognized needs using available- resources;
and in 17 Events, (3R, 14XD) the trigger was the recognition that a need existed
which could be met by an-idea and resources already at hand.

The traditional method of stimulating technological advance is to
recognize or anticipate a need, and then allocate resources for exploratory work
in search of ideas to fill that need. These findings reveal two alternatives.
The first, stimulating or recognizing ideas and inventions, probably cannot be
achieved by a deliberate plan; however, it is possible to provide environments
which foster creative inspiration. (Such a course presents special problems
to the Department of Defense, but casual observations elsewhere during the
course of this study make us believe that the Department of Defense has missed
opportunities to follow this plan where it might be useful.) The second alterna-
tive plan is to formulate- and promulgate needs so that they are understood
wherever ideas may spring up in the presence of resources to exploit them.

* More is said about this alternative in a later section.
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The triggering element generally oecurred _fromone to two years
(median) after the other-two elements had been joined, -but the distribution of
delay time was very broad. For half of the.Events the technological base had
existed five or more years prior to Event initiation: that is, except for the
particular innovative idea which formed the kernel of the Event, -all the other
science and technology involved had existed and been available for five or more
years. Again, the distribution -of times- is very broad about this median. This
clearly suggests that more rapid technological advance is possible if there
could be a more rapidbringing together of needs, idea sources, and- allocable
resources in the right kind of environment.

In 57 Events, (10R, 47XD), the initial activity occurred at the place
where the idea was generated, no matter which among the-three elements above
was the trigger-. In- a later section it will be shown that the atmosphere -con-
ducive to executing research and exploratory development is also one likely to
encourage original ideas, and one likely to-have resources available..

In 32 Events, (5R, 27XD),. a- recognition of a specific need-followed
some time after a more general-need had been widely recognized. In 30, of
these (5R, 25XD), ,the Event was responsive to the more- specific need rather
than-the more general. For example, RXD-Event No. 86, the-design-and
demonstration of a low-cavitation propellor,was based on general work started
at Naval -Ordnance Research Laboratory at Pennsylvania State University. This
work primarily took the form of theoretical analysis and experimental -studies
of hydrodynamics at the Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel, and -it was carried on
for sixyears in the absence of specific requirements for high-speed quiet
propellors-.

In 1954, the Bureau of Ordnance made a specific request concerning
the feasibility of a -high-speed, low-cavitation-propellor for oue in torpedoes.
With this -stimulus, an experimental propellor -was designed- aid demonstrated
in about ayear. We are told that-ORL had claimed for about-five yearsbefore
that they could design puch a propellor, but no actual design appears to have
been undertaken until the specific need was pressed. Since then, the design of
high-speed, low -cavitation propellors has-:become commonplace.,

Logically, making a-need-.more specific reduces the range of accept-
able-solutions. Nevertheless, in this case and in most of-the others,- the work
which actually achieved a utilized result was stimulated by the specific need.
Furthermore, this work resulted not-only in a specific propellor, but in general
design methods so broad-that no further work on-this- class of propellors is
likely -to be-called exploratory development.
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The-recognition:that solution of a-special-case often leads to the in-
tellectual insight required to understand a general problem has been made, for
example, by George-^Polya.()- It may contribute-also to motivation and commit-
ment, which are shown in later sections to besignificant.

The prevailing pattern for the initiation of an RXD- Event is the fol -
lowing: a need, a source of ideas, and resources are brcught together in some
sequence; upon-the commitment of resources, work begins, usually-where the
idea was generated. An RXD Event can be initiated by broadcasting an under-
standing-of needs, particularly of a specific need, or by prompt nourishment of
ideas which spring up where they- were not anticipated, as well as by the more
systematic and traditional plan of systematically allocating resources. The
Defense Department should-try-to take advantage of the alternate ways of
stimulating exploratory activities. Also, the Department -should notethat most
innovative ideas which come to fruition -are nourished initially where they are
generated, and should avoid policies which result in transferring RXD ideas
from one place to another before they are well formed.

3. Initial Funding

In 53 Events, (10R, 43XD), work was started-promptly afterthe need:
and the idea were brought- together. The standard -is the subjective standard of
our respondents. Their remarks, stimulated by questions, -reveal whether the
participants felt any delays-or whether the activity was simply based on the
time-it-takes to do-the-work. In ten-cases there was a delay between getting the
idea and commencing:work. The delay was nearly always to get money, usually
a supporting -contract.

Logically, it might seem that an expression of need- and an idea for
fulfilling it wouldtogether make up something valuable. One could well imagine
storing such combinations and reactivating-them according to some-scheme or
priority when it becomes f1-.9ible to start work. However, none of our examples
exhibit this pattern. The -closest example we have -appears to be RXD Event
No. 13, conception and-demonstration of thrust reversal in a solid propellant
rocket motor. Here- the conception occurred in 1951, and was written up-in a
report in-June, 1952, by H.S. Seifert at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory; because
his own laboratory administration was unwilling to support experimental work,
the idea lay-fallow. The-decision was not motivated by a shortage of funds, but
by the judgment that the idea was not as good as others competing for attention.
In 1955, Ritchey at the Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Redstone Division,
initiated an experimental i,.vestigation of thrust termination methods. One of
the -two methods studied was the thrust reversal technique advocated-by Seffert.
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In contrast to this, we have many examples where an idea was -for -
gotten and-then rediscovered. RXD Event No. 16 is -an example. This work, on
canted rotatable nozzles, Was carried out in good faith, and was actually used
in the Polaris system in the form developed by Kershner and, his associates at
the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins -University. However, when a
patent application was filed for the idea, it transpired that a similar -idea had
-been filed on previously. Apparently the first statement of the idea was -not
readily available to Polaris, and was lost as far as application to Polaris was
concerned.

The systematic review by the Patent Department is intended- to reveal
interference and to identify the inventor having priority. Since -our methodology
has not provided for any systematic study of priority, we cannot make a valid
estimate of-the number of times an idea is discovered, lost, and then-redis -

covered and acted upon. Other studies, including-one carried -out by Arthur D.
Little for the National Inventors' Council,( 2 )showthat if an idea is set aside on
paper, for consideration by someone- else at a later time, it is not likely to
result in the undertaking of a technical research or exploratory developmenit
program.

It is interesting to note that under-the traditions, precedents and
statutes of patent law, an-invention is not considered complete until it is
diligently reduced to practice. Lack of diligence - -that is-, failure Of the inventor
to work steadily and continuously from, the time of his conception until he re-
duces the invention to practice -or files a patent application- -limits the rights
-which he -may claim to his invention-.

The pattern of initial funding is shown in the following table
(Table H-1) Forty-three Events (8R, 35XD) -were launched with funds and-
resources specifically allocated for- discretionary expenditure, or already al-
located for the support of related work whose description- fitted the work com-
prising the RXD Event, but in which the particular -RXD Event was not specified
or anticipated. In an additional 7 (iR, 6XD), it was acknowledged that funds or
resources were-borrowed from other activities. In only 13 Events (2R, 1-D)
was the activity supported by funds specifically set aside for this activity 9r
specifically approved after the idea was brought forth.

It is interesting-to note that in four of the five cases where -work was
done on funds specifically approved by the Department of Defense for the RXD
Event after-the idea- was generated, it was reported that resources were not
instantly allocated. Delays ranging-from six to 12- months were reported. On
the other hand, no delay was reported in the three instances where private
funds were specifically approved- for-work after-the idea was generated. it
appears that funds for the private support of research and exploratory develop-
ment may be allocated so quickly that: the formal approval process is not felt
as a delay.
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TABLE I1-I

PATTERNS OFFUNDING

Source
DOD Private

R XD Total R XD Total

1. Available for discretionary
expenditure 0 4 4 0 3 3

2. For the support of related work,
but in which the particular RXD
Event- was not specified or antic-
pated 2 21 23 6 7 13

3. Borrowed from- other activities 0 6 6 1 0 1

4. Specifically set aside for this, activity
(possibly as one of many)before initiation 0 3' 3 0 2 2

5. Specifically approved for this work after
the idea was-generated 1 4 5 1 2 -3

A dominant-funding pattern emerges whenthe first three classes are
taken together. In 50 Events (9R, 41XD), the initial funding of the RXD Event
did not -involve a formal defense-of the merit of the activity before it was com-
menced. Implicitly, or explicitly, the responsibility for deciding that-the work
merited support was passed on to those-who were about to do it and-to their
immediate associates; failure to allocate resources promptly certainly has
caused some ideas-to-be lost, and evidence in-a later section-will show that it
may discourage people from generating ideas. The common pattern for initial
funding is for resources or money to be committed promptly on the basis of a
local- decision. Thus, it would seem that the Defense Department should make
further provisions for prompt commitment of resources- -for initial exploratory
efforts, and- should make sure that the real initiative for making such allocations
is local. They should not require- controls which involve justification based on
the-promise of particular :ideas-or methods-of approach in anticipation of work.
Further, their controls should not introduce delay, and should operate so that
the real decision to proceed is made locally. Some -suitable -kinds of controls
are-discussed in a later section.
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C. EXECUTION OF RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

1. RXD Flourishes in an Adaptively-Organized Group

In 62 Events, (I IR, 51XD), the -local environment was adaptive
rather than authoritarian. (The words adaptive and authoritarian are used here
in a particular sense. Their outstanding characteristics are-shown in Tables

V-2 and-V-3, and explained later in Section V-D.)

In atypical authoritarian environment, authority is based on-position

in a hierarchy. Goals are well-defined and specific, and change slowly and in-
frequently. Tasks are broken into component parts, and are delegated by
authority at the top of the hierarchy, together with nonoverlapping authority and
responsibilities necessary to execute-them. Various parts of the organization-
can function independently., Chains of command, channels of communication,
responsibility and authority, and content of tasks are well-defined for each
position in the organization, in- such a way that they are -mutually compatible.

By contrast, in a typical adaptive environment, authority is based
not on position in the hierarchy but on expertise with respect -to-the task at hand.
This means that critical decision making is not confined to-the-top of the pyramid
-but is -diffused throughout the organization according to each man's ability to
-contribute wisdom- where he has knowledge, experience, or talent. Control in
an adaptive organization is achieved by havingas many- individuals -as possible-
refer their decisions- and actions to-goalb and standards. This means, of course,
that goals must be very well understood -throughout the organization, and -stand-
ards must- be sufficientlY shared- that decisions made by one will be endorsed
by the others. Communication is not- through channels, since who is at-the "top"
-of the decision.--making hierarchy depends on the content of the decision. Values
and-motives must be communicated as- well as technical facts, for there is no
prescribed channel of authority -with a recognized power to give rewards or
invoke sanctions.

The-various characteristics in which these idealized-types of-organ-
ization systems differ are strongly correlated: a small group has either most
of the -qualities of-an-authoritarian system or most of the qualities of an adaptive
system, but rarely a-half and-half mixture. When we looked-both at the general-
question of whether the local organizational system was authoritarian or adap-
tive, and at a number of specific factors which are expected in adaptive environ-
ments, we discovered that the environments in which these RXD Events-were
carried out are nearly all adaptive, according to either standard.
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The way we examined-the environment of Event No. 93, the Develop -
ment of the H-6 High Explosive, illustrates the process we- used when first
developing experience. During our visits at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
we accumulated about 30,000 words of trip reports and interview transcripts.
These were sifted for statements or groups of statements matching the descrip-
tions given in Tables, V-2 and V-3. No attempt was made to weight the statements,
but a consecutive sequence-of statements from one interviewee was counted as a'
single-statement. The results were as follows: Fourteen statements described
characteristics typical of an adaptive environment: Five more drew contrasts
showing a Characteristic of adaptive environments present in 1950 -52 which has
been replaced Sinceby the related authoritarian characteristic. These 19
statements tend to characterize the environment of Event 93 as adaptive.
Similar reckoning revealed only five which characterized it as an authoritarian
environment, and the 19-5 imbalance is further accentuated bythe fact that
three of the five had to do with the personnel relations of one man said by his
colleagues to-be a misfit, who moved out of the research laboratory very
shortly thereafter into- an administrativo position in an institution- which does
not carry- on research and development.

After looking at a few examples, we have found it unnecessary to go
to the trouble of a numerical-tabulation of particulars. In most instances, the
most casual review of the remarks made by our respondents clearly established
the environment- as belonging to one or the other type. in its dominant features.
With this understanding, we found the local envircnments of all R and- all but
one XD Event- to be adaptive.

We attempted- to account-for the degree of adaptiveness by searching:
for the presence -of factors encouraging adaptivity. Those which we observed
most frequently are listed below, -in decreasing order of.incidence.

a philosophic commitment to adaptiveness on the part
of the laboratory management- (11R, 23XD)

laboratory organization by tasks or projects
(OR, 22XD)

a rapid growth in the size of the organization,
which enhanced fluidity (2R, 13XD)

a dominant adaptive -personality -(3R, IIXD)

the influence, of goals whose importance
transcended other considerations (3R, 11XD)

a competitive drive which transcended other
considerations (OR,- 1lXD)
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Although- thetranscendent -competitive- drive was reported- only-in 11
XD'Events, the desire to show the-superiority of a technical approach-or capa-
bility over -conventional approaches or those being worked on elsewhere was
reported in 45 Events-(1OR, 35X, D), as a positive contribution to success or
effectiveness. In only 3 XD Events was -such competition reported as producing
an- adverse effect. Where competition- contributed to -success, it was usually by
focusing attention- on true-goals and -by -providing an additional- goal-oriented
motivation. Competition is rot commonly cited as a characteristic part of
adaptive organizational controls within an organization, but competition from
-outside served to reinforce an adaptive system, -by providing values and motives
-common to everyone in the organization-which could be-talked-about freely.

The frequent statement that research and exploratory development
must bedirected permissively, with looseness, relaxation of restraints, and
so forth, is incomplete. The constraints arising from an adaptive system are
fully appropriate; total lack of direction is not associated with successfully
utilized, research and exploratory development.

Completepermisslvity can be regarded- as an ultimate and extreme
case of the operation-of an adaptive system, where- one person is so much-more
capable and so much better informed. than his associates and sponsors That-his
judgments- and decisions are endorsed by the group -without any intercommuni-
cation, review, or other consideration. This :may be -the -case where one man
is:-working alone in an- area where he is well qualified, or where an experienced
and able, man-is doing basic research -under- circumstances Where- his under -
standing of the-problem is far ahead of that of his contemporaries.

-People who are accustomed to working with an authoritarian-system
-often recognize that its :ordinary methods of controL are inappropriate, but
cannot formulate a description of the appropriate substitute. It-s likely that
they cannot perceive-any control-or, for that matter, any organization at all,
in a fully adaptive system, which-they would- characterize as loose, permissive
-and lacking control; they may complain with great-vigor about-the inefficiency
of an adaptive organization and declare that itis chaotic, "screwed up, "-poorly
managed-and otherwise unfit to be given serious consideration.

However, we find evidence that adaptive controls were actually in-
voked in-all hR and in 49 XD Evnts. Absolute permissivity existed-in only
one XD Event; in two, our information was incomplete or equivocal.

The local environment with which-we concerned ourse1Vs is that
comprising the individuals vvrho did the research and exploratory deve lopment
and those with whom they had first-hand contact. This group would be part of
a considerably larger formal organization, such as a formal special project
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group, a research laboratory attached to a manufacturing organization, or a
government laboratory 6perated by one of the services. In all 11 Research and
in 44 Exploratory Development Events, the larger organization was predominately
adaptive. The remaining Exploratory Development Events include one in which
authoritarian controls were frustrated or overthrown but no clear adaptive pat -
tern emerged, and five in which-the group functioned adaptively despite an
authoritarian formaiorganizatlon (part of their adaptivity must have been de-
voted-to insulating themselves from the authoritarian environment).

There is evidence in 11R and 47XD Events-that personal enthusiasm,
dedication, and commitment to the achievement of goals was present and that
-it contributed to success or effectiveness. To dignify such a trite statement
as a-findingof a research -study appears fatuous, but it has a real point. Com -
pare this statement, stemming from field observations from 63 examples,
with the assumptions about human nature and human behavior comprising
Douglas -McGregor's "Theory X"(3) (Section V-D, Table V-5):-

The average human being has an inherent-dislike of work
and will avoid it 1f he can.

Because -of this human characteristic of dislike-of work,
most people must-be coerced, controlled, directed,
threatened -with punishment to get -them to put forth
adequate -effort toward-the achievement of organization
objectives.

The average human-being prefers-to be directed, wishes
to avoid responsibility, has- relatively little dmbition,
wants securitr above all.

McGregor believes that these assumptions underlie the traditional
view of direction- and control, the one which we find exemplified by authoritarian
systems of management. Our datum indicates that any system of management
founded on McGregor's Theory X assumptions is probably lnappropriate. On
the other side, McGregor's "Theory Y" assumptions include:

Man will exercise self-direction and self-control in-the
service-of -objectives to which he is committed.

Our datum indicates that a system of organization based on Theory Y assump-
tions is, in this respect, consistent with the way in which we-have observed
successfully utilized RXD-has been done in-the-past. Insofar as adaptive
organizations are based on Theory Y assumptions about human behavior, and
authoritarian on theory X, our finding that the environments in-which these
RXD Events were done were adaptive Is further supported.
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The exercise-of local discretion in undertaking work and committing
funds and resources was mentioned in Section II B 3 as part of the-common pat-
tern for initiating an RXD Event. In an adaptive organization, local decision-
making is routine; this- is further- evidence that adaptive organization favors the
i-dtiation of anRXD Event. As observed in IIB2, most RXD Events are exe-
cuted where the important initial idea was generated; this suggests further that
an adaptive environment may favor-the generation of new ideas in response to
stimuli such as needs.

Getting an- idea, initiating an RXD Event, and-executing an-RXD Event
are so closely allied, that we could not tell whether adaptive organization supports
one more than the others. Sociological theory suggests that it should-be helpful
in executing RXD, important in initiating it, and essential in- eliciting new ideas.

A number of recommendations can be based on this observation that
research and exploratory development flourishes best in an adaptive environ-
-ment. In the first place, an adaptive environment is easy to recognize, and its
presence couldbe used as part of a selection procedure in-choosing research
and exploratory development sources. This- will cause-no disturbance in the
research and development community, forthis kind of management pattern is
widely recognized as desirable, and is found at the working level of nearly
every successful R&D organization. Secondly, the Defense Department should
take advantage of the -qualities-of existing- adaptively organized groups, partic-
ularly in searching for new ideas. To do-this, they must shed some of the
constraints -of formal communications normal to an authoritarian organization.
Third, the Department should encourage and support adaptive organizational
behavior in-their R&D suppliers. For an adaptive organization to function, it
must -have material support and it must have access to information- about real
needs, goals-, missions, and-the values by which efforts are judged. Encourage-
ment- can be given by rewarding truly -valuable action and by recognizing-and
--applauding-original-, creative, imaginative, novel, change-producing behavior.
Fourth, the Department should avoid inhibiting adaptive behavior -. Many com--
mon ways of defining tasks and-describing jobs are in the-authoritarian tradition
of limiting scope and compartmentalizing authority. Many work descriptions
describe a method of -approach of the organizationof a team, rather than-the
goal to be achieved. The wording of many RFQ's encourages- a response with
-an organization plan showing separation of functions, -subdivision of responsi-

-bilities, and -localization-of authority. These and controls on-accounting, con-
flict of interest, security and other procedures limit the free exercise of

o adaptive organizational control. The Department should avoid routinely adopt-
ing the-standard of -the easiest alternative, and should -bear in mind that the
advantages to be derived from a successfully operating adaptive group may off-

. set the -penalties-of procedures which in other contexts -are not the most desir-
able.
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There are three particular recommendations which it is probably
easier for the Defense Department -to use than-the others: first, direct attention
to real needs. Second, evaluate results according to their true value in a gen-
eral scheme of values, rather than by -the adherence to- agreements. Competi -
tion may help to achieve this. Third, avoid burdeninga successfully operating
adaptive organization with authoritarian controls.

2. RXD Flourishes When-the 'Group Enjoys Consensus -Collaboration
Relations With its Sponsors

Consensus-Collaboration and Coercion-Compromise are a pair of
antithetical terms closely related to the pair adaptive and authoritarian. They
are particularly applicable to the relations and communications between a pair
of individuals -or groups. The most obvious characteristics- of these systems
are shown in Table V-4'.

A typical coercion-compromise system -is based on-authority and
obedience relationships. Behavior is controlled:by the- exercise of' power and
the invoking of a system of rewards and punishments.

In a- typical consensus -collaboration system, the prevailing relations

are those of trust and mutual confidence. Control is achieved through agree-
ment on goals and values, coupled with a communication system which provides
continuous feedback so that the members of the system can steer themselves.

We examined the environment-of RXD Event No. 93 for evidence of
consensus -collaboration or coercion-compromise relations between the NOL
development group and the Bureau of Ordnance. This was done-at the same
time and in the same way that we searched for evidence of authoritarian-or
adaptive organization; we found -that the evidence for consensus -collaboration
relations was e-en more one-sided than the evidence-showing a local adaptive
environment. Applying this experience, we found as before that well -identified
relations usually fall closely -into-one pattern or the other'but not into a mixed
pattern. In llR and 38XD Events the relationship between the R&D group and
its sponsoring organization could be described as a consensus -collaboration
relation. In 14XD Events, the relation- is better described as a corecion-
compromise relation. In '10 of these 14, a well -defined informal channel also
existed which supplemented or largely replaced the official channel of communi-
cations between the-sponsor and the executor of the research and exploratory
development. Thus, a significant opencommuniCation channel existed in-61 of
65 Events.
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The data. purport to show two- instances of-corecion-cormpromise
relations- where consensus -collaboration--relations did not exist-between-
sponsor and -executor, and -where--the initial stages -of work were- privately
funded. A more-detailed examination-of the sources shows that the-desired
sponsor and the ultimate beneficiary was the-Department of Defense, that-the
failure to gain initial support was one aspect of the lack of consensus -collabora-
tion relations, and that private funds were tapped for initial support rather than
to let-the project die.

Several factors were- cited as bases for a consensus -collaboration
relationship. The most frequently mentioned, in decreasing order of incidence,
are:

Long-personal -associations between the parties -(3R, 21XD)

Attention of -both parties focused- primarily on the goals of
the-effort. (4R, 19XD)

Strong technical insight, on-the part of both parties
-(8R, 14XD):.

In 8R and 46XD Events, knowledge of the need- was communicated
informally to those who responded with the idea to satisfy it, rather than by a
formal document or briefing. In many cases, we know there was give and take
in both directions;- we'believ'e there-was give- and take in most. -Only in four XD
Events was the event- conceived by the-sponsor and -communicated primarily
through an RFP, an ADO, a GOR, or some other formal mechanism. In all

-lR-and in 37XD Events, the-promoter -of initial support of the- work was closely
identified with those who conceived the ideas.

The scientists and engineers involved -in the innovation have in almost
-every case had past experience working on military problems. Often this
provided them with a knowledge of military requirements equal- to that of the
Department of Defense. Furthermore, this familiarity permitted them to work
with the military in arriving at final military requirements through a process
of iteration, and this iteration was clearly a positive factor in many cases.

In 2R and 16XD Events there was some evidence that the Department
of Defense-resisted innovation by turning down-or ignoring, some program for
carrying out these events -or their substantial equivalents. Six of-these were
-among the 14XD Events where no consensus-collaboration relation existed
between the- RXD group and the sponsors. In 2R and 17XD Events, direct con-
tact-between- the group doing RXD and-the Defense-Department showed-evidence
-that the Defense Department was actingin -the way -expected of an authoritarian

A organization rather than an adaptive organization. Of these, eight were among
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the 4XD Events- in which-no consensus -collaboration relation existed between
-theR&D group and its sponsors.

Thus, from several -points of view the open informal communications
in a consensus -collaboration relation show superiority over restrict:ed formal
communication of a coercion-compromise relation. This finding, is consistent
with-other facts suggesting that an adaptive environment is more desirable than
an authoritarian environment for the execution of research and exploratory
development. The expression of needs and goals, the dissemination of knowl-
edge about-them, bilateral discussion of goals and objectives, and the self-
organization of activity toward- fulfilling them are prominent parts of the
mechanism by which- an adaptively organized group gets its work done. For

adaptive control to work, the group must-be in a postion to discuss goals and
progress, and to learn how their work -fits into -a larger scheme. In an
authoritarian-system, the top management has -the responsibility, for dividing
the problem into small tasks, and specifying those tasks so that subordinates
can carry them out by following orders handed -down from above. Free discus-
sion-of goals, objectives, problems, and progress is not part of such a manage-
ment system. "Theirs's not-to make reply; theirs's not to reason why; theirs's
but to do or die."

Based on these findings, it is recommended that the Department- of
Defense attempt to maintain consensus-collaboration relations with its research
and exploratory -development contractors:, government laboratories, and other
agencies carrying out R&D on their behalf. However, while such- a recom-
mendation is easily made, it will be much more difficult to carry out than the
recommendation to maintain an adaptive environment for research and explor -
atory development. It will be difficult becauseone party in these relationships
isthe branches of the Defense Department, which may see no good reason for
overthrowing the standards of their normal authoritarian organizational system
and the coercion-compromise relations which they have with other groups.
Outside of R and D, the normal relations between the- Defense Department and
its contractors (or between an agency and a subordinate group), encourage
clear boundaries in authority, responsibility, and- scope of activity-. Controls
are :invoked which are intended to discouragedeception, to punish failure, and
to ensure that work meets -pre-established specifications.

-However, as we-have seen, this kind- of relation is inappropriate-for
the encouragement of research and-exploratory development, and-the Defense
-Department should be prepared to suffer the pains of internal organizational
disruption to avoid such relations with research and exploratory development
units. It should, as a minimum, recognize where-consensus -collaboration
relations already exist, and avoid upsetting them with -authoritarian controls.
It should avoid defining fixed channels for communication and restricting its
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content. It- should invite bilateral discussion -of goals, values, needs, problems,
and, attitudes& as -well- as facts;- it is particularly desirable to invite serious
discussion-of the-Defense Department's important needs and objectives and the
circumstances under which needs are felt. -It should avoid fragmentation of-
authority and responsibility, such as using separate channels for -technical and
for contractual negotiations. It should avoid a superordinate-suboixdinate
relation, and should- invite R&D people to discuss failures and errors under
circumstances where everyone can profit from-the- experience rather than in
circumstances- where punishment is feared.

In summary, the Defense Department should abandon its claim to
superior authority and its prerogatives for making or passing on all decisions
when dealing with R&D people. The claim of superior knowledge is invalid,
and good R&D people will not long tolerate the exercise of authority by outsiders
whose knowledge they do not respect. On the other hand, after fear has been
allayed, scientific -personnel will welcome without prejudice the cooperation of
anyone, including those dedicated and- committed exclusively to the Defense
Department, who-can make a positivecontribution toward worthwhile objectives.
It is to the Defense Department's advantage to be seen as helpful cooperative
servants to R&D personnel, rather-than as firm-minded masters, no matter
how just or fair.

3. Laboratories, People, and -Compensation.

Eleven R and 36XD Events took place in laboratories where our
rating of the laboratory- director was good or excellent. In most of the remain-
ing instances, none of our senior participants was personally familiar with the
laboratory director or his work; we assumed in these cases that-the man:did
not have a distinguished reputation and tabulated a neutral response. The
standard is subjective, but the staff members who-participated in this evalua-
tion-have participated- in hundreds of -research projects and management studies,
and have seen a large number of program managers under circumstances where
their performance-could be judged to be poor, fair- good, or excellent.

Ten :R and- 43XD Events were done in organizations which: already had
or were rapidly-developing reputations for -first-rate development activities.
In ten of the R Events, the principal contributor had a distinguis1,ed professional

reputation at the time the event occurred; this was true for only 21 of the XD
Events, althoughmany have -acquired-such reputations since. These facts- sug-
gest-that, success in exploratory development does not depend so-heavily on
outstanding people.
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The labk ratory director is inca good position to build the kind of
adaptive environment in which an innovator can flourish. By teaching, persua-
sion, and mediation, he can establish an environment which encourages new
ideas, and make funds and resources available for initial exploratory efforts.
Newborn ideas are tender and fragile, and do not survive transplantation or
delay.

Another important function of the laboratory director and the labora-
tory management -is to sustain desirable consensus -collaboration relations with
sponsoring agencies. The director and his policy-level assistants are in a
good position-to deal freely and directly with high-level people outside, and to
gain direct knowledge about needs, goals and objectives. At the same time,
they can sell the ideas from their laboratory and show reasons why their staff
members can be-expected, to do a good job in development. They can use their
prestige, influence, and external contacts to bolster formal and informal com-
munications.

Even good laboratory directors, however, did not always succeed in
maintaining open communications. We heard from several formei laboratory
heads that they felt remote from top managment in the Pentagon and that their
laboratories were too far removed from the mainstream of the Defense Depart-
ment's activity. Some who have left Government service cited this among their
reasons for leaving.

One aspect of the management of laboratories not previously men-
tioned is the observation that in 1OR and 45XD Events the conceivers of the idea
remained involved in the execution of the research or exploratory development.
This may be regarded as an aspect of motivation, as evidence for the adaptive-
ness of the local organization, or as evidence against rigid boundaries between
various categories- of research and development or between various -functions
served by members of a team doing exploratory work.

It has been conjectured that the personalities of creative people differ
significantly from those of most of their associates. We were in no position to
undertake personality profile studies, but we did undertake to inquire whether
the behavior of any of the principals in these RXD Events was seen as outside
the range of behavior considered fitting, proper, or normal in the organization.
Charles Steinmetz was used as an-example to illustrate is meant by a man whose
behavior is outside the normal rai ge for his organization, but who is neverthe-
less welcomed as a productive member of the group. We found only eight
Events (7XD, IR) where such unusual personality traits stood out.

This could mean any of three things. First, it could mean that the
kind of innovative activity represented by our population of events is not
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Xj correlated with unusual traits of personality and behavior. It could also mean
that all of these oiganizattoris have screened their membership quite effectively,
irrespective -of the expectation of innovative contributions. Or it could mean
that people with innovative personalities (if there is- any such thing) have f .,nd
adaptive organizations Where their ,havior is compatible with the orgaidza-
tion's expectations.

The matter of compensation was approached obliquely. Most of our
interviews-wereunstructured and we put no limitation on the subject matter.
A wide variety of subjects concerned with morale, motivation, technical
achievement, transfer of personnel, and so forth were introduced into the
conversation, but we never introduced salary into the conversation. Surpris-
ingly, none of our respondents ever mentioned it either. We can only conclude
that men working on successflpl: exploratory development projects within the
environment of a well-managed laboratory have afeeling that their efforts are
being recognized and that management is treating them fairly as far as compen-
sation is concerned.

It is recommended that the Defense Department continue to weigh the
reputations of laboratory-directors and laboratories as important evidence in
considering how to allocate resources. Most of the previous recommendations,
and probably other desirable policies not uncovered in this -study, can be im-
plemented in part by finding laboratories of high repute and delegating a large
part of RXD planning and -management to the laboratory director and his staff.

4. Field of Work

In gross terms, these events fall in the fields of chemistry, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, metallurgy, physics, and rocket -propulsion
engineering. No more than 20 percent nor less than 10 percent, of the Events

* fall in any of these broad fields.

Looking at the field of activity on a smaller scale, we found that the
fieldin which the Event occurred was changing rapidly at the time the Event
was initiated in 7R and 36XD Events. Furthermore, interdisciplinary stimula-
tion within the organization was important in the conception and execution of
ten of the R and 29 of the XD Events. These two observations, and the difficulty
which we had in making a unique assignment of field of science or technology
to many of the Events, suggests that RXD activity does not naturally-- fall- into
mutually exclusive fields-of science and technology.

It is recommended that the Defense- Department plan its research
and exploratory development program with-the recognition that worthwhile RXD,
is frequently interdisciplinary or occurs in a field which is rapidly changing.
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The bounda.ies among fields of science and technology should not be allowed
to constrain RXD activity.

D. UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH AND/EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

The median delay between the completion of an RXD Event and its
inccipration in system development is around one year for an XD Event and
five for an R Event. Twenty-three Events were incorporated within one year,
and 12 Events waited five or more years to be utilized. This distribution of
times is shown in Appendix E.

Informal communications are just as important in-the utilization of
XD Events as they are in their initiation. In 33XD Events; papers, patents
and written reports Were not an important mechanism in bringing about first
utilization of the event. However, they were an important mechanism in all
11R Events. Nevertheless, in-all 11R Events (and in 42XD Events) utilization
was brought about (in part at least) by a person who is closely identified- either
with the conception or with the execution of the event.

The relative timing between the initiation of an RXD Event and the
initiation of the system development in which it was, used shows a wide spread.
The median R Event was initiated five years before system development, and
the median XD event two years before, but I lXD Events were initiated after
system -development had begun on the system in which-they were used. This
distribution is biased in both senses. On the one hand, long time delays
(greater than 12 years) were eliminated because we did not look at RXD Events
initiated earlier than 1945. On the other hand, the standard for acceptance or
rejection of a particular description -s a valid RXD Event depended to a-cer-
tain extent on its relation to needs and:to sponsors, and several possible RXD
Events were rejected largely because they were initiated substantially after
system development was undertaken, and were tainted witn the suspicion that
they were engineering aspects of operational system development rather than
exploratory development. The resulting distribution is shown in Appendix E.

We find that informal personal communications are an important
contribution to the utilization of an RXD Event. A small proportion- of Events
have a built-in market, for they are stimulated by a need arising in the system
development which ultimately utilized them. It is recommended that the Defense
Department provide for informal personal communication of RXD accomplish -

ment as Well as for publication and distribution of papers, reports, and patents,
and that the Department recognize that a significant number of worthwhile
innovations are initiated only after a need for them has arisen in a system
development.
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E. SYNTHESIS OF AN IDEALIZED PATTERN OF A RESEARCH AND
EXPLORATORY ENVIRONMENT

Most of the propositions in the previous section can be interrelated
in one idealized environmental pattern. At the center of the pattern is the
research group itself. This should be constituted so that it functions according
to an adaptive system. In addition, it must accept a goal or a mission, it
must have resources at its disposal, and it must be capable of generating ideas.

The m .sion and goals which are communicated should have as few
constra.nts as possible consistent with the accepted value-scheme. That is,
what should or should not be done should be governed by considerations of what
will and what will not be useful or worthwhile. Constraints which are not related to
the ultimate goal and mission and which arise from values not appropriate to the
goal and mission should be removed. There should be a'value scale related to the
goaland mission, in such a wa, that the value of various ways to approach the goal
car, be estimated-and compared. Understanding of the goals should be sufficiently
general that any action bringing one closer to the goal will be considered-valuable.

Usually, a hierarchy of goals is required. The most specific goal
forms a basis for judgment and decision making, and the most general is
directly related-to ultimate values and motivation. The relation between specific
goals and general goals and values is not constant. The value-of a technical
approach may depend -on the availability of alternatives, the value of the solu-
tion to a problem may depend on its timeliness, the acceptability of a weapon
systems concept may depend on the -climate of national or international opinion,
and so forth. Means for establishing and re-establishing this connection must
be provided.

-Control in the adaptive environment is achieved by diffusing and
understanding of missions, goals, and values sufficiently widely so that 'locally
made judgments about what is worthwhile and what is not, what should be done
and what should not, are consistent with the dominating scheme of goals, mis -
sion, and value. This is in contrast with the authoritarian system, in which a
well-defined system exists for making deci,'ions at one place and disseminating
them. Inasmuch as the relation between the very specific goals required for
everyday decision making and the over-all goals is not static, this diffusion

must be repeated or continuous. This makes communications necessary, both
within the organization and between the organization and the ultimate source of
motivation.

Within the adaptive group, the appropriate type of communications
is part of a general patterre, of organization. Between the g-roup and the ulti-
mate source of motivation an open-communication channel. is called for. It
should be possible to pass both information and attitudes and opinions in both
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directions through this channel. Every time new knowledge ,. new insight is
developed, it miust be possible to check decisions against the most general
scale of values, and conversely to derive an improved set of limited goals from
the general goal and mission. The result of this process is to reestablish trust
based on community of values and on agreement that the course of action being
undertaken continues to be worthwhile in terrmis of the over-all goal and mission.
This process also serves to reinforce commitment to both the limited and the
general goals and mission. Needless to say, rewards and-penalties, both
material and psychological, should be consistent. with -the goals, missions, and
values as seen by everyone concerned.

Insofar as the ideas to be exploited are new and original, they c.amot
be specified ahead of time. But partly systematic methods of problem so).ving
have been described. Polya(4)suggests that the three most important methods
of finding ideas for problem solving are by analogy, by generalization from
special- cases of the same type of problem, and by specialization from more
general cases. For these methods to be accessible, the researchers should
be familiar with more general and more specialized problems of the same type
and with analogous problems. This suggests that the people on whom we
depend for innovative ideas should be people actively engaged in problem solving
and in innovation in fields related to the goal and mission. Common sense sug-
gests further selection on the basis of past success.

The character of the resources needed will be- defined by the mis -
sions, the limited goals, and the type of ideas which it is intended to exploit.
The amount of resources desirable is derivable, in principle, from the values,
which can be derived from the general goals and missions. An obvious way to
assure the availability of resources is to let them be built up as part of the
same activity which leads to the development of sources of ideas. To the
extent that branches of the Department of Defense operate according to an
authoritarian system, the ambiguous authority, responsibility, and status
implied by consensus -collaboration relations would cause discomflort. There
seems to be no reason to ask that the Depar-ment of Defense abandon its
traditional organization solely to foster research and exploratory: development.
The existing organization seems to work for most of the Department's pur-
poses. Therefore, communication with innovation-producing research and
exploratory development activities must be somewhat restricted., and should
be channeled through to agencies capable of maintaining consensus -collabora-
tion relations. From the point of view of those doing the exploratory work, it
is desirable to arrange things so that these channels can be used as though
they were entirely open links to the whole Defense Department. In particular,
few limitations should be put on the kind of communication which moves in
either direction; transmission of motives, feelings, and attitudes should be
encouraged; the subjects of change in the Department of Defense and how it
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might be brought about should be allowable topics of communication; and con-
trol by reward and punishment, encouragement and threat, should be avoided
in favor of control by communicating values, pooling information, and seeking
a consensus on the most desirable course to undertake.

It is obvious that, tis model incorporates in their broad outlines of
many of the findings of Sections B, C and D above. We believe it is consistent
with all the Findings and Recommendations, although entirely unrelated to
some.

F. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOP-
MENT

The presently accepted definitions of research and of exploratory
development distinguish between effort directed toward the solution of problems
with no clear direct military applications, and effort directed toward the solu-
tion of specific military problems. A number of factors may blur the distinc-
tion.

In the first place, exploratory activity may be motivated by more
than one purpose. Th man-who is actually: doing the work is likely to have-
different motives from his laboratory director and from his sponsor, and is
therefore likely to disagree with them aboutwhat is really research and what
is really development. Here we are inclined to honor the research worker's
judgment over that of his, sponsors and supervisors.

Secondly, the clarity and directness of a military application is a
subjective judgment which may be strongly colored by the degree of under-
standing both of the projected exploratory activity and of the circumstances in
which a military application might be noade. Once again, the man doing the
work is likely to have a different view from that of his supervisors and sponsors;
but in this case, we are inclined to give more respect to the latter.

Third, the present Defense Department definitions do not mention
nonmilitary problems and nonmilitary applications. Insofar as these defini-
tions are used by managers to place programs into fund categories, the
omission is reasonable. But the end use of exploratory activity may be an
application not anticipated when the work was done, and some of our examples
(e.g., RXD Event 20, quoted in Appendix B) are clearly examples of explora-
tory development aimed at filling nonmilitary needs and solving nonmilitary
problems. It is plausible to generalize the Department's definitions simply
by omitting the word "military" wherever it occurs. To insist on rigid,
mutually-exclusive-definitions of research and exploratory development is an
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invitation to argument. However, If we agree that the distinction is not absolute
and that a unified activity may partake of both qualities, we can usually dis -
tinguish them.

The biggest source of confusion concerns the goals, missions, and
objectives of research. Insofar as research does not anticipate any particular
application, it may not be possible to derive a set of research goals and-objec-
tives directly from military problems, needs, missions, or objectives. The
Defense Department's program planners and managers may derive from mili-
tary needs, missions, and objectives, a sufficient basis for initiating and sup-
porting one or another kind of research; their deliberations may tell them what
areas of science to support, what kind of people to sponsor, and what kind of
institutions to place their work in. But when they have made these decisions,
they will not ordinarily try-to motivate the groups they- support by showing, in
those terms, why the work is important to the Defense Department. The people
who do researchdevelop motives, purposes, and Objectives of their own.

In nine examples of research, the chief motivation can be directly
related-to two of three essentials- we find for the initiation of exploratory -work:
generating a source of ideas and- generating a pool of resources. To this
extent, research can be indirectly related to military needs. Planning of this
kind of research could be enhanced by asking what kinds of facilities and what
kinds of instruments are potentially useful in exploratory development, what
kinds of problems would we like to know how to solve, and what kinds of knowl-
edge would we like to have-

As observed above, exploratory development activity is very likely
to be triggered'by the emergence of a particular expression of a need. This
may be a new need caused by a change of circumstances, a need which is
perceived for the first-time because of some new knowledge, or an old -need
which is restated in such a way that it stimulates action. Research can also
be triggered this way, but may have much more diffuse inotivation, such as the
conviction on the part of the principal investigator that his field of research is
important and interesting or that it may have social and economic significance
in the future.

When this diffuse motivation exists, it is probably irrelevant to test
it for rationality. Although not every man with a dream is likely to make a
great contribution to science and technology, it appears that certain kinds of
contribution to science and technology are only made by men with dreams.
Therefore it is improper to eliminate research activity or deny support because
of such motivation; if work 6f this nature is to be supported at all, it is probably
wrong to use the character of the dream as part of the basis for decision. In
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summary, some research workers do work which is important to the -Defense
Department for reasons other than the so.uUc[",,-of military problems and the
fulfilling of military needs, or the attainment of military objectives. Support
of this kind of work should be based on an estimate of its ultimate contribution
'to the Defense Department, not on an evaluation of the investigator's motives
anm j-als by evaluators committed to military objectives and endorsing the
Defense Department's values.
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III. RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT ORIGINS

IN SIX WEAPON SYSTEMS

A. INTRODUCTION

The results of our examination of six weapon systems, which have
been reported more fully elsewhere, are summarized in the nine -sections below.
These are intended to be brief summaries for easy reference, and may not be
fully self-explanatory. In each case an attempt has been made to display in
graphic form a historical tree showing a main stream of development which con-
tributed to one of these systems, leading back to origins in exploratory activity.
The particu1 'ar innovative research and exploratory development activities which
we have identified as RXD Events are indicated on these trees. Thus, these
show the time sequence of the RXD Events, the interconnection of RXD Events
and other research and development activity into connected progressions, the
weapon system subsystems, circuits, devices, and materials which- benefited
from these progressions of research and development, and, in most cases, the
personnel involved in the RXD Event or the institution inwhich the work was
done.

Two things are immediately obvious from these -graphial presenta-
tions. First, there are very few spectacular "key" Events, technological
breakthroLghs, or other innovations which could be described in dramatic ternis.
The bulk of the innovations were relatively minor, and seem in retrospect quite
uninteresting. Originally, we were determined to find RXD Events of great im-
portance, and tended to ignore avenues of investigation which would turn up only
relatively routine activity. The spectacular Events failed to materialize in large
numbers, and we now realize that the number of unspectacular RXD Events
could have been multiplied considerably if the study had, been carried out with
more -modest expectations. In fact, the study of the Bull-Pup Missile carried
out by the DDR&E steering group adopted such a point of view, and unearthed
proportionately a much larger number of RXD Events.

A second observation is that the RXD Eveots contributing to a partic-
ular weapon system development are spread over a long period of time. The
actual time spread is underestimated in these charts, for we made no particular
attempt to carry our historical efforts back more than twenty years. Indirectly,
this shows that there is no well defined research phase or exploratory develop-
ment phase in the history of the development of these particular weapons sys-
tems. This point is further emphasized by later evidence showing that a signi-
ficant proportion of exploratory- development activities only take their definitive
form after problems arising in later stages of system development, or even in
operational use, have to be faced.
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B. XM-102, 105MM HOWITZER

The XM-102 Howitzer was designed as a lightweight and therefore
air -transportable weapon capable of firing extended range ammunition.

Early in our study of this system it became clear that most of the
research and development supporting the system design had been performed prior
to 1946. Also the Technical Development Plan for the system required that pre-
viously proven subsystems be used. 'ihus practically all of the work which went
into the XM-102 was engineering development and design based on research work
carried out prior to the time period of our study.

We found two RXD Events which, although not undertaken directly for
the XM-102, did provide a technical input. These are #75 (Gun 'rube Erosion
Inhibition), and #78 (Autofrettage Swaging).

Most of the research and development since World War 1I connected
with field artillery support has been on rocket-assisted projectiles or short-
range missile systems. In a well developed field such as conventional artillery,
only incremental and evolutionary improvements can be expected- -mostly in
materials--since the technology is well understood., There has also been some
development effort in new techniques and manufacturing-procedures. The one
example connected with the XM-102 Howitzer is-described in RXD #78 (Auto-
frettage Swaging).
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C. MARK 46-0 ACOUSTIC HOMING TORPEDO

Figure Ii-C shows the time relationship of the RXD-Events used in the Mark 46-0 torpedo weapon system. Also
shown is the duration of each event, where it occurred, and the Identifying number assigned to It.

Vertical dashed lines show three important events in the chrpnology of the Mark 46-0 torpedo; the establishment of
the-Retorc-I concept, the start of the Mark 46-0 development contrat ., and-the first production contract. The Retorci con-
cept, a lightweight torpedo. was conceived by C. Sandier of BuWeps in 1953 and issigned to NOTS. This administrative move,
not actually formalized until 1960, was of material assistance since it provided a means for Integrating the- results of torpedo
supporting -research and development programs into a weapon with a minimum of interface problems.

The mission of the Mark 46-0 torpedo is to home on and kill a high-performance, deep-running submarine from a
surface or air launch. This required-a major improvement in existing torpedo capability. The significant developments
which made this possible were as follows:

1. An Efficient, Safe, and Reliable Fuel

The Mark 46-0 was the first torpedo to uje a solid propellant as a fuel. As noted, the exploratory development on
the grain consisted of improvements by JPL on the early World War II JATO work at Cal Tech (RXD Events #1, 2). The
exploratory development was completed -before the Clevite engine was conceived.

2. A Lightweight, Low-noise, High-horsepower Engine

The engine design was based .on a completely new approach. H. Hamlin of Clevite developed a hot gas, swash plate
engine. The noise level of this- engine was low, and it could operate under high -back pressure for deep operation. The engine
exploratory development was supported by Clevite and was completed before the start-of:the Mark 46-0, contract (RXD Event
488).

3. Low-cavitation Propellor

An increase in torpedo speed- puts increasing demands on the reduction-of propellor cavitation noise. A successful
4 demonstration of a low-cavitation noise propellor was made in-1955, one year affer serious workbegan (RXD Event #86).

4. -Counter-rotating Propellors

DTMB was familiar with ORL work and foresaw the possible need for developing a design theory for counter-rotating
propellors to ease shaft loads and -gain efficiency. Exploratory development, using "free" funds resulted in computer nrogranis
for rapid design (RXD Event #87). DTMB 'ompleted the MK 46-0 propellor design in 1959.

5. Improved Explosive

A continuing program to improve air and underwater explosives at NOL resulted in the development of-the H-6 ex-
plosive for maximum air blast in 1950-52 and the later recognition of its desirable high shock-energy characteristics for
underwater use, permitting a 15-25% improvement in explosive power on-a pound-to-pound basis (RXD Events #93, 94, 95).

6. A -Reliable- Fail-safe Exploder

A continuing research-program on torpedo exploders at APL permitted this laboratory-to develop a short-range-in-
fl-ence-fuze to permit reliable torpedo detonation (RXDEvent -99,. The exploratory development began in 1954 at BuOrd
request and was completed-in 1955,- three years before the Mark 46-0 contract-was let.

7. A- More Sophisticated Guidance and Homing System-

In order- to -lengthen acquisition range and-mprove-search volume rate, a vastly better- receiver-transmitter-
transducer-package was-needed. The conceptual synthesis and-exploratory development of a system (the Revel Panel) with
significant processing-gain improvement was-completed-in 1958 at&NOTSabout-the time the Mark- 46-0 contract was let (RXD

ei Events-#81-84). The-initial work on an important aspect of the-Revel concept was-also done-at NOTS in 1953 ,RXD Event#43).
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D. INERTIAL GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION

One of the basic requirements for the use of a ballistic missile from a mobile platform is a navigation system capa-
ble of accurately locatingthe platform at the-time of launch. Once launched, the missile requires a self -conmained-guidance
system capable of controlling its flight during the powered phase.

Most of the development work done in the United States on the subsystems which were critical to the success of
navigation and Inertial guidance systems was concentrated on components for sensing angular and translational motion and on
computers which operate with the sensing systems to establish position and compute steering orders,

Figure III-D shows the distribution of time and location of the principal RXD events which contributed to the develop-
ment of inertial guidance and navigation systems.

1. Navigation

Tie development of Inertial sensing systems for navigation began with the gyrocompass, invented by Anschutz In
Germany aroind 1908. Working with Anschutz, Schuler-showed how the gyropendulum could be made insensitive to horizontal
accelerations His paper on the subject, which appeared-in 1923, presented a scheme by which a gyrostabilized-element,
which could track the direction of true north in response to the accelerations induced by the rotating earth, could also track
the local vertical in response to the acceleration of gravity, undisturbed by horizontal accelerations (RXD Event t'96). This
Inertial system configuration anticipated fundamental system characteristics appearing in the experimental FEBE system built
at M.I.T. in the late 1940's (RXD Event #41), and In the Hound Dog and Polaris submarine navigational systems as balit by
North American Aviation, M.I.T., and Sperry Gyroscope. The Polaris submarine navigation system employed a precise fix-
taking system which involved a significant'improvement upon the LORAN system developed during World War II. It utilized
higher frequencies and phase-matching of the two range measuring signals and employed sky- as well as ground-wave propaga-
tion (RXD-Event 5103).

2. Ballistic Guidance

Between World War I and World War II, Germany developed Inertial guidance for ballistic rockets. Germany's inertial
systems evolved through a number of configurations, culminating in one which appeared late in the war, and involved a platform
isolated from vehicle motion by gimbals and servomotors, and stabilized by three single-degree-ef-freedom gyroscopes (RXD
Event #42). A pendulous Integrating-gyroaccelerometer measured velocity-along the trajectory and terminated propulsion when
the desired -velocity was reached. In the method of platform stabilization, this German system anticipated major features of
platform configuration in all of the weapon systems under discussion. The gyroaccelerometer anticipated that used in Polaris,
ard the whole system accurately-anticipated those appearing in the Sergeant-, Polaris, and Minuteman missiles.

With the initiation of long-range ballistic missile work In the United States, a-system of computing steering corrections
4ased upon celestial mechanics was suggested and developed at M.I.T. and applied first to Thor and-later to Polaris. This sys-

tem represented a significant improvement over the straightforward extension of the German artillery-based system-to longer
ranges (RXD-Event 62).

3. Component Development

Important contributions to gyro art began at M.LT. early in World War II with the development of gyroscopes with im-
proved capabilities to sense angular rotation and compute lead angles for antiaircraft guns (RXD Event 549). A related develop-
ment was the microsyn, an extremely precse electromechanical transducer capable of measuring shaft rotation or applying
precisely meacured torque to a-shaft (RXD Event #50). This component later was an-important element of te- integrating rate
gyroscope developed at M.I.T. shortly after World War-il, and leading to orders-of magnitude improvement in gyro accuracy -

(RXD Event $52). Only one gyro-has appeared since this development which competes with it in accuracy and departs from It
fundamentally. That is the free gyro developed by North-American Aviation eight years later, in which the gyrowhee-lIs freely
supported in-a spherical gas bearing (RXD Event #39). The basic features of the M.I.T. gyro are employed in the Sergeant,
Polaris, and Hound Dog systems. The North American free gyro Is employed in Minuteman.

The M.I.T. gyro was significantly improved upon by North American, concurrently with Its development of the gas-
bearing supported free gyro, when-the company developed journal and thrust bearings with gas as the-lubricant for-the spin axis
of the M.l T. gyro (RXDEvent 963). This led to improvements In accuracy and life which were important to the-performance of
the Polaris submarine navigation system.

A further Improvement In the M.I.T. gyro became possible when a means of simply supporting the gyrogimbal by
magnetic forces was discovered In 1953 and subjected to fairly continuous development before incorporation in the gyroaccelerom-
eters used in the-Polaris missile guidance system (RXD Event U61).

A basically different accelerometer from those used by the Germans during World War II and which has characteristics
superior to all except the best gyroaccelerometers, was developed at North American during the company's extremely productive
period in the middle 1950's. This device employed pendulous torque servobalanced against aa eddy current torque induced by rotat-
Ing a permanent magnet, shunted by the pendulum, about the pendulous axis. The resulting device-yields directly a measure of the
velocity- through which it-has been accelerated, which data are of primary importance-in any inertial guidance or navigation system
(ItXD Event #48). This form-of accelerometer is-used in Hound Dog, Minuteman, and the Polaris-submarine navigation system.

4. Computer- Development

The other major area of the United States' contribution to Inertial guidance techrlogy is in the computers which irte-
grate the angular displacements of the vertical in an Inertial navigation system, and which integrate velocity in an inertial guidance
system, -in order to establish vehicle position. It, the guidance systems, steering orders are computed an well. -North-American
began-work on digital -computers -for this purpose In the early 1950's and by 1954 had demonstrated both the feasibility and the
superiority of digital differential -analyzers- (rather than analog differential analyzers) for these functions (RXD Event 454). A sig-
nificant element of these digital- compbters was-the high-speed magnetic-disc memory supported by a-gas bearing (RXD Event
k47). These computers and inemorles are used In the Hound Dog and Polaris- submarine inertial systems. The Polaris missile
uses-a similar-computer developed later et M.I.T., whereas Minuteman uses a digital computer which is less closely related to
the first North American digital differential analyzer, but-retains some features of the earlier-computer for certain critical
functions.
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E. TRANSISTORS AND OTHER SOLID-STATEDEVICES

Out of a number of research accomplishments which led to discovery of the transistor, and a much larger number of
RXD Events which followed, we have chosena 'ew of the more important ones which contributed to major classes of trartcistors
used in the weapons systems studied. Fig-ire III-E illustrates their relationship. These Events are noted at the time interval
of their occurrence, ordered by the field of research, development, or fabircation to which the RXD was particularly applicable.
Table II relates the RXD Events to significant steps in the process cf making four of the many types of transistors being used in
the weapons systems studied.

It will be noted that after the research in solid-state physica leading to the discovery of the transistor, the utilized
events came-in turn from the fields of metallurgy and chemistry, followed by research and exploratory development utilized in
improved geometrical configurations, production fabrication, and circuitry.

Transistors have had-a great influence on modern weapons system development and effectiveness. Most of the weap-
ons systems studied, particularly Sergeant, Hound Dog, -Polaris, and Minuteman, depend greatly on solid-state devices, ampli-
fiers, and switching elements in their electronic circuits, especially in the subsystemsfor guidance and navigation. These
systems -have all benefitted by the progress achieved over the last 20-years from solid-state devices, and many of the RXD
Events -pertinent to transistors have -been applicable to all.

The transistor, due to its light weight, small size, low power consumption, low cost, and high reliability, has pro,
vided weapons systems with a considerable computational and functional capability. Since-a substantial portion of the cost,
weight, and space-of the aircraft, weapons systems, -and even satellites of -today is occupied by the electronic subsystems, it
seamed. pertinent to conduct a separate investigation into the solid-state devices-used In -weapons -systems, and into solid-state
devices and transistors in general. We have done this by examining the RXD-Events directly applicable to types of solid-state
devices in major use; an outline of additional related RXD Events in the solid-state field is presented in Appendix C.

TABLE III-I

FOUR TRANSISTOR PROCESSES FOR FABRICATING TRANSISTORS
USED IN WEAPONS SYSTEMS

1. Germanium Alloy Transistor 2. Silicon Grown Junction Transistor
(example -2N404 used in Polaris) (example 2N117-120)

Zone Melt Germanium (#110) Grow Silicon Crystal (#108)
Grow Single Crystal (4108) Grow Silicon Transistor (#112)
Cut wafers and etch Cut bars and etch
Alloy Indium Junctions (#109) Alloy Base Contact (#107)
Alloy Base Contact-(4107) Etch, e,.-Z.sulate, etc.
Etch, encapsulate, etc.

3. Germanium Mesa- Transistor 4. Silicon Planar Trv,_jistor
(Example-2N559 used in Nike) -(e'iample_2Nl613, etc., used -in-Minuteman)

Zone Melt Germanium-(#110)- Float-Zone Silicon (#116)
Grow Single -Crystal (# 108) Grow Single -Crystal (# 118)
Cut slices and etch Cut slices-and etch
Diffuse-Base Layer (#1-14)- Epitaxial -Deposition (#71, 111)
Alloy Base, Colle'tor Contacts (4107) Oxide-Mask (sevcral)-#i 13)-
Etch Mesa, cut up-wafers' Diffuse Planar-Process (#114, #101)
Wire-Bonded Contacts (#115) Alloy -Contacts -(#107)-
Encapsulate, etc. Cut-up and assemble

Wire-Bonded Contacts (#115)
Encapsulate, etc.
Check reliability
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F. AGM-28 HOUND DOG AIR-TO-GROUND MISSILE

The Hound-Dog Is a jet-propelled, air-to-ground missile carrying a nuclear warhead and -incorporating a stellar-
-monitored, all-inertial guidance system. It became operational early in 1960. The missile operates in either high subsonic
or supersonic flight modes and is capable of both high- and low-level attack patterns. It weighs less than 12, 000 pounds, ap-
proximately one-half the weight of its immediate predecessors. This reduction in weight, accomplished at no sacrifice in
performance, was made possible by two significant advances in technology - the lightweight nuclear warhead and the all-
transistorized digital computer. The sequence of RXD Events that was used in the Hound Dog missile is shown in Figure
III-F.

Many of the RXD Events identified as being significant to Hound Dog were associated with the development of the
Verdan digital computer and with the accompanying inertial guidance platform. Both of these subsystems were developed at
North American Aircraft's Autonetics Division during the period from 1950 to 1957 and were ready for use in the Hound Dog
when that program was funded.

Autonetics drew at various times upon the work of the German group of rocket technologists at Fort Bliss and upon
the work of Draper and others at M.I.T.'s Instrumentation Laboratory (including RXD Events #41, 49, 50, 52 and 99).

Autonetics' work on the digital differential analyzer (RXD Event #50 began in 1950 in conjunction with the Navaho
program -with the primary objective of reducing the size- of the inherently larger analogue computers then In use. A vacuum
tube version of thiF. computer, called the NATDAN, was built in 1955, employing a disc magnetic memory (RXD Event #47)
that contributed greatly to compactness and reliablity. The relationship between the RXD Events in the area of inertial
guidance and navigation is shown in more detail in Section III-D.

Tbe silicon transistor became -gene-'ally available in 1954 through work at Texas Instruments (RXD Event # 112) and
was assimilated into the Veidan and other systems at Autonetics. In-this-way, RXD Events #106, 108, 109, -110, and III also
were used-in the Hound Dog. These events and-their interrelation are discussed in Sect!on-III-E. Although the Navaho program
was canceled early in 1957, North American was able -to continue--Work-on the most promising guidance concepts under an ex-
tension called "Project -Peel-Off." This program -provided the continuity between Navaho and succeeding systems and allowed
the completion of GN-5 inertial platform in time for Hound Dog. This system Incorporated a greatly improved pendulous inte-
grating- accelerometer (RXD Event #48), and a means for converting the information provided by the platform components into
digital form for processing in -the navigational computer (RXD .vent #51).

The ability to operate at any time of-day and in any part-of the world was assured by the development of the twilight
astrotracker at Kollsman Instrument Co. (RXD Event #44). This development was one of a series of astrocompasses emanating
from a 15-year RXD-#8 program at Kollsman,-which began-with the first demonstration that a star could be automatically acquired
and tracked by a-telescope- and -included, the development of a unique shutter scanning and -raster-chopping system for processing
the optical signal received by the instrument (RXD Event #45).

Among the several components available at the time Hound Dog was authorized was the radar- altimeter developed by
Emerson Radio and Phonograph (RXD Event #60). This instrument provided the high reliability required for the low-altitude
attack mode that was a part of Hound Dog's mission.

An operational problem in the B-52 gave rise to RXD Event #59. -In order to prevent deterioration of the plane's fuel-
tank linings by the ,nti-icing additive then-used, Phillips Petroleum Company developed a compatible antifreeze that is now used
in nearly all JP-4 fuel. Since the Hound Dog uses the fuel of its mother plane, the B-52, this event-was utilized in 1959 when
the first missiles-were flown.

A series of developments in microwave absorber technology at the McMillan Labs made available a microwave ab-
sorbent material- compatible with the structural, thermal, and electronic requirements of the Hound Dog. In-1959, it became
apparent that -survival of the Houna Dog was threatened-by its high radar cross section, and Professor Siegel of the University
of Michigan's -Radiation Lab was asked to develop and define an absorber- configuration to reduce that-cross section. Siegel
accomplishedhis -(RXD Lvent #80), and a subsequent program-of materials testing resulted in the selection of McMillan's
material-for use on:the Hcund-Dog.

Thle power plant of the Hound-Dog is the Navy's J-52 turbojet engine, modified for application to the missile's mis-
sion. The requirement for supersonic and subsonic flight modes necessitated the design of a two-position spike diffuser for
the engine inlet (RXD Event #58), and also generated an Interesting-innovation In control system-design (RXD Event #53).
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G. SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

In our examination of the Mark 46-0 torpedo, Sergeant, Polaris, and Minuteman weapons systems, we found that all
drew on a common background of solid propellant technology. Muchof this technology was not associated directly with the'
specific weapon system development. Thus we found it simpler to examine solid propellant technologypr se before relating
it to specific systems.

'Serious development of solid propellant rocketw in the United States began at the-beginning of World War fiand has
progressed rapidly from the Bazooka and JATO units of that time period to the monolithic motors being tested today. This
development has provided in part for the deployment of a large number of successful weapon systems.

For this discussion solid rocket technology can be divided into three areas: propellants, controls, and materials.

1. Propellant Development

Figure III-G-I shows the relationship between the major technical advances contributing to the development of high-
performance propellants for ballistic missiles. This work was done at-six different organizations.

a. Propellants

There are two major types of propellants: the double-base or homogeneous propellant; and the composite propellant,
for which the oxidizer is pr!-ent as a dispersed particuiate phase. A search for a solid propellant rocket with a long burning
time-led GA1CIT (now JPL) to develop the first composite propellant consisting of asphalt and potassium perchlorate (RXD Event
41). This pi.:iellant was- first used in JATO units and-iater in experimental free-flight units.

Extruded double-base propellants originated in.England and were adopted in the+United States-for use in tactical
weapons. In i944 the Explosives Research Lab (Bureau of Mines) originated and developed a method of casting double-base
propellants which made their use in large rocket-motors possible. Further woik-was carried out at the Allegheny BallistLcs
Laboratory (RXD Event #4).

In 1958 workers at the Allegheny Ballistics Laboratory developed a- new propellant by incorporating composite ingre-
dien~s in a double-base binder. The composite-modified, double-base propellant provides the highest specific impulse of any
solid.propellaut available-today and is used-in-the upper stages of Polaris and Minuteman (RXD Event #11).

b. Binders

The composite propellant- binder normally acts as fuel and working fluid for the solid rocket and also serves to pro-
vide mechanical strength to the mixture. In the postwar years solid propellant development continued-at GALCIT (now JPL)
resulting in a composite propellant with-a-polysulfide resin substituted for the asphalt binder. The polymer improved the phys-
ical properties ofthepropellant. thereby increasing motor reliability and allowing the use of higher-energy oxidizers to improve
performance (RXD Event $2).

In 1954 a polybutadiene fuel-binder was developed at the Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Binders of this type offer
improved physical and chemical properties over the polysulfides; they are used in- large quantities today (RXD Event #7).

In 1955 the first of a series of polyurethane fuel-binders was developed atthe Aerojet-General Corporation. The
polyurethanes also provided improvements -over the polysulfides and have been-used in many weapon systems (RXD Event 48).

A nitroplasticized polyurethane propellant which was recently developed at the Aerojet-General Corporaticn provides
improved physical properties over earlier polyurethane propellants and is cured at ambient temperatures. The latter character-
istic allows simplification, and hence weight reduction, In the motor case (RXD Event #17).

c. -Case Bonding

-Early rockets were -loaded -with separate propellant cartridges,- and motor cases were exposed to high-temperature
combustion products. The availability of the polysulfide -fuel binder at JPL led-to the development of a case-bonded propellant
grain design. Case-bonding permitted the use-of lightweight, -high-strength- materials for case fabrication. The case-needs
only-to be irapable of-standing the chamber- pressure during burning, the propellant providing insulation until-burning is complete
(RXD Event 13).

d. -Aluminum:Fuel

In 1955 the Rohm & Haas Company discovered-that the addition-of small quantities of powdered aluminum-to a-propel-
lant composition would eliminate combustion instability in the motor. In-1955 the-Atlantic Research Corporation found-that
aluminum also-provides a significant increase in specific-impulse. These-two-discoveries led to the rapid development-of
aluminized propellants fpr use in-high-performance motors (RXD Events 49, 10),
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2. Controls Development

Once the feasibility of solid rocket- propelled ballistic missiles was establIshed, there was an immediat" ieed for
control devices associated with their use. The events -that we examined in our study-are concerned with thrust control for
steering, thrust termination methods for range control, and Ignition. The relationship of these events is shown In Figure
II-G-2 and 3.

a. Directional Control

The Sergeant uses jet vanes for directional control developed earlier for control of liquid rockets. When Polaris
was initiated, new directional control methods were ruquired. Fluid Injection for thrust vector control was originally demon-
strated at the United Aircraft Corporation between 1948 and 1951. However, the method did not gain acceptance until further
study had been conducted at NART' and NOTS. Subs.qquently a liquid Injection TVC system was developed by Hercules for use
in Polaris A-3 and another by Aerolet for use in Minuteman Wing VI (RXD Event #5).

In the early 1950's NAMTC developed the jetevator as a method of thrust vector control (TVC) in solid rockets.
The method was developed further by Aerojet and-utilized on Polaris A-I and A-2 (S-l) (RXD Event #14).

Preliminary work on swiveled nozzles for TVC was conducted at Thiokol in 1956, and advanced development was
undertaken later by Thiokol, Aerojet, and Hercules. Each of these contractors developed a swiveled nozzle for use in
Minuteman (RXD Event #15).

In 1958 a canted, rotatable nozzle wAs conceived at APL and suggested for use on Polaris. The concept was adapted
for use on A-2 by Hercules and on A-3 by-Aerojet (RXD Event #16).

b. Thrust Reversal

Reversal (or neutralization) of thrust iii a solid rocket was fire? demonstrated at Thiokol in 1956, using a method
based upon ideas generated at-JPL in 1952. Tb1is system has been employed by Aerojet and Hercules In the final stages of the
Polaris and Minuteman vehicles (RXD Event #13).

c. Ignition

The conception and demonstration of the pyrogen igniter uccurred at Thiokol in 1956. This type of igniter now is
used in nearly all large motors and provides -more reliable ignition, particularly at high altitudes (RXD Event #12).

3. Materials Development

As higher-performance rockets became necessary for ballistic missile propulsion, several new materials were
needed. These requirements fel" into two general categories: materials for structural parts not exposed to high temperature
gases, and materials which could survive exposure to the rocket exhaust. The relatinnship of these events is shown'.in Figure
IlI-G-2 and-3.

The consumable-electrode, vacuum arc-melting process has contributed significantly to the development of Improved
structural materials. The process was developed by Climax Molybderum Corporation in 1944, and has been used to prepare
high-grade steels and titanium f& rocket-cases, and molybdenum and tungsten for control surfaces (RXD Event #19).

Filament-wound motor cases were concoiVed and developed by R.E. Young during the period 1947 to 1956. The work
was initiated at the M.W. Kellogg Company and continued et the Young Development Laboratory. The cases consist of glass
fibers impregnated with -a thermosetting resin, providing the highest strength-to-weight ratio of any material used today. The
method has been used by Hercules for Polaris and Minuteman motors, and, more recently, by Aerojet for Polaris motors (RXD
-Events t22, -23).

The use of reinforced plastics for temporary shielding of surfaces under conditions of high convective heat transfer
was first demonstrated in-this country at Redstone Arsenal in 1953. The concept has been adopted and used widely by motor
manufacturers for Insulating internsl "nd external surfaces of rocket motors (RXD Event #30).

A method of preparing pyrolytic graphite In a form suitable for use in the throat section of a rocket nozzle was de-
velopedi by Raytheon in 1957. The method was utilized by Hercules In the development of nozzles for the Polaris A-3 motor
(S-2) (RXD-Event #20).

In 1960 Avco conceived-of the use of a composlt, of silver or copper and tungsten as a material for rocket nozzle
throat sections. The concept was developed by Aerojet and is utilized In Polaris A-3 (S-l) (RXD Event #21).

111-15
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H. SERGEANT MISSILE

1. Background

The Sergeant missile development was based on work done at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) on the Corporal
missile and depended-as well on the developmental work done on Hermes and earlierprograms. The military requirements
for a family of surface-to-surface missles later to-become the-Sergeant were first started in 1950. ,The-Sergeane system
was designed as a flexible tactical weapon system that would greatly extend the range of con',entional artillery. The system

was-required to have high reliability, use a solid propellant, be immune to countermeasures, have a wide range coverage, be
rugged, and be simple to operate and maintain. In April 1953, ?L submitted a preliminary design forsuch a missile and
received a development contract in January 1955.

'Figure III -H- shows the time and location of the principal RXD Events for the Sergeant Missile- system.

2. Guidance

The Sergeant guidance system was based-on work done at Peernemunde and at the M. I. T. Instrumentation Laboratory.
I le missile-guidance system was basically that developedat Feenemunde for the V-2 missile (RXD Event #42) but incorporating

improved components developed at the M.I.T. Instrumentation Laboratory (RXD Events #49, 50, 52). The relationship of
these Events is-discussed in more detail in Section III-D.

The analog-computer and control system used in Sergeant was-based on the use of transistors. The relationship of
I transistor research and development-is discussed in Section III-E (RXD Events #106 - 108, 110, 1II, 114, 115). Later de-

velopments in the system used at Sergeant include the germanium transistor developed by General Electric (RXD Event #109),

float zone melting (RXD Event #116), and the silicon transistor developed by Texas Instruments (RXD Evenc #112). Further
improvements were made by the substitution of planar transistors as developed by Fairchfld,-(RXD Event #101).

3. Propulsion

The Sergeant system uses a single-stage solid propellant rocket motor based on work at JPL and Thiokol. The
motor,which is mounted-in a steel case, uses a case-bonded, polysulfide composite propellant grain (RXD Events #1-3).
The-ignition system uses a pyrogen-igniter developed-by Thiokol (RXD Event-#12). This-work is discussed in greater detail
in Section III-G.

4. System

The need-for rapid setup time and simple maintenance was met by the use of a preprogrammed automatic checkout

system-. As a r'.sult of work at JPL the concept of-a zero length launch system was developed (RXD Evitnt #66). The missile
range was controlled by the use of aerodynamic drag brakes. Initial instability problems- with -this conclept were solved by
JPL (RXD Event #65).
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I. POLARIS MISSILE

As recommended by the Killian Report in 1955, the Navy wasgiven joint responsibility with-the Army to developa
surface ship or submarine-launched IABM. Early work involved an examination of the feasibility of a system based on the
Jupiter liquid-fueled missile. After 3ne year oftinvestigation, the Navy was convinced that a much smaller solid-fueled missile
was feasible and-would be far more,/attractive than tile Jupiter would be from a-weapons standpoint. In late 1956, the Special
Pi ojc,'ts Office -formally-created the Polaris program basing its action-on a number of bold-assumptions concerning possible
improvements-in -guidance, proputsion, and w.Ltead technology that mightrbe achieved by-1965. Within three months the Steer-
ing-Task Group (STG), a high level-advisory team, designed a-basic system envelope. The first Polaris boat went on station
3-1/2 years later, 4 years ahead of the original plan.

By 1965 a third-generation Pola*is with approximately twice the original range and considerably more accuracy was
available. These improvemeats were obtained with only minor modifications of the original envelope dimensions- st by the
STC-in i957.

'FigureIII-I shows the RXD -Events used in Polaris for guidance navigation, -propulsion, and launch. Either by-request,
or-because they were not-expected to contain many-Events of interest, -other areaswere not studied.

1. Guidance

The acc_' icy'with which the Polaris missile can be directed to a carget depends on the accuracy with which the sub-
marine position can-be 'determined combined with the accuracy of the missile guidance system. As with Hound Dog, the Polaris
guidance and navigation system was based primarily on the work at M.I.T. and, North American Aviation.

The detailed relationship of the RXD Events on which these developments were based is discussed in-Section III-D-
(RXD Events #41, 42, 47, 49, 50, 52, 54);

Several guldance Events were first used in Polaris. One of the more important was the development of-the Lanning-
Battin IRBM guidance equations-which simplified, the computer, the platform, and the vehicle flight dynamics (RXD Event t62).
Another Event that was also developed at the M.I.T. Instrumentation Laboratory was the magnetic suspension gyro used in the
accelerometers in he guidance system (RXD Event #61).

"I\vo Events at North American Aviation also contributed to the-Polaris submarine navigation- system. One of these
was the development-of a gas lubricated bearing for the M.I.T.-gyro (RXO Event 463). The other, first used-in Hound Dog,
was an improved-accelerometer (RXD Event k48). In addition, the Loran "C" system developed by Sperry provided improved
accuracy for- submarine position location (RXD Event 4103).

As was the case-with all the missiles we.have examined, the development of -the transistor- provided-a basis for de-
crease in weight'and increase in reliability in Polaris. '1-.e- relationship of the RXD Events leading to the use of the transistor
is discussed in ;ection III-E (RXD Events 4106- 11,2).

Transistors based on the use of oxide -masking developed at the BellTelephone Laboratories were first-used in
Polaris (RXD Event it 113).

2. Propulsion

Polaris drew on the rapid postwar development of solid propellant rocket technology. Much of thiswork was also
, used in Sergeant and is discussed zinmore detail in Section III-G (RXD Events t 1 -3). A number of later Events were used in

Polaris but not It Sergeant. In the area of propellants, the development of aluminum additives at Atlar.tic Research and Rohm &
lHaas for increased performance was of great importance (RXD Events U9. 10). Improvements over existing-binders Were made
by Aerojet. which initially used a polyarethane binder (RXD Event:-"8), and later used a nitroplasticzed poi irethane (RXD
Event r-17). The Allegheny -Ballistics Laboratory de'-eloped a composite-modified- double-base, propeilant with the highest

* specific impulse of-any-propellant available today-(RXD Event #11).

j A pyrogen igniter was used in models 2 and 3 of Polaris (RXD Event #12)'.

*'-,he are; of flight control Polaris used a number of improvements-over-the method used by-Sergeant. Several methods
of thrust-vector control-(TVC) have been uced, including-fluid injedtion TVC, first develope.by- United Aircraft (RXD Event 45),
the-jetcevator developed at NAMTC (RXD-Event # 14), and-a canted, rotatable nozzle conceived by the -Applied Physics Laboratory

t (RXD Event :!16). Finally, the development of thrust reversal for range control at Thiokol was-first used in the final stage-of

Polaris-(RXD Event uI3).

There were a number of de.elopments in-materials construction--vacuum' arc-melting developedfat Climax-Molybdenum,
was used to make both high strength steel and tungsten (RXD Event it19). Glass filament wound motor cases were first used on
Polaris after their development-at M. W-. -Kellogg and-Young Development Laboratories- (RXD -Events #22 and 23). Raytheon and
Avco-developed materials for the-throat section of-nozzles -pyrolytic graphite-at- Raytheon-and- a -silver-tungsten composite-at
Avco (RXD Events #20 and 21). Finally, thd-developmentof ablative cooling-at -Redstone was used-as-a basis for Jnsulation- of
Interior and exertor surfaces of the rocket-motor (RXD Event #30).

3. Launch

When-the STO developed the- Polaris ervelope parameters, the:launch mode was not established. In fact, whether the
missile was-t, be -lauuchid from a surfced or submerged submarine was undecided. In-the ensuing-months, it-became clear
that the- submeged launch-was -feasible. Yhebasic missile launch concept, analysis, and test-program -was- carried out con-
currently with system development. It was-not until late-In 1958 that the final decision to use-the-bare missile-launch was made
(RXD -Event-#36)-

One-requirement of the bare launch system was that of a simple and reliable method -of- severing the-diaphragm-cover-

Ing the launch tube. A line shaped-charge was developed at 9tanford Research lnstitute specifically for thl purpose-(RXD
Event #35).
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J, MINUTEMAN

1. Background

The Minuteman ICBM-was superior to-previous systems with respect to-its reliability, hardness, simplicity, short
reaction time, and high cost effectiveness. -It was the first ICBM to use solid propellants with their advantages of long storage
life and lack of on-site handling.equipment.

System-devvlopment started-in February 1958 but-was preceded by exploratory-development, particularly In the
field of solid propellants. Propulsion and guidance technology was based on Polaris, which preceded Minuteman by more than
a year, while re-entry-technology was drawn from Atlas and Titan.

Figure III-J shows the time and location of the principal RXD Events for the-Minuteman.

2, Re-entry

Minuteman uses an-ablative refractory nose-cone to protect the warhead during re-entry. -This system Is primarily
-based on-work at Avco-Everett. In 1949 and 1950 Dr. Arthur Kantrowitz of Cornell developed his high-temperature shock
tube (RXD -Event #25). This device was used in later efforts at Avco and GE- to-simulate re-entry conditions in the laboratory.
As a result of this work it was possible to predict the behavior of various nose cone materials during re-entry. The aero-
dynamic-behavior of a blunt-nose cone was studied (RXD Event #26). Following this It-was discovered that-the heat-sink mode
of re-entry vehicle cooling would be inadequate for -ICBM-warheads (RXD Event*27). Finally, a theoretical study-of the be-
havior of specific materials under re-entry conditions predicted their behavior wfth good accuracy and resulted in the use of
an-ablative quartz shield (RXD Event #28). The Mark 6 nose cone used on Minutoman I was-based on this work and an-inter-
change of ideas between the parallel GE and Avco re-entry vehicle programs.

3. Guidance

The-first inertial guidance- system for a-ballistic missile was:developed at-Peenemunde during WorldWar II. Tais
system accurately anticipated that appearing in Minuteman (RXD Event #42). Work in the United States since that timehas
been-in the area-of components which sense angular and translational motion and in the computers which operate with the
sensors to establish position and compute steering orders. This work was concentrated at-the M.I.T. Instrumentation
Laboratory and North American-Aviation (RXD Events #41, 47-49, 50. 52, 54, 62, 63). An event first usea in Minuteman
was the free gyro where the gyrowheel is freely supported in a spherical gas bearing (RXD Event #39). The relailnshij
of the RXD Events -in the area of guidance is more fully discussed in SectionIII-4'.

4. Electronics

Success of the Minuteman -system depends on reliability, simplicity and an assembly and deployment concept re-
quiring centralized precision assembly and checkout. This-concept has required a relialility levi.',prevlously unattainable for
the electronic subsystem.

Thie heart of the guidance system is an electronic computer depending on transistors for its operation. -Early-work
on transistors at Bell Telephone Laboratories. General Electric, the Signal Corps and Texas Instrumep.s le to the diffused-
silicon transistors first used-on Minuteman (RXD Events #106 - 110, 112- 115). These were superseded' by the planar tran-
sistors developed by Fairchild which permitted the reliability goals to be met (RXD Event #101). With the development of
epitaxial processing and-PNIP design at BTL, characteristics were improved still further- (RXD Events #71, [11).

Recently, integratedcircuits- were developed by Texas Instruments and Westinghouse andapplied'to the guidance
computer by North-American Aviation (RXD Events #24, 32, 40. 117, 118). The relationship of these events is discussed in
more detail-in Section Ill-S.

5. Propulsion

Minuteman-is a three-stage missile, each-stage consisting of a -single- solid propellant motor. The propellants used
draw on previous developments-which appeared in Sergeant and -Pohfils,(RXD-Events #1 - 4, 7 - I1). The propellants in the-first-
and second stages are aluminized c.omposltes while-the third stage is a-composite-modified-double-base propellant. Four
swiveled nozzles, investigated- irst by Thlokol-(RXD Event #15), are-used -for-thrust vector control on each stage. In a later
version, Wing VI, a-single:nozzle employing the secondary- fluid -injection TVC system Is used-in-the secona.3tage (RXD
Event #5).

High-strength steel, titanium and filament-wound motor cases are used with tungsten nozzle throat inserts 'RXD
Events-1#19, 22, 23). -Ablative Insulation is-employed in a number of locations both-insideand outside the motors used in each
stage (RXD Event-#30). Stages A-2-and-3-use- pyrogen igniters (RXD Event #12). The relationship between-the propulsion RXD
Events discussed here is givin-in greaterdetail in SectionIII-7.
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IV. C TIQUE OF THIS STUDY ANDRECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER WORK

A. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES OF
RXD MANAGEMENT

1. Further Case History Studies

This study has-already shown that a historical methc4d of studying
case histories of development can lead to the identification of a large number
of discrete exploratory development activities and some research activities.
This particular point needs no further proof. The relatively lRa yield of Re-
search Events compared with Exploratory Development Events is probably

- intrinsic in this methodology, but further study could probably.show how to
enrich the yield of Research Events.

-This study has-also shown-that a large body of information-can be
generated about particular research and-exploratory development activities of
the past. Much of this information, enlarges our understanding of research and
exploratory development management, and suggests ways -to improve it. How-
ever, the amount and range of dta developed in the present study are small.

v Further studies are needed both to-validate and to extend the results.

-( Many of the concepts introduced in this study are foreign to tradi-
tional mangementscience aodpractice. Before the results of this and further

studies can -be implemented, it is necessary to admit the relevance of these
concepts, at least far enough so that the data can be examined and talked about.
It is recommended that future teams undertaing this kdnd of activity be -made

j uplargely of Defense Department personnel who expect at some time to be
participating in and managing the Department's R&D prpg,-.ams. This method -t
of team organization will be doubly profitable. The Department will get more

i. ~. data and, more refined conclusions, and the investigators will gain personal
experience which will augment this understandingand reinforce their commit-
ment to new policies.

2. Failures

Further studies should examine research and exploratory develop-
ment failures just as extensively as successfully executed and-utilized- RXD.
A sample 0f-failures is necessaxy to validate many of the concluslons of the - --

present -study.
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j 3. Establishment of Objectives

Future studies on th-is subject should be aimed at the whole problem
of attempting to improve research and exploratory development procurement
in the Department of Defense,, rather than at the limited problem of gathering
data of a particular kind according to a particular methodology.

4. Relevance of Literature- of Behaioral Science

By design, the present study was staffed-by consultants experienced,
in carrying-outand supervising research and development in engineering and
the hard sciences. Behavioral -scientists were excluded from central roles in
the study. Before the study was completed, we adopted models and connepts
from recent literature in the behavioral sciences to make a coherent interpre-
tation of the data.

We are now convinced that the literature on innovation-and research
management in the behavioral sciences is Valid as, a- source- of ideas and ob-
servations in a study of this ldnd. Future studies should include experienced
behavioral scientists as part of their professional staff.

5. Further Validation of Results

In addition-to examining some failures to increase confidence in all
the conclusions, other studies could be supported to validate some speculative
results. Amongthese are the: co,,trast in the role of goals and objectives in-
the initiation of exploratory developmerit and in the initiation of research, a
further examination of the way"R&D groups use communications- with the spon-
soring agency when the sponsor will not support a consensus-collaboration
relation, and various ways in which the DOD supports or resists innovation
after research and exploratory development has been done.

6. Other Studies

The text- of this report suggests- a number of other areas-in which
interesting:and fruitful studies of research and exploratory development man-
agement might -be carried out. These-include, for-example, the relation-be-
tween -educational support programs and- R&D productivity in the institutions
sponsoring the programs; the growth and-aging cycle of research and explora-
tory groups and'instittions; and the-question-of how to identify-the point at
which-a research and-exploratory development activity ceases to-be-worthy of
support, and how-to transform it into a p.-oductive activity or dispose of it.
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B. METHODOLOGY

1. Critique

During the course of this study a number of problems arose, some
of which were solved with little difficulty, but some of which remain. This
section is a brief review of those problems which are likely to recur if another
study of this type is attempted.

The first problem is the ambiguity of the objectires of this study.
The work statement is method-oriented, not goal-centered. It describes in
considerable detail a sequence of steps to be carried out, with the implicit
assumption that no uncertainties will arise, or that when uncertainties do arise
it will-be clear how they may be resolved. The only general objective is "to
discover relations between the environment in which research and exploratory
development projects are carried out and.the extent to which these projects are
subsequently exploited in operational weapon systems," which is in itself, a,
mefhod-centered rather than a goal-centered statement. The discussion in
Section V-C, concerned with the rationale of the identification of RXD Events,
reveals that there ate still unanswered questions quite significant to anyone
attempting to carry out a study by this kind of method. Decisions based- on an
estimate of progress toward'a broader objective are needed.

Another problem is intrinsic in~the kind of historical survey we under--
took. Our respondents are preoccupied with system development, and they are
not vitally concerned with research and exploratory development. In many
cases, they were ignorant of the actual degree of novelty of some of the innova-
tions in their system. (In general, they tended to overestimate rather than
underestimate the originality.) In other cases, their knowledge of the actual
sources of the ideas was very sketchy. Aimng the community of scholars
doing basic research at-the frontiers of -science, great importance is attached
to correct attribution of sources. Among engineers, this is a matter of indif-
ference except in cases of patent infringement. 'This appears to be a problem
of cultural usage, not one intrinsic to-the development of thought. For example,
sculptors today are given specific credit for their art, but the writers of tele-
vision scripts are given re!atively scant attention; during the period when Greek
culture dominated that of the cIvilized world, the Greek playwrights were closely
assoctated with their works, but the sculpture was unsigned.

Even in more fundamental areas of exploratory development, we found
most people uninterested in attempting to look back for the sources of their ideas.
The methodology we used does not seem to be a particularly fruitful one by which
to reach back all the way from application to fundamental research. It is rela-
tively successful in going back to early stages of Advanced Development and to

4 Exploratory Development.
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The next problem is that research and exploratory development are
hardto define uniquely. This question is-taken up at length in 'Section V-C.

Another problem is that objective environment -features, those which
can be counted, measured, or identified numerically, appear far less significant
than subjective properties involving attitudes, motives, and personal reactions.
We believe that .he objective rational environmental features have just as much
significance-as the othexs, but they are already fully exploited as means to im-
prove research and exploratory development productivity.

Another problem is that the data which canbe, gathered are much too
voluminous to reduce by routine methods. In one single environment study, one
individual in ten working days and another in four working days gathered ma-
terials which, when transcribed, covered more than 30, 000 words of interview
transcripts. In addition, they accumulated many hundreds of pages of text,
charts, and-tables which were -specifically related to the RXD Event they were
studying and its environment. Until some principle was adopted to focus atten-
tion on particular features of these-data, very little could be done with them.
There is no hope that it will organize itself or even that such a body of data in-
cludes within itself a means for self-organization. This also makes it compara-
tively unrewarding to-attempt to cleave to-the original idea of writing an objec-
tive description of each environment.

The key-to the reduction of massive-data is -insight and a good hypoth-
esis. The environment descriptions are reduced-to manageable propor.:ions
largely by-adopting a point of view prejudiced by a hypothesis. It then becomes
pedagogically more desirable to state the hypothesis and.use parts of the en-
vironment descriptions- as illustrations, rather than to attempt to organize the
data so thoroughly that the hypothesis-becomes obvious without being described.
But the hypothesis no more springs out oftthe data than a theory of planetary
motion springs out of celestial observations.

2. Limitations of the Methodology

TWo important limitations in-the methodology of this study have come
to -light. First, only successfully utilized research and exploratory development
has been systematically studied. There is no control against which to compare
it. Second, systems of. research -and exploratory development management which
are not in common use have not been seen. These limitations are discussed
more fully below.

From the beginning, we have had the idea of comparing utilized re-
search and exploratory development with research-and exploratory development
which is unutilized or which is unsuccessful- for some other reason. At one time,
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we had the idea of seeking out particular examples of unsuccessful research
and- exploratory development, but this method was never supported. Then ir
was believed that we could get data, about some other population of research
and exploratory development activities different from a population selected for
utilization. It was assumedth :. we and the members of the steering group
would have ready access to bodies of inform ation about projects in general,
average conditions, and so forth, which they could quickly turn into a composite
picture -of a contrc population. However,- the very thought of gathering together
such a body of information and stigmatizing it as characteristic of "other" or
"unsuccessful" research and exploratory development met so much resistance
that all such attempts were abandoned very early in the project. Informally, it
was made very clear to us by a number of people that it wouldbe inexpedient to
pursue this line at the present time. As a consequence; all our data concerns
utilized research and exploratory development only.

The methods of research and exploratory development management
and the environmental patterns found in our study- seem to be the -ones. which are
in-common use today. Without a:control population, it is difficult-to~tell whether
their distribution is enough different from that of a random selection to be sig-
nificant. But in any case, nothing was uncovered which struck the investigators
as exotic or highly unusual. Contrasts between research and-exploratory de-
velopment procurement methods which are successful and those which are not
are therefore -not warranted. Many examples show environment patterns differ-
ing from the-ordinary traditiois, rules, and regulations. If one assumes, as
we have, that these differences are causally related to success, then-inferences
can oe drawn about general environmental patterns conducive to the execution
and utilization of good research and exploratory development. Extrapolation
from these inferences suggests that some patterns not commor, y used-today-by
the Defense Department should be more effective than -many of th o:patterns which
are in use. But-the inference that-these patterns are more desirable cannot be
supported with examples.

3. Suggestions for Improvement

The most important weaknesses of this study cannot be corrected by
changing the methodology, for they- concern the establishment of objectives and
communication and implementation of -the results. Several of the problems
mentioned above are concerned with ambiguities or uncertainties in the-method-
ology which probably can-be corrected more easily When the objectives of such
a study are better defined and when a way of using the results is more explicitly
understood. The one gross deficiency in the methodology which should be cor-
rected is the lack of a-way to look at-failure. Any future study carried on by
these methods -should-be provided with means-for studying unutilized and-unsuc-
cessful research and exploratory development as well as the successful: and the
utilized.
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C. FURTHER SUBSTANTIATION OF RESULTS OF DOUBTFUL VALIDITY

The-distinction between-the way goals and objectives figure in the
initiation of exploratory development and the way they figure in the initiation of
research could be examined in more detail.

For this to be successful, a shift in emphasis would be required in
order to uncover more RXD Events having to do with research-. At the present
time, the Defense Department spends far more-money on exploratory develop-
ment than on research, and can look forward to exercising far more control
over it. The wisdom- of devoting special effort to illuminating this specific point
about research management may therefore be questioned.

A-further analysis could be made of the way members of a research or
exploratory group use communications with-a sponsoring agency when the spon-
soring agency-will not support a consensus-collaboration relationship. This
could probably be done better by behavioral scientists than-by scientists and
engineers chosen for their understanding of the technical content of the research
and explorat6ry development in question.

te various ways in which the Defense Department supports or resists
innovatio,, with particular -reference to the way in which it adopts nevw technology
in weapon systems, should-be studied. Insofar as this resistance or support is
anticipated, it affects the way in which the research and exploratory development
is done. Some of these effects have, been described in the present study. How-
ever, after the exploratory work itself is complete, its success remains uncer-
tain, and- depends on how successfully it can be exploited. Connected with this
is the question of how adaptively functioning suborganizations can- be incorporated
in a larger -organization which fundamentally follows the traditional authorization
pattern, in such a way that the authorizatiofiorganization is not seriously dis-
turbed, but yet the innovative consequences desired- from the adaptive subunits
are achieved.

D, INTERESTING PROBLEMS BEYOND THEI SCOPE OF THIS-STDY

A -number of conclusions and observations concern matters which
were never e2'rpected to be within-the scope of this study, but which merit further
study on the basis of their own value and intrinsic -interest.

Some of the institutions-we saw had-educational support programs;
subjectively, these same institutions appeared unusually productive. Is-there
-any relation-between-productivity and the educational support program? It may
be that such a program contributes directly to the professional competence of
the staff, that it contributes indirectly by making the institution more attractive,
or that it is related to productivity only as being a normal consequence of a par-
ticular type of management policy.
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The growth and -aging cycle of research and development institutions
and-groups is an interesting open problem. In-most of these, -productivity does
not reach equilibrium and remain there, but fluctuates even when-the internal-
organization and external support appear stable. It has-been suggested that a
new laboratory may function best on its first mission, because at that period in
its development it operates according to an adaptive system. As it grows older
its actual operation may fall into the more common and traditional authoritarian
pattern. If this turns out to be a common course, another problem is to learn-
how to identify this, to offset it, or, as a last resoh, wipe out the establishment
when it is no longer able to serve its function.

Some recent work in behavioral -sciences suggests that creative and
innovative people have traits of behavior and personality which will put them at
odds with many- organizations and social institutions. We saw very few examples
associated with our RXD Events. Does such a personal type exist, do such
people conceal their natural tendencies, are they excluded from organized re-
search and development activities systematically, or do they actually find them-
selves-at home in organizations where research and exploratory development is
the principal activity?
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V. A REVIEW OF THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY

A. FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVES

Section I contains a brief statement of the problem, and Appendix A
contains the whole statement of Scope of Work, Statement of the Problem, and
Method of Approach, as found in -the Work Statement of the contract.

During the second week of the study an extended meeting was held by
the steering group and the Arthur D. Little staff members. At that time, the
use and-purposes of the -study were further described:

"This study has two important aspects. One is to gather
-particular information about certain development proj -

ects and the research arid exploratory development which
provided the technical foundation for-subsequent develop -
ment, and to organize this information to show the rela-
tionships between management environment-and subse-
quent utilization of R&D results. The other is to pioneer
in methods of gathering and organizing-such information."

The methodology-was based-on historical analysis of the research and
exploratory development origins of a- number of weapon-systems. Five tasks
were defined as comprising the job:

1. For each weapon system, identifying the technological advances
utilized without which-the system would not be operational ("technical items"
or "key ideas" - - it was- difficult for the conferees to agreeupon a -short desig-

( nation).

2. Making a- detailed exploration and description of the management
environment surrounding these advances.

3. Forming hypotheses concerning the relation between management
01 environment and technological advances.
i

4. Making recommendations concerning future DDR & E policy.

5. Reading literature and state-of-the-art studies as sources for
background material :("intellectual background").,
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it was originally: hoped that the Defense- Department would appoint a
group of about five people as full-time participants in this activity to carry on
cooperative and parallel efforts. This proved not to be feasible, but two mem -

bers of the Department of Defense did commit themselves to full-time activity
on this study for nearly-its whole duration. A number of others rounded out a
steering group of five individuals, all- making substantial contributions in- spite
of-their limited commitment of time to the job.

Conclusions and recommendations are not required by the work state -
ment, which asks only for formulation of hypotheses about-the relationship of
environmentai factors to degree of utilization, and satisfactory- agreemert be-
tween observations and hypotheses. Nonetheless, it has been possible to draw
some conclusions and make some recommendations. The work statement does,
however, express the hope that "after a few instances--are studied, there will
be a- general agreement about what constitutes a key idea for the purpose of
this study." This hope -has not-been realized. Even in the last month of the
study, agreement on a valid discrete unit of research or exploratory develop-
ment for the purposes of this study is far from unanimous.
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B. HISTORICAL ANALYSES OF WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Our historical analyses of weapons systems -had- four objectives, The
first objective was to identify particular examples of research and exploratory
development (later formalized as RXD Events). The second was to establish
the utilization of this research and-exploratory development in a recent weapon
system, and- to show how its use came about. The third was to show how the
consequences of the research or exploratory development affected-the configu-
ration or the performance of the weapon system. The fourth was to show the
relation of this research and exploratory development to the science and tech-
nology-of its day.

The identification of particular examples of research and exploratory
development in RXD Events was necessary as a startingpoint for a later phase,
the study of RXD Event Environments. In the past it was more common to take
a group, a laboratory, or an institution as a basic environment, and examine
its productivity in terms of all of the research and development activities car-
ried-out there. When the environment of a single discrete research-or explora-
tory development activity is -sought, it is necessary to specify exactly what this
activity is. Section V-C discusses in greater detail some of the problems in
identifying RXD Events.

It was necessary to establish that -the RXD Event had consequences
actually used in recent weapon systems, because the feature distinguishing
these RXD Events from other research-and exploratory development activity,
and making them an interesting example for environment research, is precisely
that their consequences were used. When the study was undertaken, -we antici-
pated that we might have difficulty in determining whether a particular research
or expioratory development activity was utilized. In fact, this has not been -the
case: it has always been clear to us and-to others if a particular RXD Event
was utilized.

Showing how an RXD Event contributed to the value of a weapon
system has proved to-be much more difficult than showing that it was utilized.
-In some instances, one element or subsystem replaced another with -substantially
no- change in the rest of the weapon system, and a straightforward comparison
was -possible; but such- cases characteristically showed rather small improve -
ments. On the other hand, when-a.big technological novelty was introduced, it
normally required an alteration of the system configuration and the introduction
of a number of other technological innovations before its full value could be
-exploited. It was, then hard to- decide how to distribute the credit for improve-
ment among the various -innovations.
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The change in historical perspective also contributed- to the difficulty
of showing how a particular technological innovation affected the value of -a
weapon system. A technological innovation does not spring into being fullgrown,
and its value is often not immediately. appreciated. In many cases the value of
a technological innovation is enhanced by later development and by an under -
standing of how to exploit it. Its value is likely to grow on a typical "learning
curve." If a technological innovation overtakes its predecessor after the old
technology is mature, the improvement in value may approximate a step, as in
FigureV-lA. If the two technologies are both growing, the new is likely to
replace the old shortly after performance or value estimates cross. In this
case (illustrated in FigureV-lB), the contemporary estimate of performance
improyement is small compared to a retrospective evaluation of the merits of
the respective technologies, and a historical search for the "big step" improve-
ment in performance is frustrated. In some instances the initial jump is nulli -
fied or even inverted, because incompatibilities arising from introduction of a
technical innovation are not foreseen and compensated for early enough. We
found a number-of instances where technological innovations introduced in one
model of-a-weapon system were removed in subsequent models. Presumably
they were used on the basis of an estimate, made in good faith, that they would
be more satisfactory than the alternatives that they displaced. Evidently a
more mature evaluation showedthat this was not true.

In the-end, it was decided that the fact that an innovation had been
used in a weapon system was more significant than an estimate of the value of
the contribution Where anyestimate of value could-be made, we attempted to
do so, but the decision-whether or not to include an RXD Event in our population
hinged on whether it was used rather than- on whether it contributed more than
a certain amount of value.

The relationship of an RXD Event to the science and technology of
its day shows many of the factors which influence program planning and program
management. It shows whether the RXD Event was unique, or whether there
were other R & D activities which might have led to equivalent results. It shows
whether the activity was specific to the application we saw, or whether it was
fallout from R=& D aimed at other goals. It =shows whether the application we
saw -was the only application, or whether it had other immediate significant con -
sequences. These factors are much easier to judge retrospectively, but-neces-
sarily form a large part of what the contemporary program planner bases his
judgment on.
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We studied- the following six weapon systems*:

Mark 46-0 Acoustic Homing Torpedo
XM-102 105 mm Howitzer
AGM 28 Hound Dog Air -to -Ground Missile
Polaris A-I Missile
Minuteman Missile
Sergeant Missile

The first three of these systems were studied relatively independently
from one another. The last three are all large inertially guided solid fuel mis -
siles, and since it was anticipated that the fundamental technology underlying-,
them would overlap considerably, they were studied jointly by a single team.

In the end, three areas of technology were identified in which the background
and technological history of these three weapon systems overlapped so -much
that the studies were merged completely. These were the solid fuel propulsion
subsystems, the inertial guidance and navigation subsystems, and the electron-

ics, insofar as it depended on semiconductor devices. These three areas of
technology were studied somewhat independently of the particular weapon sys -
tems, and the results were later correlated with known features and applications
in the weapon systems under study.

A brief review of the technology of these six weapon systems and
three areas of technology-is contained, in Section III. The charts in that section
show the RXD Events which were identified, and illustrate their relation to
weapon system development.

The .principal method of investigation was by direct personal contact
with people responsible for system and subsystem performance and development.
We invited these people to discuss freely the early stages of the technifcal devel -
opment of the systems, subsystems, components, devices, etc., in which they
had a hand. We urged-them to identify turning points, breakthroughs, significant
problems, and other aspects of the development cycle which suggested modifi -
cation of a train of thought or abandonment of a preceding idea-. When such a
turning point was detected, we attempted to identify sources of ideas and stimu-
lation, and repeated the whole process with personnel involved in the earlier
stage of evolution. We also studies historic evaluations of the systems and

their development, and contemporary accounts of the research and development
activity, and formed our own opinion of areas in which significant technical
innovation had been introduced.

*In addition, the DDR& E steering group made a brief but intensive study of

the Bullpup-missile.
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In studying the early development of semiconductor devices, includ -
ing particularly the transistor, we deviated from this program. We knew that
the early research and exploratory development work either was done at the
Bell Telephone Laboratories or was so thoroughly intertwined with the work
done there -that a thorough examination-of the work done at BTL would immedi -
ately reveal most of the information.- Wherever transistors and other recently
developed semiconductor devices are used, they rely at least in part on the
research and exploratory development at or associated with the -Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Therefore, we-studied this activity independently, and made no
further attempt to justify the statement that the consequences of this research
and exploratory development -were utilized. it is noteworthy that this study of
researchand-exploratory development in semiconductor -devices very quickly
yielded a much higher proportion of research activity than any of the other
studies.

Almost all- of the members of Arthur D. Little's staff who-worked on
this job had* experience in actually carrying-out research-and exploratory devel-
opment, and the majority-had first-hand- expei'ience in the supervision-of re -
search and -exploratory development. At the express request of the representa-
tives of DDR & E, almost all -were engineers and physical scientists. When the
job was initially discussed, a -great deal of skepticism was--expressed about the
literature of the social sciences and about trends in modern maniagement theory,
and it was expressly emphasized- that the study should'be carried out-by people
who had practical experience in research and research management, who were
fully capable of gaining an understanding of-the technical content of the research
and exploratory development activities they were investigating. Although this
condition was never entered into the work statement, it is implicit in the -per -
sonnel qualifications carried as an attachment. 'In the end, one consultant with
a background in social science and specialization inthe organization of technical
institutions was retained, but the- central roles in the,study were all carried out
by men with backgrounds in physical science and engineering.
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C. IDENTIFICATION OF RXD EVENTS

1. What are Research and Exploratory Developme.t?

In attempting to define what is meant by an- RXD Event, we have come
across four different, relevant definitions of research and exploratory develop-
ment. These are:

the present Defense Department's definitions of research
and-of exploratory developwr.nt;

adescription of an -idealization of what every R&D man-or
group leadcrk calls a project, an activity with circumscribed
0bjctives, carried on as research or exploratory develop-
ment, in many cases with funding from the Department of
Defense;

an idealization pragmatically arrived at for the purposes
of this study, comprising a description or an idealization
of those things, whatever they are, whose-environments
is is our inte.qtion to study; and

an idealization for the future describing the purposeful
scientific creation and technological innovation whose-
consequences may influence warfare, especially those
which may lead-to cheaper and more effective weapon
systems and other materiel, in which we think the
Department of Defense ought to be -interested whether
or not-its description agrees with any of the above.

What the terms research and exploratory development mean to any
man depend, on his past experience and on his point of view. There is a particu-
larly big difference between. the point of view of the man in-the laboratory who is
actually carrying out research and exploratory development and-that of the spon-
sor who is buying research and exploratory development. All definitions of re-
search and- exploratory development are-colored with considerations -of motive,
intentions, and expectations. The reasons-which a corporate manager-or a
military program sponsor has for supporting work on a particular research -proj-
ect may be very different-from-the reasons that the principal investigator has for
carrying-it out.

So far as this report is concerned with individual RX) -Events and the-r
environments, we have usually adopted a point of view close to that of the man-in
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the laboratory actually doing his exploratory work. From time to time this
revealed a glaring inconsistency between his point of view- and -that of non-partic-
ipating managers and sponsors; an attempt was made-to identify these inconsiot-
encies. Where we failed to do so, we ask the reader to consider the possibility
of different points of view before concluding that an error has beert made.

T.he present definitions of research and exploratory-devehopment used
by the Defense :Departmenz are-as follows:

Research-(6.1) - Includes all effort directed tovard increased knowi-
edge of natural phenomena and environment and efforts directed toward- the
solution of probleims in the physical, behavibral and social sciences that have n6
clear direct military application. It would, thus, by definition, include all basic
research and in addition, that applied research directed toward the expansion of
knowledge in various scientific areas. It does not include efforts directed to
?rove the, feasibility of solutions of probleis of immediate military importance
or time-oriented inveStigations and developments. The research elements are
further characterized by using level of effort as the principal program control.

Exploratory Development (6.2) - Includes all effort-directed toward
the solution of specific military- problems, short of major development projects.
This type of effoit may vary from fairly fundamental applied -fesearchlto quite
sophisticated breadLoard -hardware, study, programming, and plarning effort.
The dominant characteristic of this- category of effort is ,thatit be pointed toward
specific military problem areas with -a view toward developing and eva-uating the
feasibility and practicability of proposed solutions and determining their param-
eters. Program control of the exploratory -development element will normally
be exercised by general level of effort.

-Further stages in the RDT&E program are categorized as follows:

Advanced Developments (6.3) -'Includes all projects which have
moved into the development of hardware for experimental or ope:ational test.
It is characterized by line item projects and program control is-exercised on -a
project basis. A further descriptive characteristic lies in-the design of such
t items being directed toward hardware for test or experimentation as opposed to-

items designed and -engineered for eventual Service use. Examples are VTOL
Aircraft, ARTEMIS, Experimental Hydrofoil, X-15, and-AerospacePlane Con-
ponents.

Engineering Developments (6.4) - Includes those development programs
being engineeredfor Service use -but which have not yet -been approved -for pro-
curement or operation. For example, MAULER, TYPHON, B-70. This area is
characterized by major line item pmojects andprogramcontrol willbe exercised
-by review-of individual projects.
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Management and Support -(6.5)- - Includes research and- development
effort directed: toward support of installations or operations required for general
research arid- development use, -included would be test ranges, -military construc-
tion, maintenance support of laboratories, operations, and maintenance of test
aircraft and, ships. Costs of laboratory personnel, either in-house or contract-
operated, would be assigned to. appropriate -projects or as- a line item in the re-
search, exploratory development, or advanced development program areas, as
appropriate. Military construction costs directly related to a major development
program will be included in the appropriate element.

Operational System Developments (6.7) - Includes research and de-
velopment effort directed toward development, engineering and test of systems,
support programs, vehicles and weapons that have been approved for production
and Service employment. This area is included for convenience in considering
all RDT&E costs of weapons systems elements in -other programs. Program
control will thus be exercised by review of the individual research and develop-
ment effort in each weapon system element.

The definitions of research and of.exploratory development (and of
Advanced Development also), are based on two criteria only: the purpose for
which the-work is to -bv-e'ploited, and the-character of the funding to support
and co.t1ol it. Nothing is said about the nature of the work. These definitions
are straightforward for the sponsor:of research and.-exploratory development,
who is presumably in a position to decide why and how he wants to fund a pro-
gram, but they are largel- irrelevant in any attempt to learn-from work actually
done or from the people who actually did it, which category the work falls into.
We know from a number of examples that the goals and objectives of the people
actually-executing the work may-differ from the goals and objectives of their
sponsors. We know also that they are usually ignorant of pad often indifferent
to the particulars of funding, and sometimes evento th general source of funds.
We conclude, therefore, that the existing definitions are useful in program
planningand funding control by the sponsors of research and exploratory develop-
ment, but. are not useful as categories for describing actual instances of explor-
atory and innovative activity in terms of what was done, how it was accomplished,
who did it and why.

A more realistic definition is an -idealization of a unit of work com-
monly recognized by research workers-and managers as a project. This is likely
to be an activity-carried on by a small number of _people, in-close contact with
each:-other, with unityof-content and purpose, managed by a single line -super-
visor (if-there is any-formal management-structure at all). A study-of-the RXD
Event Description format (Appendix B) shows that -such a definition was chosen
fairly early-as a foundation for our RXD Event identifications-. -At that time it
it was assumed-that research, exploratory development, and all other innovative
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activity naturally fell into such discrete units, and-that our problem was simply
to locate these units and identify them. Experience in attempting to do this sug-
gests, on the contrary, that the RXD Event Description, or any- other idealization
of a discrete- research or exploratory-development activity, is a man-made- con-
cept, which may or may-not correspond to the actual way in which technical in-
novative activity is-carried out. Such a definition may, of course, be agreed
upon as a basis for further study, to eliminate the-tensions resulting from certain
kinds of -uncertainty and- ambiguity. However, it should not be allowed to become
the basis for an assumption that the concept agreed, upon is a basic building block
in the real world, and that actual circumstances will always fit the description.

This study is-concerned with how research and exploratory- develop-
ment are administered by the Department of Defense. In- this context, the two
definitions mentioned above appear adequate. However, from a more general
point of view, this study is concerned with -how technological innovations are in-
troduced into weapon systems development. Tounderstand this, it is important
to study the origins of technological innovations, whether or not they conform to
any other idea of research and- exploratory development. A particular example
can be found in the activity involved in the conception of a bare-missile, air-
ejected submarine launching system, which was ultimately used in the Polaris
-system. This work was exploratory in character, involved the-maginative use
of new ideas, and resulted in innovation which was very important to -the opera-
tional usefulness of the Polaris missile; yet it has defied all attempts to describe
it as an RXD Event. Nonetheless, it has been agreed that this activity resulted
in significant technological advances and that the environment in which it took
place is one which should be investigated..

The research- and exploratory development activities chosen in this
study for environmental research are probably not fully representative of the
types of constructive innovative activity which the Defense -Department's research
and exploratory development program should encourage. We can make a non-
exclusive definition of what we think the Department of Defense Research- &Engi-

-. - neering ought to-be interested in: purposeful creative and innovative activity
whose consequences may influence warfare. This can be restricted to -scientific
and technological activity, and further to that particular kind of activity. which
may lead to cheaper and more effective weapon systems and other military ma-
teriel. Such a characterization certainly overlaps- with -the other three definitions,
but it is not co-extensive with, any, nor does ityield -immediate operat' nal crite-
ria enabling us to decide whether a particular activity really belongs to tle -cate-
gory-or not.
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2. Conflicts Aroused in Reconciling Definitions of Research and
Exploratory Development

A number of inconsistencies -among definitions of research and ex-
ploratory development could be resolved by adopting a minor variation of the
definition which is now official. The variation is that it would be required to
make the official definition agree with descriptions of present projects and pro-
gram elements. Such a change would resolve rather than augment some of the
present uncertainties. It would- also -satisfy a common human desire to choose
-a definition once and for all and would provide-a rational basis for a library of
consistent data.

If we assume that exploratory development and research exist objec.-
tively in the real world apart from the process we use to define them, such a
course is entirely rational. We believe, however, that these terms are in part
the product of human inventiveness and that it is unwise to settle upon a rigid
definition so soon. Hayakawa has observed in connection with a -certain class of
problems:

"Most intellectual problems are, ultimately, problems of
classification- and -nomenclature. ..The usual way in which
such questions are settled is by appeals to etymological
dictionaries to-discover the 'real meanings' of.. .words...
The decision finally rests, however, not upon appeals-to
past authority,, but upon what society want .. , Society, in
short, regards as: 'true' those systems ofclassification
that produce the desired results." (5)

We believe -there is a great deal- more to be said on how the results -of the present
-study are to bei-used, and we also believe that the ease with which results of
studies like this can be used depends in part on how definitions such as those of
research or exploratory development are framed. We recommend, therefore,
that research and exploratory development be defined for the time being as the
work represented by the RXD Events -labeled "R" and "XD" respectively, and by
other work which later investigators see fit to put into the same categories. It
is to be hoped that conscientious investigators will not frivolously classify data
into categories, and that when more data are accumulated really meaningful dis-
tinctions -between thaese categories will be made-clear. It seems obvious to us
that differences bast-d on funding sources and the short term expectations of spon-
soring-agencies are not the most basic differences between research and explor-
atory development, and are not a suitable basis for dividing-our population into
categories for the study of environments.
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3. RXD Event Description

The actual working definition of an: RXD Event is a compromise be-
-tween an idealization of the commonly felt concept of a research or-exploratory
development project, and a description of the particular -items of exploratory
activity whose environments we thought it important-to study. The principal
features of the RXD Event Description format and the instructions provided to
guide fieldworkers in filling it in are given in Appendix B.

We conceive of an RXD Event as a period of technical activity with a
well defined outcome. One of its attributes is that it involves some creative or
innovative -act; another is that it produces an irrevocable or irreversible change
in the state-of knowledge, in the understanding of what is feasible or how some-
thing-can be done. This outcome must be such that the RXD Event influenced
the development of the weapon- system. The outcome may be a progress report,
a proposal, a journal article, a patent disclosure, or some other document
which summarizes the information generated in- the RXD Event; it may also be
a verbal presentation, a successful execution of a field test, a consensus in a
committee meeting, or some other action not ordinarily conceived of as informa-
tion-bearing or information-transmitting.

The outstariding-quality of the outcome is that it is the dividing point
-between the state of -knowledge before the RXD Event was -completed, and the
state of knowledge after the RXD Event was completed. An extreme test is
whether the knowledge contained or derived from the RXD -Event would be pre-
served and propagated from that point onward without any further contribution
from -its protagonists.

A clear understanding of the outcome leads directly to a description
of a second datum, the technical activity. This describes the work which-was
actually done, such as computation, environmental measurement, systematic-

testing or-whatever the actual participants in the- RXD Event would have answered
if asked during the course of aday's-work, "What are- you-doing?"

A third datum is the origins of-the RXD Event. This is construed
broadly to include anything from an accident of fate to a universally recognized
human crisis: that which motivates or triggers the purposeful technical activity

- - leading to the outcome.

These three- data are reported in.Section 5a of the RXD Event Descrip-
tion form, Origin, Technical Activity, and Outcome-. They -are preceded by-a
very brief statement of the technical activity, which hints at the origin and the
outcome. This brief statement is available as a short- description of the RXD
Event in circumstances-where the title -is insufficient.
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The remaining items in the RXD Event Description form are then
fairly well defined by the origin, technical- activity and outcome of the RXD- Event
and the particular questions and instructions accompanying the description form.
Appendix Balso includes a copy of RXD Event Description No. 20, Development
of Pyrolytic Graphite, as an illustrative example.
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D. RXD EVENT ENVIRONMENTS

1. Early Ideas About Environmental Factors

Even after the boundaries of an RXD Event have been carefully deline -

ated, the -circumstances and influences comprising its background are almost
limitless. Since the detail in the environment descriptions must be limited, it
is desirable to have some rational criterion for choosing the detail to be retained.

The first place to look for a rational criterion is the primary-purpose
of the study as a whole. All statements of this underlying purpose, including
the early statemcnt by the Defense Science Board and the Scope of Work, State -
ment of the Problem, and Method of Approach from tho governing contract
(Appendix A) imply an intention on the part of the Department of Defense to
consider new research and exploratory development procurement policies and
procedures in order to improve its use of research and exploratory development
resources. Even such a general statement is sufficient to limit the range of
environmental factors which can be considered relevant.

First, any information on which decisions-are to be based must be
available before the deadline for decision-making has- passed. Therefore we
can rule out factors which are intrinsically observable only after the work has
been completed. The environmental factors of interest are those which are
easily observable before or -during the execution-of a program.

Second, these factors must be related-to the value, cost, degree of
utilization, or some other index of merit and effectiveness of the research and
exploratory development. It is advantageous if a causal relation can- be estab -
lished between an environmental factor and some iiidex of RXD effectiveness,
but it is still of interest if only a correlation or an association can be established.
Factors unrelated to RXD effectiveness are probably of interest only if identi -

fying -them corrects an error or resolves a previously existing uncertainty about
research and exploratory-development management practice.

Third, these factors should be influenceable by the Department of
Defense. This includes factors such as the type of funding, which- can be
directly controlled, and those, such as climate, which may be-selected, if not
controlled.

Finally-, we examined redundantor supporting data by asking our -
selves whether the value of the data was in due proportion to-the labor -required
to collect them.
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Our initial list of environmental factors was that contained in the
work statement: circurnstances of initiating, planning, contracting, inancially
-supporting, organizing, staffing, controlling, evaluating, and utilizing the re-
sults -of each key idea. This list was augmented in a number of ways, but it
became obvious that we could form no integrated picture of an environment out
of the kind of fragmentary inrormation derived from examining such factors one
at a time.

To draw up a list of environment factors which -would coalesce into a
complete picture, it seemed desirable to start out with some idea of what the
picture should look like. For this reason we undertook to describe models for
the environment of research and exploratory development. It was anticipated
that the model -hypothesized would provide the broad outline, and that the ques-
tions and answers necessary to fill in the details on the model for any particu -

lar example would themselves constitute the list of environment factors to be
considered.

Particular attention was paid to four classes of environment models,
those which depend respectively on: structure, function, interrelation among
organizational entities, and motivation and attitudes.

At this point in our study, it seemed that a study of organizational-
structure was an entirely appropriate starting-point for environment research.
A program of investigation was drawn up to look at organizational factors. At
about the same time, we decided-to -make one pilot study of environment with a
very high degree of detail. We-had no way of deciding whether a given list of
environmental factors was insufficient or excessively-detailed, or whether it
covered-the wrong ground, and the only way to find out seemed to- be-to-carry
,on one study covering environmental factors in considerable detail in all direc -
tions, and to try-to learn afterward which were important and which were-not.
This study, which is briefly reviewed in the next section, proved to be a turning
point in all of our thinking about environmental factors. In the end it led us to
abandon the -first two models of organization, and to devote nearly all of our
effort to the other two.

2. Lessons from a Study of the Environment in which- H -6 High
Explosive-was Developed

The pilot study of research and exploratory development environment
was a -study of the environment at the Naval Ordnance Laboratories in the Bureau
of Ordnance, which resulted in the formulation of the chemical high explosive
H -6 used in the Mark 46-0 Acoustic Homing Torpedo.
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H -6 was the first high explosive mixture belonging to this family to
be used in an underwater weapon. Until shortly before the Mark 46 torpedo
went into development, there had been considerable uncertainty about which high
explosive parameter or combination of parameters should-be maximized in order
to make a short range underwater weapon most effective. At about this, time, it
was finally determined that total shock energy, rather than total explosion energy
or bubble energy, or peak pressure, was the parameter to maximize; and within
its family of three -component mixtures, H -6 had the proportions lea ling to
maximum shock energy.

During WorldWar II there was considerable activity in the develop-
ment of high explosives, much of it sponsored by the National Defense Research
Committee at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and at Bruceton, Penn -
sylvania. The National Defense Research Committee activity closed down at
the end of the war, at just about the same time that the Naval Ordnance Labora-
tory was moving into its new quarters at White Oak and was expanding its staff.
Commander Stephen Brunauer, Chief Technical Administrator for Explosives
Research and Development at the Bureau of Ordnance, saw to it that the new
organization of NOL included an Explosives Research Department. He used his
personal influence and professional contacts to help in staffing the new laboratory
with people whom he knew to be able, and who had been carrying on research and
development in high explosives during the war.

During the same period, Dr. Brunauer and his colleagues undertook
to plan and provide for many interesting pieces of work in high explosives devel -
opment. In particular, they canvassed- government laboratories, industrial
laboratories, and universities for ideas about potential high explosive mixtures
and compounds. One formal result of -their efforts was a Naval Ordnance report ( 6)

which makes a number of specific suggestions for research in explosives having
higher energy than those used during World War II. Among the families of ex-
plosives suggested is the ternary family containing RDX, TNT-, and aluminum,
to which H-6 belongs.

In addition to this in -house work, the Explosives Research and- Devel -
opment Office also funded a large number of exploratory programs with a num-
ber of contractors. Many of-these provided continued funding of, or followed
leads arising from, NDRC -sponsored work.

Finally, the members of this office maintained a position of close
personal and professional contact with the members of the new Explosives Re -
search Department at NOL, and participated in the launching of their initial
research programs and in the continued planning and support of their activities
on behalf of the Navy.
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One of the-programs undertaken at NOL was a systematic evaluation
of, a range of castable mixtures of :RDX, TNT, and aluminum to determine
the-optimum explosive mixture for air-blast.. A wide range of laboratory and
field-tests was made-on 23 representative mixtures of this ternary family. This
particular study concluded that the mixture later called the H -6 was the most
effective among castable mixtures for weapons intended to be exploded in free
air.

A similar program was being carried on at just about the same time,
with the aim of preparing an underwater explosive with performance superior
to those commonly used in underwater weapons during World War II. The
same ternary family was studied, and-a number of tests were carried out result-
ing in tables and graphs Gf shock wave energy, bubble energy, peak pressure,
and other-parameters important in the dynamics of explosion damage, At this
time, no identification of the "best" mixture for use in an uinderwater weapon
could be determined, because there was no unambiguous criterion of excellence.

Work was started at about the same time at NOL and at the Under-
water Explosives Research Division of the David Taylor Model Basin- near
Norfolk, Virginia, to determine the contribution of various explosion param -
eters to underwater-damage phenomena. No definitive results came-from this
work for anumber of years, but around 1957 it was finally determined that for
a weapon intended to explode at short range, maximization of underwater shock
wave energy is more advantageous- than any of the other undei'water explosion
parameters used as indices of effectiveness. It was then easy to go back to the
work on underwater explosion parameters at NOL and determine that--the mix-
tures having highest shock energy were those containing 20 to 25% aluminum.
By this time the H-6 explosive, with 22% aluminum, had already been approved
for service use in an air-blast weapon, which made it unnecessary to submit a
new formulation for the long, tedious, and-expensive procedure required to gain
approval for service use. The H-6 mixture, exactly as formulated for air-blast
use, was adopted for use in the underwater weapon.

Furlher details of this group of interconnecting activities is given in
RXD Event Description Nos. 93, 94, and 95.

In August 1964-, we approached the Naval-Ordnance Laboratory and
:the-Bureau of Ordnance- and a number of former employees of these establish-
ments for an extensive-series of personal interviews aimed at understanding
the environment in which the particular development of the H -6 high explosive
took place. We guided ourselves by the following three- questions:

Why-did-this RXD Event -take place?
Why-did this RXD Event take place where it did?
Why did -this RXD Event take place when it did?
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We came prepared to consider a large number of variables and en-
vironment models-, to review progress reports and funding documents, to study

work statements and technical reports, to examine organization charts and

learn about personnel policies, and in general to take any amount of trouble

necessary to satisfy ourselves that any particular environmental factor did or
did not bear significantly on the conduct of this particular activity.

In addition to talking to people, we reconstructed the explicit and

complete-table of organization of the whole department for two points of time

during the period of interest; reconstructed the-total funding history of the pro -

gram as actually carried out; reviewed all of the technical reports on file in the
library bearing directly on -this technical activity; reviewcd-a number of informal

written documents still- in the possession of their authors; and examined the

formal and informal policy governing funding, staffing, reporting, procurement,
acquisition of equipment and facilities, professional relations with the scientific
and educational communities, and many other factors-.

In-the end, however, after sifting the evidence as we were able to
gather it, we found-only six factors or groups of factors which appeared to-us
significant. These-are:

1. The members of the professional staff had a complete -general

understanding of the goals-and objectives of the high explosives research pro -

gram, and were personally committed to them.

2. Among the working groups, planning, control, and discipline

were by general agreement based on a collective judgment of task needs and

urgency, backed up by (but not anticipated by) formal administrative action

where necessary.

3.. The professional staff member,; at NOL had close personal and

professional relations with their sponsors, the Explosives Research and Devel-

opment Office in the Bureau of Ordnance.

4. The members of the Explosives Research-and Development Office
in the Bureau of Ordnance actively sought the collaboration of professional staff
members at NOL in a variety of matters, including the planning and evaluation
of NOL's own program .

5. The head-of the Explosives Research and Development Office at

the-Bureau of Ordnance, Commander Stephen Brunauer, is credited with great

motivation, technical understanding, and persuasiveness, and with having used

his personal resources in planning a high explosives program, in staffing t-he

initial NOL activity, in setting up the -initial organization of high- explosives
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work at NOL, in-participating in and guiding the technical program in high
explosives, and in seeking financial support for the program both inside and
outside of the Navy.

6. The NDRC ,ctivity in high explosives was being shut down at just
the time that the NOL activity was being built up; this made available lines of
research and development which had not been -fully exploited, and experienced
professionals who were well motivated to complete the exploration of unfinished
areas of work.

While uncovering this group of six findings we were unable to convince
ourselves that less personal and more objective factors were as significant in
the successful execution and utilization of this RXD. This caused-us to revise
our opinion of what constitutes a good- description of an environment, and to go
to the literature of the case studies of research and development environments
for help in interpreting our observations.

3. Lessons from the Literature of Management Theory and Sociology

a. Introduction: Authoritarian and AdaptiveEnvironments, Coercion-
Comliromise and Consensus -Collaboration Relations

The results of our literature search are described in the paragraphs
below. We limited ourselves for the most part to studies containing field data,
or based -on -field'investigations of environments where research -and exploratory
development Were being done.

The most significant finding for the purpose of this study is- the identi-
fication of two polar classes of management environment, which we have called
authoritarian and- adaptive. A number of authors have talked about similar con -
cepts, usitig a variety of terms. Table V-1 is a-brief concordance.

In this report we used the pair "authoritarian" and "adaptive" when
talking about local organizational environments in general and the terms "co-
ercion--compromise" and "consensus -collaboration" when emphasizing particu -
larly the relations between pairs- of individuals or groups-.
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TABLE V-1

TERMS RELATED TO AUTHORITARIAN AND ADAPTIVE

* Source

/ Present Report Authoritarian Adaptive

Present Report Coercion-Compromise Consensus -Collaboration

Burns and Stalker Mechanistic Organic

Sheldon A. Davis Authoritarian Dynamic

Herbert Shepard Coercion -Compromise Consensus -Collaboration

Simon- Marcson Executive Authority Colleague Authority

Alvin Gouldner Rational Model- Natural System Model

Douglas McGregor Theory X Theory Y

b-. Hower and Orth, "Managers and Scientists" ( 7 )

A search for publications containing field data about particular local -
ized environments in which research and exploratory development is done, at
once brought to light a study by Hower and Orth. This book presents a number
of cases involving human problems in -industrial research organizations, pat -
ticularly problems -in the relations between scientists engaged :in R & D activities,
on the -one hand, and management personnel on the other. The focus of the study
was upon matters of status, communication, motivation, morale, and manager
development.

The book presents a large amount of data, but offers no straightfor-
ward conclusions. The authors, however, discovered and described two cultures
during their studies, management culture and scientific culture, which are dif-
ferentiated by their value systems. The authers are careful to assert that value
systems alone are not sufficient to bring a full understanding of human behavior.
However, they were able to use them to explain some-of the things which they
saw and-heard in the environments which -they studied, and they confirmed our
observation that motives and attitudes were important factors to consider in
describing and evaluating a research or exploratory development environment.
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c. Burns and Stalker, "The Management of Innovation ' ( 8 )

Burns and Stalker based their conclusions on three sets of studies of
technical innovation in an industrial environment.

The first study, originally directed at another purpose, discussed a
growing and commercially prosperous rayon mill with a functioning hierarchic
control system. The functions of each manager and worker were clearly speci -
fied; they were expected to follow, and did follow, the instructions which issued
in a steady flow from the general manager and through the hierarchy. The sys -
tem worked smoothly and economically, with the exception that the research
and development laboratory failed completely in its formal responsibility fox
solving problems, curing faults, impzoving-existing processes and products,
and. introducing new products or methods.

A succeeding study was concerned with an engineering company with
very large development interests. Here, because of the deliberate policy of
the head of the company, the ranks and functions of the hierarchy of management
Were ill defined. The president believed thatthe first requirement of the man -
agernent system was that it-should make the fullest use of the capacities of its
memfibers;: anyman's job should, therefore, be defined-as little as possible, to
allow it to expand or contract in accordance with his special abilities. Through -
out the organization there was a sense of insecurity, and the employees dissi-
pated much energy in internal politics- and other actions clearly dissociated with
the concern's tasks. Yet the-firm was a commercial success, _arousing the
suspicion that those organizational consequences which-appeared- to be defects
were inevitably associated with organization for industrial change.

The-nextstudy was -of a group of firms- in Scotland-which- were at-
tempting a systematic and orderly transition from their former line of work
into electronics development. Here the authors identified two divergent systems
of management practice, which they-call the mechanistic and the organic form.
A mechanistic management -system is appropriate to stable conditions, while
the organic form is appropriate to changing conditions, which constantly give
rise to fresh problems. Such problems require action, which cannot be:broken
down or distributed automatically according-to the-functional roles of the hier-
archy structure. The outstanding characteristics of these two contrasted forms
are found in Table V-2.

The investigators later had an opportunity to study a group, of cight
English firms, concentrating on the management difficulties peculiar to firms
engaged in rapid technical progress, and the particular problem of getting
laboratory groups, on the one hand (research-development-design), to work
effectively with production and sales groups, on the other.
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TABLE V-2

ORGANIC AND MECHANISTIC MANAGEMENT SYS:IEMS
Tom Burns, and G. M. Stalker, The Management of Innovation, pp. 119-122

Mechanistic Organic

the specialized differentiation of functional tasks into the contributive nature of special knowlcoge ind ex -
which-the problem§ and tasks facing the concern-as a perience to the common task of the concern
whole are broken down

the abstract nature )f each individual task, which is the 'realistic' nature of the individual task, which
pursued with techniques and purposes more or less Is seen as set by the total situation of the concern
distinct from those of the concern as a whole; i.e.,
the functionaries tend to pursue-the technical im-

-provement of means, rather than the accomplishment
of the ends of the concern

the reconciliation, for each level in the-hierarchy, of the adjustment and continual re-definition of indi-
these distinci pe-formances by the immediate superiors, vidual tasks through interaction with others
who ire also, in turn, responsible -for seeing that each
is relevant in his own special part of the-main task

the precise definition of rights and obligations and tech- the shedding of 'responsibility' as a limited field
nical methods attached to each functional role of rights, obligations-and methods (problems may

not be posted upwards, downwards or sideways as
being -someone's- else's responsiblity)

the translation of rights and obligations and-methods the spread of commitment to the concern beyond
into the responsibilities of a functional- position any technical defir ition

hierarchic structure of control, authority and- a network structure of-control, authority, and com -
communication munication. The sanctions which apply to the indi-

vidual's cenduct in his working role derive more
from presumed community-of interest with the rest
of the working organization in :he survival and
growth of the firm, and less from a contractual
relationship between-himself and a non-personal
corporation, represented for him by an immediate
superior

a reinforcement of the hierarchic structure by the omniscience no longer imputed to the head of the
lok..ion of knowledge of actualities- exclusively at the concern; knowledge about the technical or commer-
top of the hierarchy, where the final- reconciliation of cial nat ite of the here and now task may be located
distinct tasks and assessment of relevance is made anywhere in the network; this location becoming the

ad hoc centre of-control authority and communication

a tendency for interaction between members of the -on- a lateral rather than-a ,ertical direction of commun-
,ern to-be vertical, i.e., between superior and sub- ication through the organization, communication be-
ordinate -tween people of different rank, also, resemhiing

consultation rather than command

a tendenLy frr operations and %orking behaviour to be a content of -conimunication which consists of infor-
governed by the 'nstructions and decisions ,ssued by mation-and advice- rather-than Instructions and
superiors decisions

insistence on loyalty to the concern and-obedienLe -to commitment- to-the -concern's- tasks and to the 'tech-
superiors as a condition of membership nological ethos' of-material progress and expansion

is more highly valued than loyalty and obedience

a greater importance and prestige attaching-to internal importance and-prestige attach to affiliatioas and
(local) than to general (cosmopolitan) -knowledge, ex- expertise vald-in-the -industrial and technical and
perience, and skill commerciai milieux external to the firm
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The book, The Management of Innovation, is largely devoted to a
description of the methods of investigation, a review of the field data, a descrip-
tion of the two kinds of management systems with evidence that they actually
occur, and evidence to support the claim that institutions organized according
to a .,mechanitic system are suited to function in stable conditions, whereas
institutions organized according to the organic system are suited to function in
changing conditions. A review of the data gathered in the study of the environ -
ment surrounding the development of the H -6 high explosive at the Naval Ord -
nance Laboratory, showed that the local environment corresponded very closely
to an organic management system, and was far from mechanistic. Furthermore,
the particular characterization of the organic management system, as defined
by Burns and Stalker, touched directly on many of the environment features
which we had already concluded were significant.

Burns and Stalker also comment on the reaction .if a mechanistic
organization faced with changing conditions. When the challenge is enough to
require the adoption of a new plan, the-plan must be generated by, or close to,
the head of the organization. The philosophy calls for breaking down all jobs
into specialized functional tasks; this leads to the creation of staff groups at
headquarters for the purpose of-generating new plans quickly. The promulgation
of such plans, the training of people in their new role, and the control of the sys -
tem as people learn to function in a new way, calls for new specialists, with
task designations such as liaison and expediter, and also calls for increased
communication, reporting, and accounting. The tendency to refer all mprece-
dented decisions to the head man, at a time when so many decisions are without
precedent, creates bottlenecks and delays.

The corresponding picture, of the reaction of an organic -system
institution to a nonvarying challenge, was not delineated. Extrapolations sug-
gest that such an organization would be inefficient because of the expenditure
of time and effort required to get simple things done. Lack of stimulation
might lead to apathy. In any case, the organization is unlikely to compete
successfully with a mechanistically managed institution well matched to the job.
When an understanding of the true state of affairs permeates the organization,
the organization is likely to adopt the structure and usages of a mechanistic
system which appears to be the one most appropriate for -such a challenge.

d. Authoritarian and Dnamic Management Philosophies -

Sheldon A. Davis

Sheldon Davis is presently Director of Industrial Relations at the
i. ~Th.,rinology Laboratories in Redondo Beach, California, where he is
-t, .'> e organization of that institution and attempting to influence its acti
vity constrc..tzvely. As part of his work he has focused attention on the norms
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and values associated with particular kinds of organizations and the philosophies

of management associated with them. He has distinguished two extreme types,
authoritarian and dynamic, and has compiled a brief catalog of important differ-
ences in their norms-and values, which make it easy to-distinguish them and
even to form a mental picture of the kind of organization which they describe.
His tabulation is contained in Table V-3. This particular formulation -has not
been published in the open literature, but-has been discussed at, among other
places, seminars in the Department of Behavioral Science at the Case Institute
of Technology. It is reproduced here with the permission of the author.

It is quite clear that the philosophy characterized by Sheldon Davis
as authoritarian corresponds to the organizational system which Burns and
Stalker cAracterized as mechanistic; the philosophy he characterized as
dynamic matches the-organizational system which they called organic. A further
check against the data -accumulated at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory shows
ample evidence that the local environment in which -the H--6 high explosive was
developed corresponded closely to Davis' pattern of a dynamic philosophy, and
failed in almost every detail to match Davis' characterization of an authoritarian
philosophy.

e. Innovation -Resisting and Innovation -Producing Organizations -

Herbert A. Shepard

The conclusions which Burns and Stalker faced on their studies of
Scottish and-British industries, and which Sheldon Davis based on-his experience
at the Space Technology Laboratories and elsewhere, agreed in describing two-
extreme types of organization and in identifying one type as suitable for opera -
tion- in a static environment, -the other for a changing environment. A particular
aspect of response to changing conditions is the way in-which innovations are
introduced and assimilated in an organization. This has been a special topic of
study in recent years by Herbert A. Shepard at the Case Institute of Technology,
and is the subject of -a paper, "Innovation -Resisting and Innovation -Producing

Organization. "(9) Shepard's observations are consistent with those common
-to Burns and Stalker and Davis, and he goes somewhat further in his study of
the particular processes through-which innovations are introduced or resisted.
This has led him to another characterization of organizatio'ial systems, in
which considerable attention is focused on relations among pairs of people.

Y His particular choice of contrasting pairs* of characteriscics describing a
coercion-compromise system and a consensus -collaboration system are repro-
duced in Table V-4.

*From a chapter to be published in Handbook of Organizations, ed. James March

(Rand McNally, 1965).
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TABLE V-3

CHARACTERIZATION OF AUTHORITARIAN
AND DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS

(Sheldon A.- Davis, as communicated by James Powers)

Auth. ritarian Dynamic

the engineers are "one-up" with the notion that-there is one profes-
respect to non-engineers sional staff with the organization

with differentiated skills

people should control their feel- -open expression of feelings when
ings, keep personalities out of relevant to the task
discussions

very little-day-to-day coaching feedback in all dixections as appro-
of any real direct nature priate

high confidence (sometimes introspection at all levels: intra-
cockiness) in instances personal, interpersonal, intergroup

handling of differences and con- direct confrontation and-problem
flict resolution through power solving
plays, compromise, flight, arbitia-
tion

task oriented communication highly very open communication
selective, filtered-and screened

mas kmanship openness

much energy directed irward, off- energy related to -task oriented
target, such-as repressed feelings functions
of inadequacy

deal through stereotypes: e.g., breaking through the stereotypes

"fifth floor" (executive offices),
"electronikers"

competition collaboration

direction from above direction from all levels

each man !-,oks out for himself training each other and-being con-
sultants to each-other
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TABLE V-4

COERCION -COMPROMISE AND CONSENSUS -COLLABORATION SYSTEMS
(Characterized by Shepard as transmitted by James Powers)

Coercion-compromise system Consensus -collaboration system

authority- obedience relation- mutual confidence and- trusting relation-
ships ships

rewards superficially coopera- rewards commitment to one another and
tive behavior and enforces mutual- to superordinate goals
ly competitive attitudes

structure is power-based structure is task-based (human inter-
dependence and shared responsibility)

subordinates view supervisors subordinates view supervisors as re-
as traditional bosses sources to aid in problem-solving

the next solution is built li'ke-the creative atmosphere where new kinds of
last seution solutions are actively sought out

concept of supervision, an agent concept of multi-group membership, a
of higher- authority catalysrt in -he maintenance of communica-

tion and consensus among interdependent
units

the organization an end in itself the organization is a means-which its
members control towards ends which are
in accord with humanistic values

superordinate power is used to controi is achieved through agreement on
control behavior goals, coupled with a communication sys-

tam which provides continuous feedback
of results so that members can steer them-
selves

managentent skills possessed by good man.gement is understood to be the
manager emergent product of adequate working

relationships
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Again it is clear that the coercion -compromise system corresponds
to Davis' authoritarian system and Burns and Stalker's mechanistic system,
whereas the consensus -collaboration system corresponds to Davis' dynamic
system and Burns and Stalker's organic system. In our study it opens a new
avenue for data gathering, for this particular selection of contrasted pairs of
descriptions is particularly applicable to relations, that is, generalized com -
munication li ks, between well-defined groups. We were able to compare these
two sets of descriptions with rthe evidence gathered in our study of the H -6 high
explosive development environment, and found that the relation between the
relevant groups at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory and at the Bureau of Ordnance
corresponded very closely to that of a consensus -collaboration system, and
-was quite far from that of a coercion -compromise system.

f. Marcson, "The Scientist in American Industry"

Simon Marcson has made a depth study of a particular industrial(
laboratory, which he reports in his book The Scientist in American Industry\1 0 ).

In the passage below, Marcson describes two types of authority which
he calls "executive authority" and "colleague authority." His description of
the accompanying s.ystems of control, which he does not name, are essentially
what we mean by authoritarian and adaptive systems respectively.

Systems of Authority in the Industrial Research Laboratory

"Executive authority*" as a system of control need not be
dictatorial, nor must it disregard the rights of individuals.
Executives can and-do consult their subordinates at times on
matters of policy. By one means or another they may seek
to gain the consent and participation of their subordinates
in the decision-making process. This does not mean, how-
ever, that subordinates have power to make decisions with-
out the authorization of their superiors. In the executive
authority system, individuals do not establish their own
goals or make their own decisions. Therefore, no
matter how decentralized or 'participative' the managerial
hierarchy may be, the authority rests with the responsible
executives. This type of authority accrues to the executive
based on his incumbency in a position and 'occurs within the

*Harbison, Frederick andCharles A. Myers, "Management as a-Systemr of

Authority " in Management in the Industrial World (New York, McGraw-
Hill 1959) pp. 40-67.
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framework of pre-existing rules of the organization.'*
It is not based on either devotion or respect for him
as a person, 'but on an adaptation necessitated by his
rating power. '**

"Colleague authority, as has been noted, has reference
to a system of control which is shared by all the mem -

bers of the working group. Authority is deemed to rest
in the group rather than in an individual. It is true that
there is a delegation of decision-making authority to in-
dividuals in colleague authority systems, but the mem-
bers view such authority as originating in the colleague
membership.

"In the academic organization the individual is subject to
the authority of his professional colleagues. Through
the appropriate departmental or divisional machinery
they pass judgment-on his work, they recommend his
promotion, and they determine his status on the basis
of professional criteria. They also protect him against
an unwarranted exercise of administrative authority.

In short, in the academic organization, one's professional
colleagues are the ultimate source of authority, whereas
in the business corporation the top executives have the
supreme power. Matters of general policy regarding
teaching and research are presumed to be governed by
the appropriate groups of professional colleagues. In
the academic organization, the individual faculty mem -
ber is not subject to the authority of a chief executive or
a dean except in specifically circumscribed areas. In-
deed, the senior faculty member is insulated from execu-
tive authority by academic tenure to insure his freedom-of
expression and choice of research. Academic adminis-
trators can and do lead, persuade, or implore faculty mem-
bers to follow certain courses of action, but in so doing they
may not rely upon a position of authority over the academic

Kcommunity.

*Mert:on, -.. K., Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe, Ill., Free

Press, 1949) p. i31.

**Blau, P. M., The Dynamics of Bureaucracy (1U,.versity of Chicago Press,

1955) p. 173.
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g.: Gouldner, "Organizational Analysis"(11)

In a continuation of the passage above, Marcson goes on to say.

"What seems to be emerging is a convergence of the indus -
trial organization and university models into a new type
of organizational model incorporating elements of univer-
sity professional status and industrial employee status.
In the meantime, as the new model emerges, the two op-
posing systems-of authority are not always compatible.
The consequences of this incompatibility may be character-
ized as strain.,"

This is an early mention, based on particular observations, of the
problem of synthesis between authoritarian and adaptive inodels of management
systems. The subject is taken up in greater detail by Gouldner in his review
entitled "Organizational Analysis." First, he describes a rational model and
the natural-system model of organizational analysis, which corresponds closely
to the models of an authoritarian and an adaptive system respectively. After
making a comparison and contrast, he-goes on to state:

"My objective is to document the need for a science and
reconciliation of the rational and natural-system models.
Among these problems are the following.

"1. The authority of the modern administrator is
characteristically legitimated on the basis of his
specialized expertise .... Problems -arise, how-
ever, when.administrators exert control over sub-
ordinates whose technical specialties or organiza-
tional experience differ from their own .....

"2. Another solution to the problem of exercising
au tority over unfamiliar specializations involves
a self-imposed limitation on the criteria for in -
specting and evaluating the performance of sub-
ordinates-.....

"3. A third solution to the problem of legitimating
authority over unfamiliar specializations is to
define administr tion as a distinct field in itself,
specializing in problems of 'human relations' ....
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"4. Also implicated in the strain between authority
based on incumbency in office and authority based
on technical knowledge are some of the special
problems of recruiting, inspecting, and evaluating
the performance of technical experts in the modern
organization .....

"5. Another tension of modern organizations may
also be seen as deriving from the relation between

its bureaucratic rationality and its social -system
imperatives .......

Finally, he says:

"To summarize, it has been suggested that a major task con-
fronting organizational analysis is the reconciliation of the
rational and natural-system models. What is needed is a
single and synthesized model which will at once aid in- analyz -
ing the distinctive-characteristics of the modem organization
as a rational bureaucracy, the characteristics which it shares
with other kinds of social systems, and the relationship of
these characteristics to one another."

Our major conclusions center on the observation that the dominant
organizational pattern of the Defense Department is a,,thoritarian, that-the most
suitable pattern of organization for research and exploratory development is
adaptive, and that relations between the types of patterns are strained. These
observations confirm Marcson's explicit statement. Gouldner's review in 1960
suggests that sociologists are aware of this problem but that no satisfactory
synthesis of the two systems has been fully explained.

h. McGregor, "The Human Side of Enterprise" (3)

The studies cited above place considerable emphasis on people's
behavioral patterns and the motivational patterns which underlie their behavior.
Until comparatively recently, human motivational and behavioral factors were
associated with organizational description and theory, in the form of additional
detail and qualifications to round out a description founded on structure and other
attributes of the system, external to the human beings who are members of it.

The first systematic attempt to base crganization theory squarely on human
7 behavior and motivation appears to have been made by Douglas McGregor in his

book The Human Side of Enterprise. In this study, McGregor reviews his

experience and his reaction to the literature of sociology and management
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science, and suggests that assumptions about fundamental patterns of human
behavior imply a great part of what is believed about management science. He
finds sociologists and management scientists and practitioners describing two
different kinds -of organizations with two dffferent kinds of management patterns.
These organizational systems are somewhat inconsistent, and the incensiste'icies
can be related to the assumptions about human nature and human behavior on
which they appear tn be based. He describes these sets of assumptions as
"Theory X: The Traditional View of Direction and Control" and "Theory Y:
The Integration of Individual and Organizational Goals," as reflected in
Table V-5.

Obviously, Theory X assumptions correspond to the mechanistic,
authoritarian, coercion-compronise system, and Theory Y assumptions cor-
respond to the dynamic, adaptive, consensus -collaboration system. For-the
purposes of our study, they are not particularly helpful in reducing data, for
they tend to require conclusions about human nature which we are unable to
draw directly on the basis of the kind of field data we have accumulated. Never-
theless, this characterization is of interest because it is the first general
attempt to found organizational theory principally on assumptions about human
nature and human behavior. It shows that placing primary emphasis on human
nature and human behavior is a comparatively new trend (1960) in management
science-

i. Speculative Extension Into Three Classes

McGregor's hint can be followed further. There is no need to -limit
sets of assumptions about human nature and human behavior to two sets, or to
characterize them solely with the type-of description wl.ich McGregor-has given.
A superficial view of the history of thought shows at least three systems of
assumptions which -men-have made about human behavior and the relation of
man to the universe. Each one of these has some implications about the way
men would plan, organize, and execute an activity in response to their under-
standing-of the environment.

In-one extreme philosophy the universe is regarded as determi.nistic.
Every molecule follows a predetermined course, as if by clockwork. The whole
plan for past, present, and future is complete. It is usually assumed that this
plan could be inferred from observation of the past and present. Only the short-
comings of our observational processes and the limitations of our mind prevent
us from knowing what the plan is and anticipating the whole future.
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TABLE V-5

TWO SETS OF ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT HUMAN NATURE
AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR

(The Human Side of Enterprise, Chaps. 3 & 4)

Theory X: The Traditiomal View of Theory Y: The Integration of Individual
Direction and Control and Organizational Goals

the average humai, bL. ng has an the expenditure of physical and mental
inherent dislike of work and effort in work is as natural as play or
will avoid it if he can rest

because of this human character- external control and the threat of pun-
istic of dislike of work, most ishment are not the only means for
people must be coerced, controlled, bringing about effort toward organiza-
directed, threatened with punish- tional objectives. Man will exercise
ment to get them to put forth adequate self-direction and self-control in the
effort toward the achievement of organ- service of objectives to which he is
izational objectives committed.

commitment to objectives is a function
of the rewards associated with their
achievement

the average human being prefer3 the average human being learns, under
to be directed, wishes to-avoid re- proper conditions, not only to accept
sponsibility, has relatively little but to seek responsibility
ambition, wants security above all

the capacity to exercise a relatively
high degree of imagination, ingenuity,
and creativtty in the solution of organ-

izational problems is widely not narrow-
ly, distributed in the population

under the conditions of modern indus-
trial life, the intellectual potentialities
of the average human being are only
partially utilized
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An alternative assumption is that not everything is knowable, but that
every phenomenon from the universe is part of a pattern. This mail be called
an empirical or pragmatic philosophy. The local particulars of this pattern
can bediscovered by careful observatior and reasoning. As more and more
observations are accumulated, a more detailed understanding of this part-of the
universe is developed. This understanding converges on objective truth. How -
ever, there is no way to find a master plan for everything for ever and ever.
Only a local understanding can be perfected, and valid predictions do not extend
-forever, but only for a short time.

At another end of the scale is the existentialist view of the universe.
The existentialists agree that a good part-of our understanding of knowledge and
feelings are within us as well as being objectively part of the outside world.
What we see is not an objective reality in the sense of the determinists, but-only
our own reaction to what goes on outside. Objective reality does not exist or is
unknowable. All we shall ever know is sensations, emotions, and insights, and
the intellectual constructs we can create from them.

Derivable from these three types of suppositions about the universe
are three easily distinguishable philosophies of management, illustrated in
Table V-6. A deterministic philosophy suggests a master plan. The master,
the "fearless leader," knows everything. He can make all decision, he can
direct an activity of any scope. He directs by breaking the activity into small
tasks and issuing orders describing how each task is to -be done. A simple
everyday illustration is a do-it-yourself electronic circuit kit, like the ones
from which many people have built hi-fi sets. Somebody has gone through the
process of designing and wiring an electronic system, identifying everything
that must be done and the exact way to do it, and writing out detailed directions.
By following the directions, anyone canbuild the desired circuit whether he
understands electronics or not.

Under an empirical philosophy, we can imagine- systematic activity
which cannot be predicted and programmed in advance. A management plan
based on unambiguous deterministic orders would be inadequate; an adequate
plan would have provision for making further observations and refining knowl -
edge to overcome the inability to predict in advance. In addition to specific
directives, such a plan would include the use of decision rules requiring
judgment.

As an illustration of su. h a plan, consider road directions telling
how to get from one city to another. These may consist of detailed (determin-
istic) directions about which direction to go, how far to go, where to turn, and
so forth, leading to a main artery; followed by the general direction "follow the
road signs leading to the destination city." Without any detailed knowledge of
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where the signs are, we can nevertheless use such a set of directions with high
confidence of reaching the right destination. Even if the road network is changed
so' that the actual route is altered, thih program remains adequate without change.

Both of these schemes'work if roads 'have been mapped out. But-what
happens if roads -do not exist? And what happens if we don't know whether there
is -city at the other end? This is the situation found in research. At the begin-
ning of a research project, the outcome is not known. Therefore, it is fruitless
to define a detailed sequence of operations to reach it. It 'is even difficult to con -
ceive of a decision rule which would distinguish a desirable outcome from a
worthless outcome. The research worker must exercise his judgment on the
basis of what he knows, not solely on the basis of decision rules developed by
people who have-not shared his recent experience. He must decide for himself,
then and there, that he has arrived at a worthwhile outcome or that he must
push on.

This process is more like exploring unmapped-territory than like
following a road network. -If the result later turns out to be valuable, it is
-called a discovery, whether it is the consequence of dynamically planned travel
or dynamically planned research. The connection with the existential philosophy
of the universe is quite close. The outcome is not predicted, decision rules
cannot be put into straightforward affirmative propositions. Any achievement
'rests in part on the explorer's capacity to make worthwhile decisions as tuni -
ing'points and obstacles arise.

Actual systems of management of research and development can be
divided into-three corresponding classes:

authoritarian organizations, which in principle attempt
to describe all actions in advance;

adaptive organizations, which attemlt to define not
necessarily the actions but the standards and values
'which shall be used to decide what actions will be
taken; these-standards and values are fixed from the
beginning; and

dynamic organizations where -certain standards and
values are agreed on but where it is also agreed that
when the protagonist comes- to something new he tries
to take advantage of what-he sees, what he -knows, and
what he understands; he makes the best choice he can,
tells people about it, perhaps, but does not-necessarily
wait for approval from' headquarters.
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Different kinds of results are likely to come out of these three programs. No
research or exploratory development results will come out of or be assimilated
by an organization which functions according to such an extreme authoritarian -

deterministic plan. An empirical -adaptive plan should allow much problem
solving, and modification of plans by accumulation of small changes. Either one
of these would discourage a totally "new" approach, and would be a hostile en -
vironment for a "breakthrough."

At first sight, it is implausible that anything is ever learned by
dynamic -existentia ,meth60-s. Yet all of us learn a great deal this way. For
example, this is the way we learn to talk. No one gives an infant a plan for
-vocal experimentation. He makes noises, he gets responses. He learns to,
adapt the noises to the responses, and-after a while he learns to make long,
highly structured sequences of noises which we call speech These enable him
to communicate, to influence people, and-to elicit favorable- changes in his en-
vironment. Almost everyone who ever succeeds in learning how to talk learns
this way.

'The e are people who learn by an authoritarian mechanism,

such as the system which used to be used in secondary school teaching of
languages. The grammar is fixed, the rules of syntax are spelled out, the
vocabulary is defined by a dictionary. Some people learn to communicate this
way, but most people who start this way never even learn to read, let alone to
speak or to Write. The more modern methods now used for language teaching
are adaptive, and appear to give better results. But by the dynamic existential
method, most children learn to speak fluently at the ageof three or four. With
some formal instruction they can read and write at the age of eight or nine.
Almost all literature (which is the written part of the creation, innovation, key
ideas and breakthroughs in language), is written by people who iearn-the existen -
tial way. Relatively speaking, the other methods are very unsuccessful.

This development of three types of management philosophy is purely
speculative. The literature of management science and our field observations
give us meager support for it. If, however, we put deterministic philosophies
in one class and empirical and existential philosophies in another class, the
division corresponds closely to the division between authoritarian and adaptive
systems of management and control.

(3
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4. Lessons from-Other Field-Data

a. RXD 'Eyent Descriptions

Certain items ot.environmient -information are called for in the RXD
Event Description, but even in the earliest stages of the study, when we were
learning how to collect iijformation for these-descriptions, it became clear that
our form reflected some mAisconceptions about research and exploratory devel-
opment ,management environment.

The idealization Which we have tried to characterize as an- RXD Event
is not an-obvious discrete unit of scientific or technical activity. Various people
look at research and exploratory development from various points of vIew, tend
-to break it up in pieces according to the fieldjof science or-technology, the group
of people who worked onit, tha purpose wsrhich was served by the final product,
the source ,of funding, the institute where the work was done, the contents of
discrete scientific publications, the boundaries of inventions as construed -by
the Patent Office and various other criteria. When these all define the same
boundaries, there- is nouproblem. When they did-not,, the burden of identifying
the event lay with us, and the resulting identification was sometimes viewed
with a skepticism which made it difficult to get candid information relating
specifically and directly to -the RXD Event.

Scientific and technical personnel carrying out researcli; 3nd explora -
tory development are usually ignorant of the formal -task statements under which
-their work of a decade ago was carried, of the ways in which funds-were- con-
trolled and distributed, and-even -of the ultimate source of funds.. They were
comparatively ignorant of the formal organization charts and of-the formal
review procedures used for technical and other control. On the other hapd, they
had-a lively recollectionv of personal professional relations with colleagues, with
prospective users, with sympathetic representatives, of their sponsors, with
their-sources of technical understanding, :insight and inspiration, and with the
goals and aims to which-they were directing their efforts (in contrast to- the

nominal goals in their task statements).

As a specific example, we find that almost all. the people associated
with a project are-able to identify a "spark-plug' or source of technical ideas,
but manyare unable to remember who held the office of group leader-or-depart -

ment head, and often- they disagree on what the name of the department was.
Most of the technical people claim never to have seen the official task statement
or any budget planning or control document related to- their project. In cases
where we have been able to learn the title and funding description of projects,
the responsible technical people have indicated ..hat they do not remember or
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even recognize ,hem. On the other hand, almost everodyis able to tell
where he weDt Aor resources such as facilities, techmical assistance, special-
ized consultation, supplies, and addition ,of personnel; and the various accounts
seem to be mutually consistent.

Oriinally, we regarded this as a weakness inthe field investigation
procedure, and attempted to compensate for it by collecting information from
staff and administrative personnel, and by looking for formal documents and
records. In theiend, however, we learned to regard this fact in itself as a
datum. What is remembered and the terms in which it is remembered serve
.o point out some of the strong influences on what research and exploratory
development; scientists do, as oppose-:wo other factors, which exert little influ-
ence -and abo-at which the scientists- are indifferent or ignorant.

The date at which an RXD Event was initiated was much more diffi -
cult for most: people to remember than the date when it ended. However,, the
sources of motivation and inspiration for getting the work started', and the
people who were involved, seemed to stay vivid in the memory, even when the
time and place were r~ecalled only vaguely.

In seeking information about financial support, we very quickly
learned that fund juggling of many kinds is wideiy practiced. It appears to be
taken fcr granted -by a large number-of researchscientists and development
engineers that they have rio real responsibility for living within the funding 'ton -
trols which are the formal norms of their institutions. We later learned that a
statement that time, materials, and facilities were bor-rowed from other activi -
ties zharged to other accounts, and a statement that getting the activity started
was not discouraged and met with no unusual resistance, are not considered
contradictory by R & D workers in the field.

Research and development workers are often ignorant of the actual
sources of the ideas which they are exploiting, and the practical applications
which have been made of this work. When csked to describe their activity,
they-are able to place the particular-work which they contributed to an RXD
Event in a stream of ideas, and identify certain inputs to and outputs from their
own activity. But these are not the same sequences which one would use to
describe the evolution of a -field of science and technology toward practical- appli -
cation in a weapon system. The differences are a reflection of the differences
in goals and values betveen research and development scientists and technologists
and the people who are supporting weapon system development procurement use.

V3
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b. From the Study of the Mark 46-0 Acoustic Homing Torpedo

Our study of the development historyof the Mark 46-0 torpedo was
the first to approach completion. Two of its findings contributed to the change
in emphasis of our study of environments. First, we discovered that all RXD
Events identified within the constraints of this study up to that time (July, 1964)
had been stimulated by one or more of four particular conditions:-

World crisis (World War II or Korea)
'Operational problems observed in other systems
Long-term research in specific technical problem areas
System research and development contracts.

Except for the third of these items, the conditions represented are not part of
thenormal background of research and exploratory development planning.

The discoveryof a, relationship-between innovative activity and cer-
:tain special conditions caused us to turn more attention to the particular details-
which stimulate the initiation of the real activity of research and exploratory
development, rather than, to the circumstances leading to the issuing of a task
order or authorizing of a fund allocation.

/
A second observation made at that time which did not find its way into

,the tabulation of conclusions, but which did affect the way in which the program
was carried on, is:that a great deal of significant technical information and
technical stimulation is transmitted by personal contact and word of mouth.
Documents are not remembered as sources of information or of stimulation,
but rather as backups and references to be used after-an initial basis of under-
standing has been established by personal contact.

5. Checklistof Standard Environment Questions

In the end, we were unable to- agree upon an -exhaustive list of environ-
ment features with enough content to-permit us to deduce conclusions of the kind
we sought. Instead, we organized a body of hypotheses, broadly resembling
the findings reported in Section I, and attempted to determine the informa-
tion necessary to show that our picture of the environment of an RXD Event was
consistent or inconsistent with the particular hypothesis-. We elected to describe
-this scope in termrs of eight sets of typical questions, concerned with:

Timing, with, respect to the state of science and
technology, -to -the development cycle of the system in
which,-it was used, and to other related- scientific and
technical activity.
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Personnel involved in various important phases of con -

ception, approval, professional work, and presentation of
results.

Motivation.

Atmosphere, including many formal and informal
organizational features of the environment.

Financing, inciudingboth nominal and actual means
for acquiring and allocating resources.

The idea, including its relation to contemporary
streams of thought.

Transition, aimed at discovering how the RXD
Event came to be used in a weapon system.

Research and exploratory development management,
a general category for the inclusion of information outside
the scope of the other categories, particularly specific
suggestions for the improvement of research and explora-
tory development management made by respondents when
they learned the purpose of our study.

Appendix D contains the Standard Environment Questions, as actu-
ally distributed to the staff. It is accompanied by a brief covering memorandum
wqhich states how this list of questions is intended to be used. This, memorandum
is only a reminder, for the staff members who undertook responsibility for sum-
marizing the environment information spent many hours together in a series of
conferences, drafting-and redrafting sets of questions, exploring the consequences
-of various formulations, trying them out on a few specific RXD Events, and sug-
gesting further refinements. Thus the list of environment questions and the
instructions represent, for the people who used it, a tangible reminder of a
considerable group.effort. It is not expected that it would mean the same thing
to a person who did not participate in these conferences.

There was no formal routine for using these questions. They were
never posed-directly to respondents. Freely structured interviews were used,
carried on permissively, with criticism avoided. The interviewer carefully
avoided evaluating-the respondent, the environment, or the data while carrying
on the interview. Where the data did not fit the character of the questions, the
form of the-questions was abandoned and data was accumulated in whatever form
the respondent was able to talk about it. Respondents were assured that their
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-onfidences would'be respected. Where later evaluation suggested that the data
were incomplete, doubtful points were clarified by follow-up visits, phone calls,

-and other means. In most cases, after a satisfactory interview was carried out,

the interviewer was able to give an unequivocal answer to most of the questions

in this list, or to formulate a question which educed comparable information, or
stated that the question didnot-apply in the case at hand.

We, nevertheless, believe the data to be valid for a number of reasons.
First, a personal relation of trust is established between the interviewer and the
respondent. People know how to withhold information, and the various conver-
sational gambits which are used when they are doing so are easily recognized
by experienced interviewers. However, when the respondents do undertake to
confide, most of what they say is likely to be sincere. Secondly, theidar' are

highly redundant; fifteen interviewers have talked to several hundred respondents,
and their impressions have been consistent. Third, the data tend to confirm
the personal experience of the interviewers and other ADL staff members who

have had recent experience as -consultants in problems of research and explora-

tory development management. Finally, the results are consistent with the
conclusions recently drawn by other investigators, particularly those described
in Section V- C.

As the-data in Lie study involving the Standard Environment questions

were reduced, a number of specific hypotheses were framed in the form of

tentative conclusions. The data were then re-examined to see if they supported
the hypotheses in the particular form in which they were worded. In a large

number of instances, we were led to frame additional specific questions- about
each-event. These questions were answered-by our staff members on the-basis

of information in their notes and in their memories, usually without recourse

to our respondents or to new sources. They reflect the judgment of our inter-

viewers, but may be based on information from several sources. These ques -

tions and the answers to them are displayed in Appendix E. The answers are
explained- in two ways. First, Table -E -1 shows a coded machine computer

print-out of answers to each question and each event. In order to protect the

interests of our sources, the identity of the individual RXD Event is not given.

However, each horizontal line is a consistent set of answers for one particular

RXD Event. Figure E -2 shows the distribution of answers to each question,

first for 11 R Events, then 52 XD Events, and finally for the total population

of 63 Events. Most of the quantitative statements in Section II are based on
these specific environmental questions.
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APPENDIX A

(Excerpt from the work statement to which this study is responding)

SCOPE OF WORK

The primary objective of this study is to discover relations between
the environment in which research and exploratory development projects are
carried out, and the extent to which the results of these projects are subsequently
exploited in operational weapons systems. Arthur D. Little, Inc., will find these
reiations by tracing the development history of a selection of operational weapon
systems back to key ideas; examining the technical, organizational, and fiscal
environment in which-the key ideas were generated; and comparing this environ-
ment with the general environment in which research and development was car-
ried out at -that time. Arthur D. Little, Inc., will test hypotheses based on
observed differences by examining further case histories, until satisfactory
agreement between hypotheses and observations is achieved-.

Another objective of this study is to-gather and systematically disv'lay
data uncovered in pursuing the primary -objective which may be useful in further
studies augmenting the present study or otherwise related to it in subject matter,
which the Department of -Defense may cause to be carried out. Arthur D. Little,
Inc., will document its work toward the primary objective and simultaneously
achieve 'the other objective by submitting a final report, regular monthly letter
reports,, and copies of working documents, and by discussion with representa-
tives of thegovernment as described below under the heading REPORTS.

The approach to this investigation will follow generally'that suggested
under STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND METHOD OF APPROACH -below.
It is recognized, however, that 'he research methodology basic -to this under-

taking has not previously been, established. Therefore, the method of approach
to this investigation, the selection of systems, sequence of steps, and the dis-
tribution of emphasis and effort on specific aspects of this investigation may be
changed from time to time at the request of -the Department of Defense Project
Director or upon the request and recommendation of the contractor, subject to
mutual agreement on the alternate course of work to -be undertaken.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMAND METHOD OF APPROACH

The Department of Defense has spent many billions of dollars in the
last 10 or 15 years on- research and exploratory development. The results of
these xisearch and exploratory development efforts were thereafter available
to the d.signers and developers of weapons systems and-other operational equip-
ment. Some research and exploratory development results have been used-in
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weapons systems, some have not. Among those which havebeen used, some
are crucially important technological ,resources without Which the stream of
development could not have continued, others were desirable but not essential
alternates-to other available resources. Those research and exploratory develop-
ment projects whose results have been used we shall call utilized, and those
whose results -have not been used we shall call unutilized. The quality of being
utilized- is one measure of the value of research and development.

Certain environmental factors can be selected or controlled by the
Defense Department when -research and exploratory development is procured.
By manipulating these factors, the Defense Department might be able to influence
the degree of subsequent utilization-of the results.

The central problem of this study is to discover relations between the
technical, organizational and fiscal environment surrounding research and ex-
ploratory development projects and the degree to which results of these projects
are subsequc-ntly utilized. Particular attention will be paid to finding environ-
mental patterns assockated with- successfully utilized research and development,
and to finding relations which -might allow the Defense Department purposefully
to influence potential utilization by selecting or controlling environmental factors.

Arthur D. Little, Inc., will begin by choosing one or more operational
weapon systems, and tracing-the history of their development back in time,
identifying the key ideas whose introduction made the development possible.

The key ideas are those ideas without which the system concept could
not have-been generated, or-without which it could not have been executed, or
without which the final operational embodiment of the system would have to be
substantially different. It is expected that, after a few instances are studied,
-there will be general agreement about what constitutes a key idea for the purpose
of this study. If not, it will -be necessary to agree-tpon a compromise for the
sake-of uniformity.

Arthur D. Little, Inc., will then trace the key ideas-back to their
sources. in research and exploratory development and will study and describe the
patterns of organizational, technical, and fiscal environment in which the key
ideas were generated.- These sources will be found by looking at-technical and
contract documents generated during latr-phases of development and-by talking
to key investigators and appropriate management personnel who participate in
various developmental phases.

The investigation shall include the- technological description of each
key idea as well as the full- description and interpretation of the environment
associated with each, including but not necessarily restricted to the circum-
stances of iftitiating, plarning, contracting, fincancially supporting, organizing,
staffing, controlling, evaluating, and utilizing the results of each key idea.
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At the same time, Arthur D. Little, Inc., will study the environmental
patterns Of asam,, of research and e:cploratory developments projects supported
by the Department of Defense, which is unbiased with respect to utilization of
results. When these patterns are compared, we expect to see differences.
From these differences, we shall formulate hypotheses about the relationship of
environmental factors to degree of utilization.

It, isdesirable to seek hypotheses based on environmental factors

which have some predictive value, that is, on features of the environment which
can be measured at or before the time that research and development is carried
out, and well in advance of the time when-the utilization of results can be deter-
mined unequivocally. It is also desirable to focus attention on those-factors
which could'be selected or controlled by the Department of Defense.

It is probable that the amount of data available from the case histories
-of the initial sample will be insufficient for a valid test of the hypotheses.
Therefore, more case histories will be studied. Arthur D. Little, Inc., will
carry-on a-continuous refinement both of the amount of data sought and the
-details-of the hypotheses, until satisfactory agreement between:observations and
hypotheses is achieved.
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V uAPPENDIX B

RXD EVENT DESCRIPTION

(Outline foruse -in guiding field work and reporting status.
The-outline should be followed as closely as practicable;
where specific information is lacking or must be qualified,
the corresponding item of the outline should explain such-
limitation or be left blank; item 14 is- intended for miscel-
laneous comments or information not appropriate -else -
where in the outline.)

L. Title

A short descriptive title identifying the activity (e.g., development, demon-
stration, investigation, study, etc.) which culminated in understanding of
phenomena, demonstration of principles, or specific embodiment of princi -

ples (e.g., technique, device, material, etc -.

-Note: An RXD event is ccinceived here as corresponding to a period
of technical activity with a well-defined end point (e.g., the
preparation of a report, presentation of a technical paper at a
professional society meeting, patent disclosure, demonstration
of a working model, etc.). Typically, a creative -or innovative
act-.is involved. Care should -be taken to avoid: -(1) inclusion of
normal engineering activity within the contemporary state-of-
the -art, (2) -lumping a numberf of RXD events into' an ill -defined
class of such acti.vity, and (3) confusing manufactured hardware
with RXD events.

2. Weapon System

Name, including:the standard nomenclature and the common name, if needed,

Weapons Dictionary of the Secretary of Defense.)

3. Subsystem

Reference to an analysis of the weapon- system- into immediate and separately
-identifiable constituent!:, arbitrarily adopted as standard for the purposes of

I-this study.

-Note: For this~purpose, over-all System Concept, Aerodynamic Con-
figuration, etc-. ,will be treated as subsystems 'where considered
appropriate-.
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4. Element

Reference to an analysis of the subsystem into immediate and separately
identifiable components, considered as involving RXD events.

Note: For this purpose, the Subsystem Concept, or-the subsystem
itself, as defined above, will -be -treated as an-element where
considered appropriate.

5. Technical Significance

a. A brief paragraph describing as concisely as possible the important
technical content of this event, followed by more detailed paragraphs
describing the technical content of the RXD event, including its origins,
.the technical activity, and theoutcome,- specifying where possible the
resulting -materials, -techniques, publications, patents, etc.

b, A -brief statement of the relationship of-the-RXD event, described in
5a, to the contemporary-status of science and-technology (e.g-., the
first example of-the application~of existing principles or techniques
to-perform a function, -etc.).-

,c, A brief statement describing the relationship of the RXD -event to the
system- or subsystem performance or to the succeeding related appli -
cation in the chain connecting it-to the system in -question.

6. Type of RXD Event

A short statement clarifying the generic nature of the event: e .g., scientific
research, exploratory materials development, manufacturing process devel-
opment, patented Invention resulting from design engineering, etc. The
purpose of this statement As to :assist in classification of RXD.

7. Key Personnel

The names of .he individuals having a significant role in the RXDrevent with
a brief description of their role and of their background-and experience.
Such individuals -may be employed in-the organization where the RXD was
performed, in a Government project office or laboratory, or elsewhere.

8. Date of -Event

a. The year:in- which the specific RXD event activity terminated (see-I
above). A more-detailed specification of date should be included when
available.
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b. A starting date, approximate-or estimated-if necessary, consistent with
the interface activity preceding the RXD event, described in, 13 below,
should- be indicated. These initial and final dates should also be -consist-
ent with the financial descriptions of item 12.

9. Duration

The approximate length(s) of time covered by the specifictechnical activity
having the termination in 8 above.

10. Organization

The names of:

a-. -the institutions,
b. the organizational subdivisions, and
c. the specific organizational components or project-groups within which

the- RXD, event was. either -performed or conceived, or where -significant
supervisory or other related decision -making occurred.

d . a brief description of the organization including the interrelationships
among a, b, and c and/or any special features of c that help tO- clafify
the dlature of the organization.

Note: Organizations other than that where the RXD event was per-
formed (e.g., a Government'project office or laboratory) may
have played an important-part in the RXD event and should also
be identified where appropriate.

IL. Organization Type

The generic types of organization corresponding to 10-above. This should
contain sufficient descriptive material to clarify fully the types of organiza,-
tion- and organizational subdivision in question: e.g., industrial (profit)
corporate - research laboratory, industrial (profit). - operating division -

design engineering organization, university operated Department-of Defense
-research laboratory, etc. The-purpose of this paragraph (see also 6 above)
is to assist in the classification of organization types.

12'. Finajicial Support

Specific ,information on:

a. The source(s) of funds. This should include information both concern -
=ing the internal accounting treatment ofth.e funds used and the ultimate '

sources of funds. Where the work is sponsored- by the Government or
other sources external- to the organization (10 above) specific contract
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or subcontract numbers should be- identified where possible. Where
the decision is made by the organization (10 above) to initiate the activity
represented by the RXD event, the way in which the costs are recovered
or treated should be clarified (e.g., the expression "company funds"
should refer only to the non -recovered expenditure of a company's earned
surplus; where subsequent recovery-in the sale of products or in negoti-
ated overhead on government contracts is involved, it should be so
clated).

b. ,, time duration of each source of funds.

c. The total cost corresponding to each source of funds. If the source
supported more than the RXD event in question, give an estimate, if
necessary, of te portion attributable to the event. In general, esti-
-mates > ould be given where specific cost data is either unavailable or
withheld.

Note: Cost information should be given in termsof total (i.e., fully
burdened) cost and such estimates should be formed, where
possible, if the accounting practice of the performing organiza-
tion differs in this respect.

13. System Interface Activity

a. Information concerning the way in which the RXD event was utilized,
that is, the steps by which it was incorporated either in subsequent,
related RXD events or systems or in 2, 3, or 4 above. Wherever
possible, specific events should be identified: e.g., the preparation
of a proposal, etc.

b. Information concerning prior RXD events, system activity, or incidents
which contributed to, influenced, or provided-a motivation for-the RXD
in question. In particular, where Government sponsorship of the RXD
work, is involved, identify whether the technical initiative resided in
the performing organization, the-Government, or elsewhere.

14. RXD Event Circumstances

Miscellaneous information relating-tothe RXD event but not elsewhere classi-
fled. Managemenit environmental information may be recorded here. Wher-
ever, because-ofthe nature of the RXD event, it is possible-to demonstrate
a-relationship between the cost of the RXD event and the cost savings to the
Government of either the final weapon systems or specific delivered hard-
ware, this information should be-identified and reported here.
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15, Sources

Documents, persons interviewed;etc.

At the bottom of the first page the author's name at the left hand side and
the date of issue at the right hand side.
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I XD EVENT DESCRIPTION NO. 20

1. TITLE

Development of pyrolytic graphite

2. WEAPON SYSTEM

Polaris
Minuteman

3. SUBSYSTEM

Propulsion-

4-. ELEMENT

Nozzle Throat Inserts

5. TECHNICAL SIGNIFICANCE

a. Origin, technical activity, and outcome - This event consists of the
development of techniques for the preparation of sound thick sections of highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite.

Pyrolytic graphite was known in the nineteenth century, in the form of a hard
carbon product of carbon-producing furnace operations, and Edison considered
it as a lamp filament material. In 1952, it was studied in England as a coating
for graphite material of construction for the gas cooled nuclear reactor, but
was given tip because of unsolved structural deficiencies. In 1956, a materials
research group at Raytheon Corp. began work with the material because of its
potential as a low permeability coating for the porous bulk graphite to be used
in the Raytheon concept of a liquid -metal -fueled, gas-cooled nuclear reactor.

In the prior work, hard carbon was deposited onto resistance -heated graphite
rods. by decomposition of hydrocarbons at the rod surface; the hard carbon prod -
uct was subjected to excessive internal stresses, because of changing tempera-
tures due to the thermal insulating effect of the growing deposit, The Raytheon
group, however, was concerned with coating shapes with cylindrical cavities,
and studied the deposition of the carbon on the interior of hollow cylinders,
rather than as an external coating.

The deposition parameters investigated were temperature, furnace design,
hydrocarbon feed compound, and gas flow rates. It was found that a furnace
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design having a hot wall at uniform temperature was required, so that the
furnace hot zone would approach a black body cavity with uniform temperat-ure
distribution. With the furnace hot zone at temperatures of 3500°F to 4500°F,
specimen shapes could be coated uniformly by thermal decomposition of methane.
The sensitivity of the methane to premature decomposition, when exposed to inter-
mediate temperatures, was recognized and overcome by cooling the supply tube
into the furnace interior. The tendency of the feed stream to be depleted of
carbon in the vicinity of the supply tube exit was avoided by injecting the gas at
high velocity, thus distributing carbon -rich gas along the entire length of the
deposition region. With the gradual optimization of these conditions, structur-
ally sound monolithic sections of pyrolytic graphite of moderate thickness could
be grown by deposition from the vapor phase thermal decomposition of methane.

The examination of specimens showed that the material was deposited as an
assembly of graphitic crystallites, with a very high degree of orientation paral-
lel to the surface of deposition. The deposited material had very low permea-
bility normal tothe surface, very high thermal and electrical conductivities
parallel to the surface and low thermal and electrical conductivity normal to the
surface. These results were brought to the attention of SPO in early 1958. The
material was considered to have potential for re -entry as well as for propulsion
components.

b. Relationship to contemporary science and technology- The-.RXD event
demonstrated the feasibility of preparing pyrolytic graphite in the size range of
interest for functional shapes. Although properties of potential- interest were
demonstrated, the earlier metxods of preparation failed to produce a material
free of structural faults -cracks and delamination- -in modest sized pieces..
This RXD event, which permitted the manufacture of test material and functional-
shapes was the successful development of a process fir the deposition- of sound
highly oriented graphite by high temperature pyrolysis of gaseous hydrocarbons.
The development included the principles for design of a furnace, delineation of
the process parameters of temperature and gas flow rates, and development of
auxiliary fixtures, all of which were advances beyond the prior state of the ait
and necessary to the accomplishment of the RXD event.

c. Relationship to succeeding development or to system performance -
The initial importance of pyrolytic graphite to the propulsion subsystem was that
its high surface -parallel thermal conductivity and low surface -normal conduc-
tivity was its potential for reducing the nozzle insulation problem substantia.11y.
Early prototype tests with small moderate -tempoerature rocket motors showed
very promising behavior.

-6. TYPE OF RXD EVENT

Exploratory development of a process whose product was not fully characterized.
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7. KEY PERSONNEL

E. Keon, -Chemist, Reactor Materials -Development, Chief, Materials Section,
Raytheon Nuclear Power Group

D. Keegan, Mechanical Engineer, Thermal Analysis
Dr. D. Schiff*, Physicist, Reactor Physics
R. Russel, Chemical Engineer, Reactor Materiais 'Development

These people were all r.embers of the Raytheon Nuclear PowerGroup and had
,previously worked together on, the Canel Project. They subsequently left Raytheon
and set up an independent company to manufacture pyrolytic graphite shapes.

8. -DATE OF EVENT

a. Termination - 1957

b. Initiation - 1956

9. DURATION

1 year to initial accomplishment, with continued-development effort for a second
year.

10. ORGANIZATION

a. Institution - Raytheon Company

b. Subdivision - Research Division, Nuclear Power Group

-c. Group (s) - Materials Section

d. Description - The Nuclear Power Group at Raytheon had been set-up to
exploit-the feasibility of the liquid metal-gas cooled reactor and was-housed in
the Research Division for convenience. The Materials Section was a closely
knit segment of the Nuclear-Power Group with very high internal esprit-de corps.
There was little interaction of the Section with the rest of the Research Division.

1-1. ORGANIZATION TYPE

Company owned and operated basic research and development division housing
occasional entrepreneurial groups such as the -Nuclear Power Group.

*Biography, American Men of Science
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12. FINANCIAL SUPPORT

-a. Source - Raytheon Company. Funds available from a- negotiated over -
head allowance for research and devclopment in company's production contracts
with DOD-were not recoverable for the-effort in the Nuclear Power Group-.

b. Duration - General, 3-year plan, on an "as required" basis without
formal allocation.

c. Amount - Specific determination of funds not available. Funding esti -
mated from manpower of four professionals and two-three technicians to be
about $150,000.

13. SYSTEM INTERFACE ACTIVITY

a. With contemporary and succeeding activity - Development of the prop -

erties continued under company support. The accomplishment brought to the
attention of the-Special Projects Office early in 1958, following the industry-wide
solicitation of late 1957, was funded by the Re--entry Section. Because of its un -
usual thermal properties, the pyrolytic graphite appeared to have exceptional
promise -tc resolve the thermal protection problem of the re-entryvehicle.
The fundif, -also covered thepreparation of test nozzles. These were found to
be effective under test with solid propellants. The process development was
then expanded-and aimed, among other areas, at preparation of nozzles for the
Polaris. When successfully accomplished, the know-how was also-directly ap-
plied to the manufacture of nozzle components for-the Minuteman.

b. With previous activity - The motivation for this RXD event was inde-
pendent of any weapr'x system activity, but was-derived from the requirements
of the liquid metal fueled, gas-cooled nuclear reactor. A tentative Raytheon
conceptual design for such a reactor required that graphite be a major material
of construction and that the graphite be impermeable to the diffusion of the cool-
ant-gas. After the earlier work in England and general knowledge of hard car -
bons, the effort was undertaken to prepare an impervious coating on graphite
by gas-phase thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons. While the materialwas
found to be essentially impervious to the passage of helium, its mechanical and
thermal properties were unique, and it was brought to the attention of the Spe-
cial-Projects Office as a thermal protection material. It was at the Govern-
ment's request that the process development was extended to the nozzle con-
figuration.
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14. RXD EVENT CIRCUMSTANCES

The management environment surrounding this; event would be classed as per-
missive as-opposed -to authoritative. This management philosophy was promul-
gated by Dr. I. Getting, then Director of Research and currently President of
Aerospace Corporation, who believed that the -scientific and project staffs should
have a free hand. Budgetary controls and formal paperwork were almost non -
existent. These attitudes extended down from project leaders to working groups.

15. SOURCES

Interview with H. F. Boyd of the administrative staff of Raytheor Corp., Research
Division. (Boyd probably has title of Assistant Director of Division.)
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APPENDIX C

TABULATION OF RxD EVENTS

The following list contains some abbreviated information about each
RXD ,Event identified in this study, and a short description of the technical con-
tent of the Event. The meaning of the various abbreviations is illustrated as
follows, using the, first Event as an example.

No. I (XD) Development of composite solid propellants
Bastress This event consisted of the development in 1942 of a new

solid propellant for rocket motors, made of potassium per-
chlorate mixed with moltent asphalt, which Would harden into a
tough solid upon cooling, and which could -be cast into a solid
grain of any desired -shape.

1941-42 GAL/CIT Minuteman, Polaris,

Mark 46, Sergeant

NO. 1

This is a, serial number designation for identification purposes cnly.
The numbers are not consecutive for serial numbers have been allocated topre-
sumptive RXD Events which were later rejected because they failed to meet,
various standards.

XD

"R" designates Research;- "XD" designates Exploratory -Development;
"AD" designates Advanced Development (and "I" designates Invention).

BASTRESS

The last name of the author(s) published as a source for further in-
formation about this Event Description.

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANTS

The title of the Event.

1941-42

This Event-was initiated in 1941 and ended in 1942.

C-1
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GAL/CIT

This Event was done at -the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory at

the-California Institute of Technology. Those abbreviations whose meaning may
beoscure are identified below.

MINUTEMAN, POLARIS, MARK 46, SERGEANT

The outcome of this Event or some consequence of its use was found
by us to be utilized in the Minuteman, Polaris, Mark 46, and Sergeant weapon
systems.

Laboratory Abbreviation

Allegheny Ballistics Laboratory ABL

Applied Physics Laboratory/ APL/Johns Hopkins

Johns, Hopkins

Applied Physics Laboratc-ry/ APL/U. of Wash.

University of Washington

Bell Telephone Laboratories BTL

Bureau of Ordnance BuOrd

-California Instiute of Technology CIT

David Taylor .Model Basin DTMB

Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory/ GAL/C IT
California Institute of Technology

General Electric GE

Jet Propulsion Laboratory JPL

Naval Air Missile Test Center NAMTC

Naval Ordnance Laboratory NOL

Naval Ordnance Test Station NOTS

North American Aviation NAA

Pennsylvania State University/ ORL

Ordnance Research Laboratory
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No. 2 (XD) *Applicationof thermosetting polymiers to composite solid propellants

13astress This event consisted of the development of an improved solid

:propellant, using a rx)lysulfide resin as a fuel -binder.

1945-47 JPL Minuteman, Polaris.

Mark 46. Sergeant

No. 3 (XD) 'Conception of case-bonded. radial -burning-solid propellant
Bastress rocket motor

This event consisted of an exploratory development of a new
concept in solid propellant rocket motor design.

1946-48 JPL Polaris. Sergeant,
Minuteman

No. 4 (XD) Development of castable, double-base propellants

Bastress This event consisted of the development of castable, double-

base propellants for use in large, long-duration thrust units.

1944-45 Carnegie-ABL Minuteman, Polaris

(A-2 & 3)

No. 5 (XD) *Development-of fluid injection for-thrust vector control
Gallagher This event consisted of the successful application of shock

wave theory-to flight control of a vehicle propelled by-a jet or
rocket-engine, and dem6nstrated that a secondary jet offluid
directed into the main stream of engine exhaust gases would in-
duce a shock wave in the nozzle. diverting the thrust vector to
an extent greater than that provided.,by-the secondary reactirn
thrust alone.

1948 -51 United Aircraft Minuteman (WS - i33)-
Polaris (A-3)

No. 7 (XD) Development of polybutadiene fuel -binder
Bastress This event consisted of the lab6ratory development of a new

-polymer material to replace those in current use as fuel-binders
in composite solid-propellants.

1952 -54 Thiokoli Minuteman
Redstone

* The 63 RXD Events or' which the environment studies are based are indicated

with an asterisk*.
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No. 8 (XD) *Development of polyurethane fuel-binder

Bastress This event consisted of an intensive -investigation of polymeric

materials for use as fuel-binders in solid rocket propellants.

1954-55 Aerojet-General Polaris, Minuteman

No. 9 (XD) *Use of aluminum to increase-the specific impulse-of solid propellants
Bastress, This event consisted of a combined theoretical and experimental

investigation -of the effectiveness of metal fuels in increasing the
specific impulse of composite solid propellants.

1954-56 Atlantic Minuteman, Polaris
Research Corp.

No. 10 (XD) *Aluminum additive for control of combustion instability in solid
Bastress -propellant rockets

This event consisted of the recognition and experimental
verification of the utility of adding aluminum powder to rocket

propellants to-control combustion instability.

1955-56 Rohm & Haas Minuteman, Polaris

No. 11 (XD) *Development of composite-modified double-base propellants
Bastress This. event consists of the development of a new class of

propellantscombining characteristics of two-previously used
classes: composite and double-base propellants.

1957-58 Hercules Polaris (A-3 & 3)
Minuteman

No. 12 (XD) *Conception and demonstration of the-pyrogen igniter
Bastress This event consisted of the conception of a new approach to

the design of igniters fof solid propellant rocket motors, and-an
experimental investigation of the concept.

1955-56 Thiokol/ Polaris (A-2 & 3)
Redstone Minuteman

No. 13 *Exploratory development of thrust reversal methods for solid
(I: & XD) propellant rocket motors
Bastress This event consisted of an analysis of a means for providing

thrust reversal capability for a solid- propellant rocket, and an
experimental demonstration of the validity of the concept.

1955-56 Thiokol/ Polaris, Minuteman
Redstone
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No. 14 _Concetion and demonstration of thrust vector control (TVC) by
(I & XD) mechanical spoilers (jetevators)
Bastress This event consisted of the conception a'nd demonstration of

the use of mechanical spoilers for controlling the direction of
thrust in a solid propellant rocket.

1951-56 NAMTC Polaris (A-I & 2)

No. 15 (XD) *Development of swiveled nozzle for: thrust vectorcontrol (TVC)

Bastress This- event consisted of a program of exploratory nozzle de-

velopment with the objective of developing a rocket nczzle with
a swiveled exit section.

1955-57 Thiokol/Redstone Minuteman

No. 16 *Conception of canted rotatable nozzle for thrust vector control (TVC)
(I& XD)

This event consisted of the conception and-design study of aBastress
novel approach to thrust vector control in solid propellant rockets.

1958-58 APL/Johns 'Hopkins Polaris- (11 -2 -& 3)

:No. 17 (XD) *Development of nitroplasticized Rolyurethane composite propellant

S Bastress This event consisted of an exploratory development effort to

;. produce a solid propellant with- improved performance and physical
characteristics over those of propellants used in Polaris A-1.

1956-61 Aerojet-General Polaris,(A -3)

No. 19 (XD) Development of co,.sumable electrode vacuum arc melting process
Bovarnick for forgeable r'efr ctory metals-.

This RXDevent was the exploratory -development of the con-
sumable electrode vacuum arc melting-process for casting a forge-
able billet for the refractory metal m0lybdenmm,..

1943-44 -Climax Molybdenum 'Minuteman, Polaris

No. 20 (XD) *Developmenit of pyrolytic graphite
Bovarnick This-event consists of the development of techniques for the

preparation of sound thick sections of highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite-.

1956-57 Raytheon Polaris, Minuteman
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No 21 (XD) *Invention of composite silver infiltrated porous tungsten rocket

Bovarnick nozzle

This RXD event consisted of the invention of the concept that
a tungsten rocket nozzle could be protected against degradation
due to rocket exhaust gases, by impregnating porous tungsten with
a fusible mater-l,. which would vaporize and carry away thermal
energy in excess ot tolerance limits for stability and integrity of
the tungsten.

1959-60 AVCO/Wilmington Polaris (A-3, Stage 1)

No. 22 (XD) *Conception and development of filament-wound cases for solid
Bastress propellant rockets

This event consisted of the conception of a new approach to
the fabrication of rocket motor cases, and the experimental in-
vestigation of-that concept.

19-47-49 Kellogg Minutemani P1aris
(A-2 & 3)

NO. 23 (XD) *Developrnen't and analysis of filament-wound closed-end presqure
Bovarnick vessel

This event consisted of the development of the analytical ap-
plied-mechanics of the behavior of filament-wound reinforced
plastic closed-end pressure vessels.

1952-55 Young-Development Minuteman, Polaris
Labs.

No. 24-(AD *Deirelopment of'reliable integrated circuits
or possibly This event consisted of the development of integrated circuits
XD) with technical characteristics and reliability sufficient to in-
Rudenberg corporate them in the guidance computer of the Minuteman weapons

system.

1962-64 Texas Instruments Minuteman

No. 25 (R) *Development of high temperature shock tube
Bovarnicko This RXD event consisted of experimental research, culmi-

nating In the development of the high temperature shock tube, a
device for producing a controlled high velocity gas stream at ultra-
high temperatures.

1949-50 Cornell U. Minuteman
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No. 26 (R) Identification of transition between laminar and turbulent flow on
Bovarnick blunt-nose body in hi:h-speedair streams

"his RXD event consists of the experimental finding that in
an air stream at high velocity incident upon a blunt-nose body,
the flow pattern undergoes a transition from laminar to turbulent
at much lower Reynolds numbers than previously predicted.

1955-56 AVCO/Everett Minuteman

No. 27"(XD) *Recognition of the inadequacy of heat sink for re-entry
Bovarnick This RXD event was the experimental recognition- of the in-

adequacy of the high conductivity copper'heat sink for thermal
protection of the re-entry vehicle.

-1955-55 AVCO/Everett Minuteman

No. 28 (XD) *Prediction and ablative behavior and flight test, of quartz heat shield
,, BovarnickovrikThis RXD event consisted of predicting the ablative behavior

of a quartz heat shield-under the conditions of atmospheric re-
entry, and ve:ifying those predictions with an actual -flight test.

1957-59 AVC/Everett Minuteman

-No. 3Q (XD) *Discovery of the princip~e of ablative cooling

Bovarnick This event consisted of thediscoveryof ablative cooling as

a means of thermal protection.

1952-53 Redstone Arsenal- Minuteman, Polaris

No. 32 (XD) *Development of a -useful data processor using digital integrated
Rudenberg circuits

This event consists of the completion of a data processor
computer (an arithmetic unit), using a group of digital integrated
circuits performing logic and switching functions, each functional
element being on a single -monolithic silicon wafer.

1958-61 Texas Instruments Minuteman

No. 35 *Invention and development-of a shaped-line explosive charge

-(I& XD) This event consisted of the invention and development of a

Freeman reliable explosive device for cleanly rupturing the mylar dia-
phragm which seals the mouth of the Polaris launch tube.

1957-51 Stanford Research Polaris (Fleet
Inst. ballistic missile)
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No. 36 (XD) *Conception of hare-missile, air-ejected submerged launching

Freeman This event consisted of-the conception of bare-missile launch

for a large missile ejected from a submarine, and-exploratory

analytic work to identify technical problems requiring significant
experimentation or test.

1956-56 Lockheed Aircraft Polaris

No. 39 (XD) *Development of two-degree-of-freedom (free) gyroscopewith a

Heuchling spherical hydr.dynamic gas bearing supporting the gyro wh-el

This event -concerns the development of a two-degree-of-
freedom (free) gyroscope in which the gyro wheel is supported in
a spherical, -hydrodynamically generated gas bearing. Thus,
hydrodynamic support in a single bearing was used- to enhance
spin-axis bearing reliability, and to enhance gyro accuracy by
minimizing gimbal -bearing friction.

1954-56 NAA Minuteman

No. 40 *Conception and demonstration ofintegrated semiconductor circuits
(I & XD or This event consists of the demonstration of the feasibility of
possibly XD)possiby XD) fabricating a complete electronic circuit, capable of performing

a simple circuit function, out of one piece of semiconductor

material, combining in this the functions of amplification, resis -

tance, capacitance and other component attributes by processing
all-the equivalent elements for the complete circuit in-a mono-
lithic bar of pure silicon.

1957-58 Texas Instruments Minuteman

No. 41 (XD) Development and flight test of the FEBE system
Heuchling This event consisted of exploratory system development of a

non-radiating navigation and bombing-system, and of proving the
compatibility of a number of new components and subsystems by
incorporating them in a flyable model.

1946-49 MIT Instrumentation Sergeant, Hound-Dog,
Lab. Polaris, Minuteman
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No. 42 Development of improved ballistic-missile guidance system
(0 & XD-or This event concerns the conception and development by the
possibly XD) Germans at Peenemunde late in World War I of an inertial guid.
Heuchling ance system for V-2 rockets, which anticipated the basic form

of the most advanced systems for ballistic missiles in use today.

1944-45 Peenemunde Sergeant, Polaris,

Minuteman

No. 43 (XD) *Development of doppler enabler
Sykes/ Thisevent consisted of the development of a simple and ef-
Mazuy fective circuit for correcting the frequency shift caused by the

forward motion of an active acoustic torpedo, thus permitting
the-use of a filter to remove reverberation.

]953-54 NOTS Mark 46

No. 44 (AD) Achievement of twilight astrotracker capability
Gallagher This event =consisted of the redesign-of the tracking dynamics .

of -the KS-120 Astrotracker, to achieve substantially better twi-
light capability.

1957-60 Kollsman Hound Dog

No. 45. *Development of raster-chopper and shutter -scanning system

(I & XD or This event consisted of the development of a means, for
possibly evaluating-the magnitude and-direction of tracking error perceived
I & AD) by a star-seeking telescope, -and for converting the perceived
Gallagher error into correction data for input to the-navigational computer.

1948-52 Kollsman Hound Dog

No. 47 (XD) *Development of disc memory for digital navigational computer
Heuchling This event concerns the development of a compact, reliable,

low-capacity memory for the continuous, high-speed circulation
of digital data as appropriate in a digital, differential analyzer.

1952-54 NAA Hound Dog, Polaris,
Minuteman
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No. 48-(XD) "Development of pendulous integrating accelerometer
Heuchling This event involved the conception, design and feasibility

testing of a small, simple, and extremely precise integrating
accelerometer.

1954-57 NAA Hound Dog, Minuteman
Polaris (SINS)

No. 49 Development of gun sight incorporating a gyro as rate sensor and
(I & XD) analog computer
Heuchling This ,event' concerns the conception and development of the

first gyroscopic lead-angle computing gun sight for shipboard-
anti-aircraft guns.

1940-41 MIT Instrumentation Sergeant, Hound- Dog,
Lab. Polaris

No. 50'(XD) Development of the microsyn as a precise torque generator for
Heuchling application to computing gyroscopes

This event involves- the conception -and-development of the
microsyn--a small, rotary, differential-reluctance, torque motor
cpable of developing torques precisely related- to- excitation cur -
.:ent..

1942-42 MIT Instrumentation Sergeant, 'Hound Dog,
Lab. Polaris

No. 51 (AD) Developmeat of digital readout and control of gyros, accelerometers-
Heuchling and platform gimbals

This event consisted of the-development of digital readout,
control', and driving circuits for gyros, accelerometers, and
platform gimbals, using established principles and techniques to
solve the interface problems arising -between a digital computer
and an analog inertial measuring and:control system.

1954-57 NAA Autonetics Div. Hound Dog, -Polaris,
Minuteman

No. 52 *Development 'of the single -degree-of-freedom integrating rate
(I & XD) gyroscope
Heuchling This event involved the invention, development and laboratory

demonstration of the flaated single-degree-of-freedom integrating
rate -gyroscope as a superior inertial sensor of angular motion.

1946-48 MIT Instrumentation Sergeant, Hound Dog,
Lab. Polaris
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No. 53 (AD) Adaptation.of pressure sensing device for use as engine power
Gallagher control

This event consisted of the use of a standard safety device to
provide throttle control in a missile engine.

1958-58 NAA Hound Dog

No. 54 (AD *Development of digital differential analyzer for aircraft navigation
or possibly This event consisted of the development of a digital differen-
XD) tial analyzer having particular features of logical design, machine
Heuchling organization, and input-output -facilities to suit ;t for use in an

aircraft navigator.

1953-57 NAA Autonetics -Div. Hound Dog, Polaris,
Minuteman

No. 58 (AD) Development of the variable-position inlet diffuser
Gallagher This event involved the development of -a conical-shock (or

"spike")-type of engine inlet diffuser suitable for use at both
subsonic and supersonic-velocities, and marked the successful
embodiment of principles set forth by Ostwatisch and Ferri in,
the -late 40's and early 50's.

1957-58 NAA Houfnd Dog

No. 59 (XD) *Development-of fuel antifreeze

Gallagher This event consisted of the search for a material that would

prevent icing in-JP-4 fuel.

1959-59 Phillips Petroleum Hound Dog

No. 60 (XD) *Development of a reliable low-altitude radar altimeter

Gallagiier This event consisted of the development of a radar altimeter

circuit that allowed highly reliable operation at low altitude in
a jet-engine environment.

1955-57 Emerson Hound Dog
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No, 61 (XD) *Development of the map-itic suspension to replace jewel bearings
Heuchling on the gimbal axis of precise gyros

This event coierns the discovery, analysis, parametric des-
cription, and development of an-electronically simple, electro-
magnetic radial and thrust bearing to support the gimbal of a
single-degree-of-freedom gyroscope, and thereby, to reduce
further the gyro drift which is caused by small uncertainty torques
in the gimbal bearings.

1953-59 MIT Instrumertation Polaris
Lab.

No. 62 (XD) *Development of guidance concept based upon-rom itation and
Heuchling control of velocity to be gained

This event involves the conception, formulation, preliminary
design and analytical evaluation-of an improved inertial guidance
system for ballistic missiles.

1953-55 MIT Instrumentation Polaris
Lab.

No. 63 (XD) *Development of hydrodynamically generated-gas journal and
Heuchling thrust bearings for gyros

This event concerns the development and application of hydro-
dynamically generated gas journal and thrust bearings for the
gyro wheel of single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes.

1954 -56 NAA Polaris

:No. 65 (XD) Development of missile thrust controlmethbd
Stuart This RXD event- consisted of the development of an uncom -

plicated and readily actuated but positive thrust control method
for the Sergeant missile solid propellant rocket motor.
1956-59 JPL Sergeant

No. 66 (XD) Development of zero length nonvertical missile launchStuart '
This RXD event consisted of the conception of an unconstrained,

nonvertical launch for a missile of substantia' size, and the experi- 4

mental and analytical exploratory investigation required to deter-
mine a reasonably proportioned system and demonstrate its feasi-
bility.

1957-59 JPL Sergeant
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No. 71-(R) *Development of epitaxial deposition of semiconductor material
Rudenberg This event consists of the development of a method of adding

a thin layer of-single crystal semiconducting material-to the sur-
face of a single crystal wafer.

1950-60 BTL Minuteman

No. 75 (XD) Development of propellant additives to inhibit &un tube erosion
Stuart This-event consisted of a systematic evaluation of potential

propellant additives in relation to gun tube erosion, and resulted
in the identification of a class of metallic oxides as useful.in-
hibitors-.

1954-58 Swedish -government Howitzer

No. 78 (XD) Development of autofrettage swaging
Stuart This RXD event consists of the development of a new- means

for increasing the effective bursting strength of artillery gun
tubes.

1956-59 Watervliet Arsenal Howitzer

No. 80 *Classified

No. 81 (XD) *Development of Revel-Panel, transit time alignment compensation
Sykes, This event consisted of the development of. a method for com-
-Mazuy pensating for the loss in sensitivity of an active -acoustic torpedo

during the circling search mode by shifting the transmitting beam
to- lead- the receiving beam axis.

1956-58 NOTS Mark 46

No. 82 (XD) *Development of Revel Panel, reverberation filtration-
Sykes, This event consisted of the measurement of the levels of
Mazuy reverberation that might be- experienced by an active acoustic

torpedo and the development of a suitable filter system for in-
creasing the signal-to-reverberation ratio of the Mark 46-0 tor-
pedo acoustic homing system.

1956-58 NOTS Mark 46
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No. 83 (XD) *Development of Revel Panel, recognition of noise-limited and
Sykes, reverberation-limited conditions
Mazuy This event consisted of the development of a method for

continuously recognizing whether an active acoustic homing
torpedo was self-noise or reverberation-limited and for selecting
the target detection method suitable for the-prevailing condition.

1956-58 NOTS Mark 46

No. 84.(XD) *Development of Revel Panel, bilateral automatic gain control
Sykes, This event consisted of the recognition of the fact thatthe
Mazuy reverberation level for active acoustic torpedoes was not always

an exponential decay curve, and the design of a suitable gain
control system.

1958-59 NOTS Mark 46

-No. 86 (XD) *The design and demonstration of a low-cavitation propellor

Klein This event-consists of the design and demonstration of a

high-speed, low cavitation-noise propellor.

1954-55 Penn. State U/ -Mark 46
ORL

No. 87-(XD) Development of rational design criteria for counter-rotational-
Klein propellors

This event consisted of the examination of the theory of
counter-rotational propellors and the development of rational
,design procedure.

1955-59 DTMB Mark 46

No. 88 (XD) *Development of hot-gas engine

Klein This event consisted of the development of a swash -plate

engine to be operated from hot gas generated by a monofuel.

1953-56 Clevite Mark 46-

No. 92 (XD) *Development of an effective-and reliable influence fuze for
Klein acoustic torpedoes -.. ..

This event consisted of the development of a short-range in-
fluence fuze for achieving the reliable detonation of acoustic
homing torpedoes.

-1954-55 APL/U. of Wash. Mark 46
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No. 93,(XD) *Formulation of H-6 explosive
Raisbeck This event consisted of the systematic experimental studyof

a family of high-explosive mixtures to find the mixture having the
optimal air blast consistent with castability and safety require-
ments.

1950-51 NOL Mark 46

No. 94 (XD) *Optimization of RXD/TNT/AI mixture for maximum underwater
Raisbeck shock energy

This event consisted of systematic experimental measurement
of the underwater blast parameters of a family of high-explosive
mixtures.

1950-52 NOL Mark 46

No. 95 (XD) Determination of most desirable compromise among shock and
Raisbeck bubble energies for an underwater explosive

This event consisted of systematic-theoretical and -experi-
mental studies; of the relation -between underwater explosive para -

-meters and damage.

1950-57 NOL-DTMB Mark 46

No-. 96 (XD) Conception of the -84-minute pendulum to-prevent vehicle hori-
Heuchling zontal accelerations from' causing -spurious precession of a gyro-

compass.

This event involves the conception, analytical justification, and
proposed mechanization of a means of preventing a marine gyro -
compass from experiencing transient disturbances in response
to horizontal accelerations- of the sort which arise during a change
in ship's course.

1906-23 Anschutz Hound Dog, Polaris

No. 97 (AD) Development of an improved Marine -Stable Element (MAST)
Heuchling utilizing post-World WartII inertial component-and system ideas

This event concerns the application of a recently developed
single-degree-of-freedom integrating rate gyroscope (RXD Event
No. 52), and-the platform stabilization-and -north- and vertical-
tracking features under development for the Air Force:(RXD Event

-' No, 41), to-the Navy's long standing problem of providing a set of -

stabilized: reference coordinates for use in gun-layingaboard ship.

1948-54 BuOrd Hound Dog, Polaris
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No. 98 (AD) Development of.a ship's inertial navigation system (SINS)

Heuchling This event- concerns.the conception, development and sea

tests-of the first experimental inertial navigation system for
shipboard and submarine end-use.

1950-1955 MIT Instrumentation Polaris
Lab.

No. 99,(AD) Development and flight test of the first all-inertial aircraft naviga-

Heuchling, tion systems, SPIRE (Space, Inertial- Reference -Equipment)

This event concerns the conceptual design, development and-

flight-test of the first all-inertial aircraft navigation system.

1949-53 MIT Instrumentation Polaris, Hound Dog

Lab.

No. 101 *Development of planar transistor process technology

(I &, XD) This event consists of the invention and exploratory develop-

Rudenberg ment of a process for making-silicon transistors using photo-

lithography and diffusion, simpler Pnd cheaper than earlier
methods, which led to transistors of extremely high reliability.

1957-58 Fairchild Polaris, Minuteman,
Sergeant

No-. 103 *Development of -the Cytac long-range, precise, hyperbolic radio

(AD or navigation system
possibly XD) This event involved the conception, analysis, construction

Heuchling and feasibility demonstratioriof a low-frequency, long-range,

precise, hyperbolic radio navigation:system employing both

envelope and carrier-phase matching for timing measurements-.

1953 -54 Sperry Polaris

No. 106 (R) *Research on a solid-state amplifier -(transistor)

Rudenberg This event- consisted of research on solid-state physics to ob-

tain new knowledge of the functional properties of semiconducting
m.aterials, which might be used in the development of completely

new and -improved components of communication systems -and which

led to-the discovery of the-transistor.

1945-48 BTL Polaris, -Minuteman,
Sergeant, Hound-Dog
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No. 107 (R) *Conception of transistor-with bonded, alloyed -contacts

Rudlenberg This event consisted of the conception and demonstration of

methods of constructing transistors with bonded or alloyed con-
tracts having properties resembling those of point-contact or
junction transistors-.

1948-48 BTL Sergeant, Polaris,
Minuteman, Hound Dog

No. 108 (R) *Development of method forgrowing high -purity single crystals
Rudenberg of germanium

This event consisted of the study of imperfections arising in
crystal-growing, and the selection and adaptation of a method of
crystal-growing to the point of producing large pure single crystals
of germanium and silicons.

1948-50 BTL Hound Dog, Polaris
Minuteman, Sergeant

No. 109- *Development of a germanium-transistor with alloyed indium
(XD) junctions
Rudenberg This event consists of the development of a technique for the

preparation of a junction transistor without resorting to multiple
doping during crystal growing,

1951-51 GE -Hound Dog, Polaris,
Sergeant

No. 110 (R) *Demonstration of zone melting for purification of metals
Rudenberg This event consists of the discovery and demonstration of a

new, highly efficient method of fractional crystallization of mater-
ials, called zone melting or purification, where short transverse
molten zones of the metal are caused-to--move gradually through
the length of a solid metal ingot bar, thereby sweepingmost of
the impurities toward one end.

1950-5 1 BTL Hound Dog, Minuteman
Polaris, Sergeant

No. -1-1(R) -*Development of-high-frequency:PNIP'transistors
Rudenberg This -event consists of the analysis- of the limitations of high-

frequency transistors and their reduction through the incorporation
or an-additional, thin- high-resistivity layer on-the collector side
of a junction- transistor.

1952-53 BTL Hound Dog, Minuteman,
Polaris, Sergeant
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No. 112 *Development of silicon transisto,'
u(XD) This event consists. of the development of a silicon transistor.

1953--54 Texas Instruments Minuteman, Polaris.

Sergeant, Hound Dog

No. 113 *Development of ar, oxide masking process for delineating diffusion
(I & XD) regions on silicon transistors
Rudenberg This event consisted of the development of a method of laterally

delineating areas on-a silicon wafer for the diffusion of impurities,
thus providing simple patterns of doped semiconductor regions to
act as emitter or base areas in a transistor.

1-34-55 BTL Minuteman, Polaris,
Sergeant

No. 114 (R) *Research on diffusion techniques for transistors
Rudenberg This event consisted of research on-diffusion techniques in

semiconductor material suitable for transistors, particularly
silicon or germanium, which would avoid the undesirable side
effects encountered in earlier applications -to transistor- and- junc -
tion fabrication-.

1950-56 BTL -Minuteman, Polaris,
Sergeant

No. 115 (R) *Development of thermo -compression- bonding for transistors
Rudenberg This event consists of the development of a method of making

reliable concact to the small islands of metallized patterns on
a single crystal wafer of silicon, without applying deleteriously
high pressures or temperatures to the wafer.

1954-56 BTL Minuteman, Polaris

No. 116 Development of method for levitation of a floating zone of silicon
(I & XD) This event consists of the, invention and development of a
Rudenberg method of generating a stable layer of m0ltei silicon material

between the ends of two short silicon crystals arranged coaxially,
without having the molten zone in contact with a crucible.

1952-53 US Signal Corps Minuteman

C
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No. 117 *Development of molecular electronics amplifiers
S(XD),(XD)ne This event consists of the-development of an integrated circuit

Rudenberg based on "molecular electronics," exploring the capabilities of

germanium and silicon structures and fabrication processes to
produce useful linear or analog functional, circuits on one block
of semiconductor material.

1958 -61 Westinghouse Minuteman

No. 118 *Conception and demonstration of "molecular electronic" integrated
(I & X 0) circuits
Rudenberg This event consisted of the implementation of so-called molec-

ular electronic concepts by actual functional electronic blocks,
in this. case on oscillator controlled in frequency by light or heat,
built entirely on one piece of semiconductor material.

1957-58 Westinghouse Minuteman

-C-19
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APPENDIX D

STANDARD ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONS

It should be understood at the outset that the environment inwhich an
R&D event was performed cannot be ascertained by means of a questionnaire.
Nor can a standard set of questions be utilized, because the real environment
information comes out only in an informal type of interview during which good
rap.port is established.

The-only use which can be made of a set of questions is simply to re-
mind one of the ground which should be covered. How one phrases the questions
is quite depend,,nt upon the type of person being interviewed and-the conditions
surrounding the interview.

In performing technical audits we have found that it is usually more
productive if two ADL people interview a man as this makes it easier-to keep
the questions flowing, and permits our staff members to compare and discussk'their reactions subsequent to-the interview.

In analyzing the results of our environment studies it might -be of1some interest to look at the answers to groups of questions. There may be a:
core of things which are usually found in a successful R & D environment.

The following, set of questions is not presented-as being complete,i but as a: starter. A particular effort has been made to word the questions so
that the answers can be terse. One penalty is that the answers may be redun-
dant (e.g., le, 2f, 3c). Another penalty is that some questions may fail to
apply (e.g., 5c).

I Timing

a. When did the RXD Event begin and end?

b. Was the Event part of a steady sequence from research, to explora ory
development, to advanced development, to engineering development,
etc., with clear transitions and no gaps in time or character of the
work? (If no, explain.)

c. When was the initiation of the weapon system development in which this
RXD Event was utilized?

d. Would-the state of scientific and technical knowledge, instrumentation,
etc., have alowed- this work to be-done earlier?

D-l'
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e. (Cf. 3c) If perception of a military need, mission, or system problem
was a stimulus to this Event, what was the delay (if any) between the
stimulus and the initiation of the Event?

2. Personnel

a. Who conceived -the idea? Was this the same person who launched the
work?

b. Was formal approval required before work could -begin? If so, by-whom?
If not, whose acquiescence or informal: approval was required?

c. What was the administrative delay, if any, in getting the work started?
Did our correspondents report any earlier proposals to do the same
work?

d. Who worked on -the RXD Event, and what were their backgrounds and
reputations?

e. (Cf. 3d, 3e, and 4h) Was there any professional stimulation from others
inside or outside the-organization, in particular, anyone from DOD? If
so, from whom?

f. (Cf. 3c) If a military need, mission, or system problem motivated
this RXD Event, who-got and sold the initial concept as a response
suitable to the stimulus?

g. (Cf. 3c, le) Did: our respondents report any-particular difficulties in
selling the idea for this application?

3. Motivation

a. Why and how did the persons responsible for the idea get the idea?

b. Did they have a background of association with DOD activities?

c. Was- the idea entirely separate from any military- need; or was it need,
miss-ion, or systems oriented?

d. What degree of urgency (with respect te both time and importance) was
reported? Was any competition reported? Do our respondents report
the establishment of any formal priorities? If so, who established
them?

e. (Cf. 4g and h) What degree of encouragement or opposition to this
activity was reported? (Cf. 4g and-h) Did it come from within or-out-
side of the organization?

D-2
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4. Atmosphere (If a group smaller than the whole institution can be identified.

as-the locus of the Event, answer a, b, e and d for this group also)

a. What laboratory was involved?

b. What general reputation did the laboratory enjoy? What were its -strong
X- and weak points? Had it enjoyed this reputation for some time before

the Event? Did it continue to enjoy this reputation for some time after
the Event?

c. What were its size and age?

d. (Cf. 6e) What was its reputation in the particular field-of the RXD
Event?

e. Who was the laboratory director, and what was his reputation.

f. (Cf. lc) Did the laboratory director or anyone else outside the group
play a significant role as intermediary between the -idea man or group
and the sponsors or users of the-RXD? If so, explain. 7-

g. Was the management of-the group authoritarian or adaptive? (See
WM# 16.)

h. Were the relations between the group and its sponsors based on con-
sensus-collaboration or coercion-compromise? (See WM# 16.)

i. Do our respondents report-any indications of unusually low or high
morale?

j. Were any special circumstances reported which inhibited or helped
this.RXD Event?

5. Financing

a. Were the--earliest stages of this work funded from government or
non-government funds? Was the-funding from sources designated speci-
fically for this task, from sources generally set aside for discretion-
ary-cqmmitmcnt to work of- this character (including institutional
-funding), or diverted from funds ordinarily commited to other work
(including allowable overhead and bootleg)?

b. (Cf. 4g) If any part of-the funding required formal approval, how long
was it before this approval-was granted? If there was any delay, was
the work interrupted or was it informally supported in-the interim?

c. Who-gr-nted the formal approval?

d. Was there funding by another agency after the initial funding? (Omit if
-answered in 5b.)

D-3
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e. If the ultimate source of the initial funding was the Defense Department,
did its source correspond to 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 .... 6.7?

f. Were any exceptional relationships between the idea people or the
director and the DOD people having authority to spend money reported?

g. (Cf. 6a, 2e) Was any unusual degree of harmony or conflict between
the DOD project officer-and the contracting officer reported? If so,
were any particular problems or benefits reported in consequence of
this?

h. What was the cost of the RXD Event?

6. The Idea

a. (Cf. 1b, 3c) 'Was this RXD Event the logical outgrowth of more basic

work preceding it?

b. Who did this more basic work?

c. Did this RXD work lead to papers, patentM, or reports?

d. (Cf. 3d and 3e) Were the merits of the idea sufficiently vivid at -an
early stage to attract support - - to attract good people from outside
the "starter" group?

e. In what field of science or technology does this RXD Event fall?

f. How -mature was this field of science or technology? What was the re-
lative experience or reputation of the protagonists in this field? Did
they enjoy a higher reputation or have more experience in another
field?

g, Was this a field in which the DOD was supporting work? If so, did the
support extend-to work aimed at the same mission as this Event?

7. Transition (The purpose of questions under this heading is to try-to find
out how the RXD Event came to be used in a weapons system. Often in the past
it has been difficult to sell the military on the potential value of a finding.)

a. How was the RXD progressed -through to a completed development for
use in a weapons system?

b. What-were the major problems involved (money, channels, priorities,
competition, etc.-)?

c. Who was the "salesman" for the use of the idea?

d. Who was the military man who had to be sold? Did-this individual keep
changing?
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e. Were the-military requirements clear?

f. Who formulated them and in what sort of a document (GOR, ADO, RFQ, ;
etc.)?

8. SORXDM

a. What measures to improve the environment for RXD were- suggested by
our respondents?

b. What particular ideas, if -any, did our respondents suggest which might
add to-the substance-of our report?

-t
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APPENDIX E

SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

The following list of questions was formulated during the reduction
of the data, to assist in drawing specific comparisons. These questions were
not put to our respondents, but were answered by our interviewers after inter-
views had been completed. They reflect the judgment of the interviewer, and
may be based on information from several sources.

Because of the small size of the sample and the coarseness of a
forced answer to multiple choice questions, we do not regard any single total
or distribution as significant. However, the qualified statements about trends
and distribution in the Discussion can be referred to these data if desired.

Each question is accompanied by its code and the frequency of an-
swers. Table E -1 displays all the data in matrix form. Each row represents.
one -RXD Event, each column one question. The rows are randomly scrambled
to protect the confidences of our respondents. Table E -2 shows the frequency
of answers, as sorted by a computer.
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B- INITIATION OF RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

Strategy

Frequency
Code 11 R 52 XD 63 RXD

1. Cost Effectiveness (Col. 30)*

At the time this Event wps 0 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 - - -

initiated, a reasonable estimate 10- 1 ............ 9 1 1 2
of its potential value times its 100 .............. 0 2 2 4
probability of success would 101 .-. ....... 1 2 28 30
have exceeded a reasonable pre- 102 .............. 2 6 19 25
diction of the cost of the Event 103 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 - 2 2
by 10-i, 100 , 101, 102 , etc: 164 .............. 4 - - -

2. Risk Strategies: (Col. 31)

No strategy of technological False ............. 0 - 33 33
speculation by DOD is-visilble in True ........... 1.. 8 18 26
the circumstances surrounding Other ............ 2 3 1 4
the decision to fund this work:

3. The following strategy was observed:

invest inFields (Col. 71)-

Invest in-fields of research and de- False ............. 0- 11 35 46
velopment characterized by obvious con- True ............... I - 17 17
tinuing interest in weapons technology, Other
and/or a rapid rate of change in-the
state of scientific- understanding and
technological exploitation, and/or a
clear- current need for improvements:

Invest in Research (Col. 72)

Invest-in research-and development False ........... 0 11 47 58
institutions -characterized by a True ............... 1 - 5 5
record of accomplishment, and/or -Other
facilities well matched to the work
to be done, and/or access to
university resources, and/or an
objective approach to alternate
solutions, and/or having a director
whose- dynamism inspires -confidence:

Invest in Men (Col. 73)

Invest in men of distinguished False ............... 0 11 49 60
accomplishment-in the field of True ........... - 3 3
interest: Other

0'Ihe designation Col. 30, etc., refers to the location of the data on the input card and unprocessed
data printout. It is of no concern to the reader, but is-retained as an aid to the authors' verifica-
tion that the data are accurate.
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Invest in Evaluation Work (Col. 74)

When the-need-is clear support False .............. 0 11 47 58
evaluation work on all ideas True ............. 5 5
which show even remote-promise Other
of meetingthe need:

Allocate Discretionary Fund (Col. 75)

Allocate some discretionary funds False .............. 0 11 50 61
to a large class of research and True .......... .1 - 2 2
development institutions, recogniz- Other
ing that creative ideas occur at
random, that broad awareness of
military-'needs will promote pro-
ductivity, and that the capability
promptly to evaluate randomly
occurring ideas is desirable:

Force by W/S Development (Col. 76)

Force -technological progress by False ............. 0 11 48 59
attempting to develop a weapon True ............. I - 4 4
system even though advances in Other
a number of areas will be
essential to-success:

Force by Requirements (Col. 77)

Focus research and development False ............. 0 II 49 60
effort by clear statements of True ............ 1 3 3
weapon system performafnce re- Other
quirements, but let technological
advances pace system develop-
ment effort:

4. Clear Transition (Col. 19)

Transitions in Stages of Development - False ........... 0 1 22 23
The changes in the-character of activity True ........... 1... 1 0 30 40
corresponding to the transition R to XD
or XD to AD were not clear (including
-transitions at beginning and end.of
Event):

5. Progress Irregularity (Col. -12)

This activity derived some essential False ........... 0 3 19 22
idea, or stimulus, or information from True ........... L 8 33 41
a less basic development activity
(i.e., from AD, ED, OSD, T or E)
Answer F only if all ideas, resources,
and Stimulation resulted from non-
-technical- considerations and -from
previous R-and (in-the case of XD)

previous XD):

E-3
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Initiation of an RXD Event

6. Three Elements Essential to RXD (Col. 1)

When this RXD Event was initiated, the True ............. 1 10 49 59
following three were elements present:
an explicitly understood need, goal, or
mission; resources (facilities, money,
materials, men) which- could be committed
promptly; a source of ideas (experienced,
imaginative men).

If false, the following were missing: Missing need ..... 2 1 3 4

7. Element which Triggered Event (Col. 26)

The element which triggered this Need ............. 1 2 16 18
Event was: Idea ............. 2 6 22 28

Resource Alloca-
tion ............ 3 14 17

Other

8. Trigger Delay Time (Col. 27)'

Triggering occurred after the other two 0 years ............. 0 2 19 21
elements had been joined for _ years: I year ............ 1 6 5 11

2 years ........... 2 1 10 ii
3 years ............ 3 2 6 8
4 years ........... 4 - 6 6

5 years........... 5 - 2 2

6 years ........... 6 - 1 1
7 years .......... 7 - - -
8 years ........... 8 - - -

9 or more years...9 - 3 3

9. State-of-the-Art Delay in Years (Col. 28)

An adequate scientific and technologi- 0 years ........... 0 - 4 4

cal base for this event had existed I year ............ 1 1 2 3
for years before the Event 2 years ............ 2 4 10 14
was initiated; i.e., this innovation 3 years ........... 3 1 5 6
+ technology which has been around 4 years ............ 4 - 4 4
for years = Event. 5 years ........... 5 - 6 6

6 years ........... 6 1 1 2
7 years .......... 7 - 1
8 years ........... 8 - 4 4-
9 or more years ... 9 3 16 19
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10. Locus (Col. 6)

The initial activity was done at the place The idea was
where: generated ......... I 10 47 57

The need was
expressed ........ 2 - 3 3

At neither place ,..0 1 1 2

Where both idea was
generated and need
felt ............... 3 - 1 I

11. Specific Need (Col. 3)

Two levels of need were recognized, By the later more
a general need expressed earlier specific need ...... 1 5 25 30
and a more specific need expressed By the more general
later, and the RXD Event was need............0 - 2 2
stimulated:

Other, including no
need or only one
level of need ex-
pressed ........... 2 6 25 31

Initial Funding

12. Work Was Started Promptly (Col. 2)

Work was started promptly after need False ............. 0 1 9 10

and idea were brought together: True ............. 1 10 43 53-

13. DOD or Private Fund (Col. 21)

The funds which supported the From the DOD .... 1 3 38 41

initiation of this RXD Event were From private
ultimately: sources ........ 2 8 14 22

Other ........... 3 - - -

14. Type of Fund (Col. 22)

The initial stages of work were Available for
funded out of funds: discretionary ex-

penditure .......... 1 7 7

For the support of
related work, but in
which the particular
RXD Event was not
specified or antic-
ipated ............ 2 8 28 36
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14. Type of Fund (Col. 22) (Cont.)

Borrowed from other
activities .......... 3 1 6 7

Specifically seL aside
for this activity
(possibly as one of
many) before
initiation .......... 4 5 5

Specifically approved
for this work after the
idea was generated..5 2 6 8

(Source of initial
funding doubtful) .... 6

15. Local Decision (Col. 55)
-A

The decision to give initial financial False .............. 0 2 10 12
support to this work was made locally: True .............. 1 9 41 50

Other ............. 2 - I I

C. EXECUTION OF RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

RXD Flourishes in an Adaptively Organized Group

16. Adaptive Environment (Col. 7)

The local environment in which the RXD False (author.) ...... 0 -

Event was carried out was adaptive True (adapt.) ....... 1 11 51 62
rather than authoritarian: Neither or NA ...... 2 - -

17. Adaptiveness was introduced and
sustained in the situation by:

Philosophic commitment to adaptiveness (Col. 43)

A philosophic commitment to adaptiveness False .............. 0 - 29 29
on the part of laboratory management; True .............. 1 11 23 34

Supergoals (Col. 44)

The influence of goals whose importance False .............. 0 8 40 48
transcended all other considerations; True ............... 1 3 11 14

Other ............ 2 - I

A dominant adaptive personality (Col. 45)

A dominant adaptive personality; False .............. 0 8 41 49
True .............. 1 3 11 14
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Rapid size change (Col. 46)

A rapid growth in the size of the False ......... 0 9 39 48
organization, with enhanced fludity; True ............. 1 2 13 15

Mission change (Col. 47)

A change of mission; False ............. 0 11 50 61
True ............. I - 2 2

Organization 'by tasks or projects (Col, 48)

Laboratory organization by tasks False ............. 0 11 30 41
or projects; and/or True ............. I - 22 22

Competition to survive (Col. 49)

A competitive drive which transcended False ............. 0 11 41 52
all other considerations. True ............. I - Y1 it

The environment-was not adaptive (Col. 50) False ............. 0 11 51 62
True ............. I - 1 1

18. Significance of Competition (Col. 16)

The desire to show the superiority of False........... 0 - 3 3
technical approach (or capability) over True ............. 1 10 35 45
conventional approaches orthose being Other ............. 2 1 14 15
worked on elsewhere appeared to con-
tribute positively to success- or effec-
tiveness. (Other if no competition;
F if competition produced an adverse
effect):

J19. Adaptive Control Present (Col. 18)
The controls appropriate to-an False ............. 0 - 3 3
adaptive system were present. True ............. 1 11 49 60
(If external evidence is gathered, Other ........... 2 - - -
past performance examined, and
purposeful decisions made accord-
ing to values and standards appro-
priate to goals, these constitute
valid adaptive controls.):

20. Within Authoritarian Organization (Col. 8)

The RXD was done in an adaptive subunit False ............. 0 - I I
of a larger basically authoritarian True ............ I - 7 7
organization (,.g., "loosely" super- Cher ............. 2 11 44 55
vised R&D group, a groLup operating

not according to standard-practices,"
4 etc.) (other = parent organization

not authoritarian): E-7
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21. Importance of Commitment (Col. 15)

There is evidence that personal False ............. 0 - 5 5
enthusiasm, dedication, and commit- True ............... 1 1 47 58
ment to -the achievement of goals
were present in those worldng on
the RXD Event and that it con-
tributed to success or effective-
ness:

22. Adaptive Decreases (Col. 14)

Thedegree of adaptiveness of this False ............. 0 11 22 33
orga,,tzation decreased steadily True ............. I - 21 21
with time: Other ............. 2 - 9 9

RXD Flourishes When the Group Enjoys Consensus-Collaboration
Relations With -its Sponsors

23. Consensus-Collaboration (Col. 10)

The relationbetween the group doing True ............... 1 Ii 38 49
the RXD and their sponsors (prime con-
tractor if" sub, parent organization,
if a separate lab, contracting office
if a DOD-contractor, etc.) was, a
consensus -collaboration,relation:

(If the first statement is False) False ............. 0 - 3 3
There was a significant informal True ............ 2 - 0 10
communication channel supple- Other ............. 3 - I
menting or replacing a direct
channel to the- sponsor:

24. The basis of the consensus-collaboration
relationship between sponsors and pro-
tagonists in this case was- -(not mutually
exclusive).

Long-personal association (Col. 37) False ........... 0 8 31 39
True ............. 1 3 21 24

Strong technical insight at both (Col. 38) False ........... 0 3 38 41
ends of link True ............. 1 8 14 22

Attention-focused on goals (Col. 39) False ............. 0 7 33 40
True ............. 1 4 19 23
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A single superpersuasive personality (Col. 41) False ............. 0 11 44 55
True ............. I - -8 8

(Col. 42) Other bases absent. 0 10 39 49

Other bases pres-
ent ............... 1 1 2

Not consensus-
collaboration ...... 2 - 12 12

25. Informal Exp. (Col. 4)

The understanding of the need was False ............. 0 2 2 4
passed on informally, rather than True ............. 1 8 46 54
exclusively by-a formal document Other ............. 2 1 4 5
(RFP, SOR, etc.)

,26. Sponsor Conception- (Col. 29)

This Event was not conceived by its False .............. 0 - 4 4
sponsors and promulgated in an RFP, True............1 3 40 43
GOR, etc.: Other .............. 8 8 16

27, Promoter-Conceiver Relationship (Cot. 34)

The promoter of initial support for False ............... 0 - 14 14
this work was closely identified with True .............. 1 11 37 48
the conceiver(s)of the ideas: Other ............... 2 - I I

28. Resistance to Innovation (Col. 11)

Some program for carrying out False ............. 0 6 30 36
this RXD Event or its substantial True ............. 2 16 18
equivalent was turned down, passed Other ............... 2 3 6
over, ignored, or refused funds, by
DOD at or before the time the Event
was done:

29. DOD Author (Col. 13)

This RXD Event shows evidence that the an adaptive
DOD acted in the way expected of: organization...... 0 1 17 18

an authoritarian
organization ....... 2 17 19

(ambiguous,
equivocal, or not
observed)........2 8 18 26
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Laboraftories and People

30. Laboratory Director (Col. 20)

The reputation of the laboratory Fair, poor, no infor.
director was: or NA ......... 2 - 16 16

Good ............. 3 - 11 11
Excellent ......... 4 11 25 36

31. R&D-Reputation of Group (Col. 35)

At the time this work was done, the False ............. 0 1 8 9
organization in which it was done True ............. 1 10 43 53
either already had or was rapidly Other ............. 2 - 1 1
developing a reputation as a first-
rate developrfient activity:

32. Outstanding Contributor Reputation (Col. 33)

No principal contributor to this False ............. 0 10 21 31
Event was professionally distinguished True ............. 1 30 31
at the time the Event occurred: Other........... 2 - I 1

33. Conceivers Involved in Execution (Col. 5 1)

Conceivers remained involved in the False ............. 0 1 6 7
execution of this RXD: True .............. 1 10 45 55

Other ............. 2 - 1 1

34. Exceptional Personnel (Col. 17)

The behavior of some creative and False ............. 0 10 45 55
imaginative individual(s) involved True ............. 1 1 7 8
in this RXD Event was seen as outside
the range normal to the organization
("mad scientist, " "odd-ball, " etc.):

Field of Work

35. State-of-the-Art Change (Col. 32)

The field in-which this Event occurred False ........... 0 7 36 43
was not changing rapidly at the time True ............. 1 4 13 17
this Event was initiated: Other ............. 2 - 3 3

36. Interdisciplinary Stimulation (Col. 36)

Interdisciplinary stimulation within False ............. 0 1 22 23
this organization was important in True ............. 1 10 29 39
the conception and execution of the Other ............. 2 - I I
idea:
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D. UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

37. Delay after Completion (Col. 52)

A delay of __years occurred between 0 years .......... 0 3 20 23
the completion of this RXD and its in- 1 year ........... 1 1 9 10
corporation in system development: 2 years .......... 2 1 7 8

3 years .......... 3 - 7 7
4 years .......... 4 - 3 3
5 years .......... 5 2 2 4
6 years ........... 6 1 - 1
7 years ........... 7 1 3 4
8 years ........... 8 2 - 2
9 or more years ...9 - I I

38. Paper Bridge (Col. 53)

Papers, patents and reports were False ............. 0 11 18 29
not an important mechanism in True ............. I - 33 33
bringing about first utilization Other ............. 2 -

of the RXD:

39. Human Bridge (Col. 54)

The personnel bridge (salesman) False ........... 0 - 9 9
to utilization of this RXD was 'True ............. 1 11 42 53
closely identified with either Other ............... 2 - I I
the conception or the execution
of this RXD, or both:

40. TIming (Col. 23-24)

How many years before (or after) the 3 years after ..... 96 - 1 I
initiation of system development was 2 years after ..... 97 - 2 2
this RXD Event undertaken: 1 year after ...... 98 - 4 4

0 year after ...... 99 - 4 4

0 year before ..... 00 1 8 9
I year betore ... 01 1 5 6
2 years before .... 02 2 4 6
3 years before .... 03 - 7 7
4 years before .... 04 1 7 8
5 years before .... 05 1 4 5

6 years before.... 06 - - -

7 years before .... 07 3 1 4
8 years-before....08 1 3 4
9 years before.....09 - 2 2

10 years before .... I0 1 - I
II years before .-..- - -
12 years before .... 12 -
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TABLE E-1 ANSWERS TO SPECI

47
30 31 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 19 12 01 26 27 28 06 03 02 21 22 55 07 43 44 t 45 46 47 4h8

2 1 0 0 I o 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 9 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 7 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 9 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 011REvents 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 9 1 2 1-2 2 1 1 1 0-0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1- 0 1 3 1 6 2 1 2 5 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 0- 0 -0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1- 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 9 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 5 3 1 2 I 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 9 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 9 4 0 2 1 1 2 o 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 9 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 9 1 2 1 Z 1 I 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 L 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 -0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 01 1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 9 3 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
z 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 5 1 2 0 1 4 0 1 0 1 0- 0 1 0

3 0 -0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 5 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.
1- 1 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 2 2 0 9 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1- 0 0 0- 0 0 0
1 1 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 4 9 1 1 0 1 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0- 1 1 2 4 9 1 2 1 1 2 1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

-1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 4 2 1 1 0 L 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 c 1 0
I 1- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1- 0 -1 2 0 3 1 2 1 1 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 a 1 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 5 1 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 a 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 3 0 -1 1 2 1 1 2 1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 1 052 XD Events 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 5 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 5 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 9 1 V 1 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 9 1 1 0 1 5 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 9 9- 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 1 1 ! 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 9 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 c 8 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1- 0
1 0 0 1) 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 8 I I 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 8 I I 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 8 1 1 -1 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 9 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 5 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 5 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0
2 2 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 . 1 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 2 3 2 2 0 2 5 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 3 3 1 2 1 2 5 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 5 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0

2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 1 1 0 1 5 0 1 0 1- 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0-0

t 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 Z 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1



0 SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONS

4. 41

47 48 49 -50 16 18 08 15 14 10 37 38 39 41 42 04 29 34 11 13 ZU 35 33 51 17 32 36 52 53 .54 23-24

0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 5 0 1 07
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 01
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 8 0 1 05
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 -1 0 2 4 1 0 1 0 0 1 6 0 1 04
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 10
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 -0 1 0 0 1 5 0 1 02
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 02
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 2 2 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 8 0 1 07
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 2 4 1 0 1 0 0 1 7 0 1 08
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 2 2 J 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 07
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 1 0 1 0 1 I 0 0 1 00
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 00
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 01
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1- 1 -1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 9 0 0 08
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 99
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 -1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 98
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 O
0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 -0 0 1 A I 01-
0 0 1 0 1, 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 t 0- 0 0 1 0 0 O
0 0 1 0 1 1 1, 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 -0 0 1 03
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 4 1 1 L 0 0 0 0 1 1 O
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 L 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 L 1 2 2 1 0 1 -0- 0 0 0 1 1 98
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1- 1 0 1 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 99
0 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 4 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 98
0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1- 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 17 1 1 09
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 04
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 4 1 0 1 0 1- 1 0 0 1 99
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 -0 2 1 I +1 0 1 1 5 0 0 04
1 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 99
1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 1 0 1 0- 2. 1 0 1 1 00
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 s 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 6
0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 1- 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 1 1 -1- 0 1 2 1 1 04
0 1 1 0 1 1 z I I 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 03
0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 04
0 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 5 1 1 05
0 1 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0-1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 4 1 0 09
0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 05
0 1- 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 -0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 07
0 -1 -0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 4 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 03
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 '. 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 91
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 -0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1- 1 03
0 1 0 0 2 1 2- 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 3 -1 1 03
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 ? 4 1 1 V 0 0 1 r 1 1 02
0- 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 97
0 -1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 00
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 00
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 O0
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 no
0 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 I 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 04
0 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 05
0 1 1) 0 1- 1 2 1 0 1. 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 1 1 04
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 1- 0 2 1 1 08
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 08
0 0 1 0 1 I 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 1 0 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 -1 2 0 1 98
0 0 0- 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 -0 0 0- 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 04
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 1 03
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 3- 0 0 0 0 0 L 3 1 2 2 4 0 0 1 0 -0 1 3 0 1 02
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 4 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 1 03
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1- 1 1 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 -1 3 0 1 00
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 t 0 1 0 0 0 0 () 1 3 2 2 3 1 - i 0 0 ! 1 0 - 02
0 0 -0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 05
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 G 2 1 0 1 0 0 L 3 0 1 00
0- 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 1- 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 2 2 0 -1 1 0 0 1 7 0 1 OZ

a _
l -. o-
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TABLE E-2 DISTRIBUTION OF

AA

q 9 
'q

Ir- 1-46

30 31 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 19 12 01 26 27 28 06 03 02 21 22 55 07 43 44 45 46
_ ________________ __.__ _L L

0 2 L 1 11it 11 11 it 11 1 3 2 1 2 e 8 9)1-
1 2 8 1 8 10 2 6 1 O 5 10 3 9 11 Ll 3 3 2
2 6 3 1 6 1 4 6 8 8
3 3 2 1 1
4

11 R Events 5 2
6 1
7 1

9 1 3

l39
313

0 2 33 35 474 9 47 50 48 49 22 19 19 4 1 2 9 10 1 294 0 41 39
1 28 18 17 5 3 5 2 4 3- 30 33 49 16 5 2 4." 25 43 38 7 41 51 23 11 11 13
2 19 1 3 22 10 10 3 25 -14 28 1 1
3 2 14 6 5 1 6
4 6 4 552XD Events 5 26 6

76

8 4

9 1 3 16

0 4 33 46 58 60 58 61 59 60 23 22 21 4 2 2 10 12 1 294 8 49 48
I1 30 26 17 5 3 5 2 4 3 40 41 59 18 11 3 57 -30 53 41 7 50 62 34 14 14 15
2 25 4 -4 28 11 14 3 31 22 36 1 163 3 2 17 8 6 1 7

-R and XD Events 2 2 6

6 1Together 7 1
8 4

9 2 3 19



F ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONS

2 4,

146 47 48 9 50 16 18 08 15 14 10 37 38 39 4.1 42 04 29 34 11 13 20 35 33 51 17 32 36 52 53 54_ I I I I I I I I I I I I ..... ,I . I I I t i i I I I I I I

9 11 it 11 t1 11 8 3 7 11 10 2 6 1 1 10 1 10 7 1 3 11
10 11 11 11 3 8 4 1 8 3 11 2 2 10 1 10 1 4 10 1 11
1 11 1 3 8 1

38

II

2

z

39 50 30 41 51 3 3 1 5 22 3 31 38 33 44 39 2 4 14 30 17 8 21 6 45 36 22 20 18 9-
13 2 22 11 1 35 49 7 47 21 38 21 14 19 8 1 46 40 37 16 17 43 30 45 7 13 29 9- 33 42

14 44 9 10 12 4 1 1 6 18 -16 1 1 1 3 1 7 1. 1
1 7 11 7

25 3
2

3

48 61 41 52 62 3 3 1 5 33 3 39 41 40 55 49 4 4 14 36 18 9 31 7 55 43 23 23 29 9
15 2 22 11 3 45 60 7 58 21 49 24 22 23 8 2 54 43 4 18 19 53 31 55 8 17 39 10 33 53

15 55 9 10 12 5 1 1 9 26 16 1 -1 1 3 1 8 1 1
1 15 11 7

36 3
4
1
4
2


